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BOOK I.
TRE E~D.

1. EVERY art and every kind of inquiry, and like- In au Ardou
.
,nan sed·t
wise every act a.nd purpose, seems to &m at some ....,. ~good : and so it has been well said that the good is :~:::."'"
that at which -everything aims.
2
But a difference is observable among these aims or
ends. What is aimed at is sometimes the exercise of
a faculty, sometimes a certain result beyond that
e::..ercise. And where there is an end beyond the act,
thP-re the result is better than the exercise of the
faculty.
s
Now since there are many kinds of actions e.nd
many art.g and sciences, it follo,vs that there are many
ends also; e.g. health is the end of medicine, ships
of shlpbuilding, victory of the art of war, and wealth
of economy.
•
But when sevefal of these are subordinated to
1

.
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some one art or science,-as the making of bridles and
other trappings to the art of horsemanship, and this
in turn, along with all else that the soldier does, to the
art of war, and so on,• -then the end of the master-art
is always more desired than the ends of the subordinate
arts, since these are pursued for its sake. .And this is 6
equally true whether the end in view be the mere
exercise of a faculty or something beyond that, as in
the above instances.
T•u,..i i,
2. If then in what we do there be some end which 1
;:.~·k,~;, ,ve wish for on its own account, choosing all the others
'"" and
·
''""""«
as mea.n.s t-0 t b'1s, b ut not every end w1'thou t exception
NhUu.
as a means to something else ( for S-O we should go on
ad infinitum, and desire would be left void and
objectless),-this evidently will be the good or the
best of all things. .And surely from 11. practical point i
of view it much concerns us to know this good; for
then, like archers shooting at a. definite mark, we shall
be more likely to attain what we want.
If this be so, we must try to indicate roughly what a
it is, and first of all to which of the arts or sciences it
belongs.
It would seem to belong to the supreme art or .i
science, that one which most of all deserves the name
of master-art or master-science.
Now Politics t seelll! to answer to this description. 5
• Reading ..-bv all'rbv 3!.
t To Ari•sotle Politics ia a much "ider term than to ""; it
c~erw the "hole field of hua>an life, aince man ia eeaeotie.lly aocial
(7, 6); it bu to determine (1) what io the good ?-the queotion of
this treatise (§ 9)-nd (2) wh,t can Jaw do to promote this good Pt.he qoeetiou of the sequel, which ia 1peoiall1 oalled "The Politica:"
.. X. 9.

1, 5-3, 4.]
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For it prescribes which of the sciences a state needs,
and which each man shall study, and up to what
point; and to it we see subordinated even the highest
arts, such as economy, rhetoric, and the art of war.
7
Since then it makes use of the other practical
sciences, and since it further ordains what men are
to do and from what to refrain, its end must include
the ends of the others, and must be the proper good of
man.
s
For though this good is the same for the individual
and the state, yet the good of the state seems a grander
and more perfect thing both to attain and to secure;
!l.nd glad as one would be to do this service for a
single individual, to do it for a people and for a
number of states is nobler and more divine.
9
This then is the aim of the present inquiry, which
is a sort of political inquiry.•
1
3. We must be content if we can attain to so much -..""'"
precision in our statement as the subject before us :'ttr.Jbit
i!J.b,ect
to
admits of; for the same degree of accuracy is no more "'..,,,.cud
by 1t•d.ent
to be expected in all kinds of reasoning than in all ,.._ •."'-"'
kind!! of handicraft.
TQ.lfUAf.
2
Now t he things that are noble and just (with whfoh
Politics deals) are so various e.nd so uncertain, that
some think these are merely conventiona.l and not
natural distinctions.
8
There is a simila.r uncertainty also about what is
good, because good things often do people harm : men
have before now been ruined by wea.lth, and have
lost their lives through courage.
4
Our subject, then, and our data. being of this
6
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nature, we must be content if we can indicate the
truth roughly and in outline, and if, in dealing with
matters that are not amenable to immutable laws, and
reasoning from premises that are but probable, we
can arrive at proba.ble conclusions.•
The read.er, on his part, should take ea.ch of my
statements in the same spirit; for it is the mark of
an educated man to require, in each kind of inqy.j.ry,
just so much exactness as the subj~mits of: it is
-·equally absurd to accept probable reasoning · from a
mathematician, and to demand scientific proof from a.n
orator.
But each man can form a judgment about what he 5
knows, and is called "a good judge " of tha.tr-of any
special matter when he has received a special education therein, "a good judge" (without any qualifying
epithet) when he has received a wiiversal education.
.And hence a young man is not qualified to be a
student of Politics; for he lacks experience of the
affairs of life, which form the data and the subjectmatter of Politics.
Further, since he is apt to be swayed by his G
feelings, he will derive no benefit from a study whose
aim is not speculative but practical.
But in this respect young in character counts the 7
same as young in years; for the young man's disqualification is not a matter of time, but is due to the
fact that feeling rules his life and directs all his
desires. Men of this character turn the knowledge
• The expression.,..;, C:., i.-1 .,.~ 1ro>..6 covers both (1) what ie i;:enerally though no& univ~r,o.lly trne, nnu (2) what is probable tboogh
not cert,uu.

3, 5--4, 4.]
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they get to no account in practice, as we see with
those we call incontinent; but those who direct their
desires and actions by reason will gain much profit
from the knowledge of these matters.
8
So much then by way of preface as to the student,
and the spirit in which he must accept what we say,
and the object which we propose to ourselves.
1
4. Since-to resume-all knowledge and all pur- f,.',;i 1f;':~'""'·
p ose aims at some good what is this which we say;,butha.
d iffer fU
is the aim of Politics; or, in other words, what is the :."""rnu:
highest of all realizable goods ?
2
As to its name, I suppose nearly all men are agreed ;
for the masses and the men of culture alike declare
that it is happiness, and hold that to "live well" or
to "do well " is t.he same as to be "happy."
Bot they differ as to what this happiness is, and
the masses do not give the 11c1.me account of it as the
philosophers.
3
The former take it to be something palpable and
plain, as pleasure or wealth or fame ; one man holds
it to be this, and another that, and often the same
man is of different minds at different times,-after
sickness it is health, and in poverty it is wealth;
while when they are impressed with the con.sciousness
of their ignorance, they admire most those who say
grand things that are above theil' comprehension.
Some philosophers, on the other hand, have thought
that, beside these several good things, there is an
"absolute" good which is the cause of their goodness.
•
As it would hardly be worth while to review all
the opinions that have been held, we will confine ourselves to those which are most popular, or which seem
to have some foundation in reason.
J
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But we must not omit to notice the distinction ""
that is drawn between the method of proceeding from
•
•
·
• 1
., the method of
your startmg-pomts
01· Jlrmc,p
es, anu
· up to t hem. Pl ato usecl ,v1t
. l1 fitness to raise
.
wor l,:101;
'
· h t way JS
·
t h'1s questu:,n,
an d to as k· w h ether t hc rig
from or to your starting-points, as in the race-course
you may ru n from the judges to the boundary, or vice

i·e'l'Sa.
" 'ell, we must start from what is known.
But "wl1at is known" may me.1,n two things:
" what is known to us," which is one thing, or "what
is known " simply, which is another.
I think it is safe to say that we must start from
what is known to us.
And on this account nothing but a. good moral 6
training ~-an qualify a man to study whatj_$_l],oblo
and just-in--a word, t.~
questions qf P oliti~
:For tlieurictemonstraled fact 1S-1i.erethe starting- 7
point, and if this undemonstratecl fact be sufficiently evident to a. man, he will not require a.
"reason why." Now t he man wl10 has had a good
mo1-al training eithcl' has already arrived at startingpoints or pl'ine:iples of action, or will easily accept
them when pointed out. But he who neither has them
nor will accept them may hear what Hesio<l says • -

.IDdl.dz_

"The best is he who of himself d oth know;
Good too is be who listens to the wise ;
Bot he who meitber knows hilllself nor heeds
The words of others, is & useless mun."

5. Let us now take up the discUJJsion at the point 1
p1..uu,
"""" ' ...
bf ,,.,. from w hi ch we d'1gressecl.
flt, g""'
0

A~r1 ,wr
tnrtut.

• " Works nnd Daye," 2·9l - 2VS.

.
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It seems that men not unreasonably ta.ke their
notions of the good or ha.ppiness from the lives actually
2 led, and that the masses who are the least refined
suppose it to be pleasure, which is the reason why they
aim at nothing higher than the life of enjoyment.
.l<'or the most conspicuous kinds of life are three:
this life of enjoyment, the life of the statesman, and.
thirdly, the contemplative life.
a
The mass of men show themselves utterly slavish
in their preference for the life of brute beasts, but
their views receive consideration because many of
those in high places have the tastes of Sardanapalus.
4
Men of refinement with a practical turn prefor
honour ; for I suppose we may say that honour is the
aim of the statesman's life.
But this seems too superficial to be the good we
are seeking: for it appears to depend upon those who
give rather than upon those who receive it; while ,ve
have a. presentiment that the good is something that
is peculiarly a man's own and can scarce be ta.ken
away from him.
5
Moreover, these men seem to pursue honour in
order that they may be assured of their own
excellence,-at least, they wish t-0 be honoured by
men of sense, and by those who know them, and on
the ground of their virtue or excellence. I t is pla.in,
then, that in their view, at any rate, virtue or excellence
6 is better than honour ; and perhaps we should ta.k.,
this to be the end of the statesman's life, rather than
honour.
But virtue or excellence also appears too incom•
plete to be what we want; for it seems that a. man

8
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might have virtue and yet be asleep or be inactive
all bis life, and, moreover, might meet with the
greatest disasters and misfortunes; and no one would
maintain that such a man is happy, except for
argument's sake. But we will not dwell on these
matters now, for they are sufficiently discussed in the
popular treatises.
The third kind of life is the life of contemplation: 7
we will treat of it further on.•
As for the money-making life, it is something s
quite contrary to nature; and wealth evidently is not
the good of which we are in search, for it is merely
useful as a means to something else. So we might
r:i.ther take pleasure and virtue or excellence to be
ends than wealth; for they are chosen on their own
account. But it seems that not even they are the
end, though much breath has been wasted in attempts
to show that they are.
Y•rl•••
6. Dismissing these views, then, we have now to 1
:Z:.";%~ consider the "universal good," and to state the diffi~,:~ cul ties which it presents; though such an inquiry is •
= ::::'."' not a pleasant task in view of our friendship for the
wnfll/lOOd. authors of the doctrine of ideas.
But wc venture to
think that this is the right course, and that in the
interests of truth we ought to sacrifice even what
is nearest to us, especially as we call ourselves philosophers. Both are dear to us, but it is a sacred duty
to give the preference to truth.
In the first place, the authors of this theory them- 2
selves did not assert a common idea in the case of
a.:ungs of which one is prior to the other ; and for this
• CJ. VL 7, 12, and X. 7, 8.

5, 1-6, 6.]
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reason they did not hold one common idea of numbers.
Now the predicate good is applied to substances and
also to qualities and relations. But that which has
independent existence, what we call "substance," is
logicaUy prior to that which is relative; for the latter
is an offshoot a.s it were, or [in logical languageJ an
accident of a thing or substance. So [by their own
showing] there cannot be one common idea of these
goods.
s
Secondly, the term good is used in a.s many
different ways as the term "is" or "being:" we apply
the term to substances or independent existences, as
God, reason ; to qualities, as the virtues; to quantity,
as the moderate or due a.mount; to relatives, as the
useful ; to time, ws opportunity ; to pl:Lce, 8.5 habitation,
and so on. It is evident, therefore, that the word good
cannot stand for one and the same notion in all these
various applications ; for if it did, the term could not
be applied in all the categories, but in one only.
4
Thirdly, if the notion were one, since there is but
one science of all the things that come under one idea,
there would be but one science of all goods; but as it
is, there are many sciences even of the goods that
come under one category; as, for instance, the science
which deals with opportunity in war is strategy, but
in diseaae is medicine; and the science of the due
amount in the matter of food is medicine, but in the
matter of exercise is the science of gymnastic.
5
Fourthly, one might ask wha.t they mean by the
"absolute :" in "absolute man" and ''man" the word
"ma.n" has one and the same sense; for in respect of
manhood there will be no difference between them ;

10
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and if so, neither will there be any difference in
respect of goodness between "absolute good" and
"good."
Fifthly, they do not make the good any more good 6
by ma.king it eternal; a. white thing that lasts a long
while is no whiter than what lasts but a. day.
There seems to be more plausibility in the doctrine 7
of the Pythagoreans, who [in their table of opposites]
fJlace the one on the same side with the good thing;;.
[in1Stead of reducing all goods to unity]; and even
Speusippus • seems to follow them in this.
However, these points may be reserved for another s
occasion; but objection may be taken to what I have
said on the ground that the Platonists do not speak
in this way of all goods indiscriminately, but hold
that those that are pursued a.nd welcomed on their
own account are called good by reference to one
common form or type, while those things that tend to
produce or preserve these goods, or to prevent their
opposites, a.re called good only as means to these, and
in a different sense.
It is evident that there ,vill thus be two classes of 9
goods: one good in themselves, the other good as
means to the former. Let us separate then from the
things that are merely useful those that a.re good in
themselves, and inquire if they a.re called good by
reference to one common i<lea or type.
Now what kind of thm.,as would one call "good 10
in tbemsel ves " ?
Surely those things that we pursue even apart
from their consequences, such as wisdom and sight
• Plato'• nephew and auooeeaor,

8,
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and certain pleasures and certain honours ; for
although we sometimes pursue t hese things as means,
no one could refuse to rank them among the things
that are good in themselves.
If these be excluded, nothing is good in it.qelf
except the idea ; and then the type or form will be
meaniJl?:!ess. •
11
If however, these are ranked among the things
that are good in themselves, then it must be shown
that the goodness of all of them can be defined in the
ea.me terms, as white has the same meaning wbeu
applied to snow and to white lead.
But, in fact, we have to give a separate and
d ifferent account of the goodness of honour and
wisdom and pleasure.
Good, then, is not a t erm that is applied to all these
things alike in the same sense or with reference to
one common idea or form.
12
But bow then do these things come to be called
good? for they do not appear to have received the
same name by chance merely. Perhaps it is because
they all proceed from one source, or all conduce to
one end; or perhaps it is rat.her in virtue of some
analogy, just as we call the rea.~on the eye of the soul
because it bears the same relation to the soul that the
eye does to the body, and so on.
1s
But we may dismiss these questions at present;
for to discuss them in detail belongs more properly to
another branch of philosophy.
And for the same reason we may dismiss the A\Jo,t iftAm
• For there is DO meaning in !\ form which is a form of nothing,
in • universal which has no particula.r,i under it.

•
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further consideration of the idea.; for even granting
::;:,~:;;.,._ that this term good, which is applied to all these
different things, has one and the same meaning
throughout, or that there is a.n absolute good apart
from these particulars, it is evident that this good
will not be anything that man can realize or att.ain :
but it is & good of this kind that we are now
seeking.
It might, perhaps, be thought that it would never- 14
theless be well to make ourselves acquainted with
this universal good, with a. view to the goods that are
attainable and realizable. With this for a pattern, it
may be said, we shall more readily discern our own
good, and discerning achieve it.
There certainly is some plausibility in this argu- 15
ment, but it seems to be at variance with the existing
sciences ; for though they are all aiming at some good
and striving to make up their deficiencies, they neglect
to inquire a.bout this universal good. .And yet it is
scarce likely that the professors of the several arts and
sciences should not know, nor even look for, what
would help them so much.
And indeed I a.rn at a loss to know how the weaver 1&
or the carpenter would be furthered in his art by a
knowledge of this absolute good, or how a man would
be rendered more able to heal the sick or to command
an army by contemplation of the pure form or idea..
For it seems to me that the physician does not even
seek for health in this abstract way, but seeks for the
health of IllAn, or rather of some particular man, for it
is individuals that he has to heal
7. Lea.ving these matters, then, let us return on~ 1
..,r,, "

8, 14-7,
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more to the question, what this good ca.n be of which t11, ~"oZ "'".
h
a•d happt•
we are in searc .
·
""' ., u. ...
It seems to be different in different kinds of action
and in different arts,- one thing in medicine and
another in war, and so on. What then is the good in
each of these cases? Surely that for the sake of which
a.ll else is done. And that in meclicine is health, in
war is victory, in building is a house,-a different thing
in each different case, but always, in whatever we do
and in whatever we choose, the end. F or it is always
for the sake of the end that all else is done.
If then there be one end of all that man does, this
end will be the realizable good,-or these ends, if
there be more than one.
2
By this generalization our argument is· brought
to the same point a.s before.• This point we must
try to explain more clearly.
a
We see that there a.re many ends. But some of
these are chosen only as means, as wealth, flutes, and
the whole class of instruments. And so it is plain that
not all ends are final.
But the best of all things must, we conceive, be
something final.
If then there be only one fin.a l end, this will be
what ·we a.re seeking,-or if there be more than one,
then the most final of them.
4
Now that which is pursued as an end in itself is
more final than that which is pursued as means to
something else, e.nd that which is never chosen 11.B
means than that which is chosen both as an end in
itself and as means, and that is strictly final which
• 2, 1. See Stewart.
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is always chosen a.s an end in itself and never as
means.
Happiness seems more than anything else to answer 5
to this description: for we always choose it for itself,
and never for the sake of something else ; while honour
and pleasure and reason, and all virtue or excellence,
we choose partly indeed for themselves (for, apart from
any result, we should choose each of them), but partly
also for the sake of happiness, supposing that they will
help to make us happy. But no one chooses happiness
for the sake of these thi..ugs, or as a. means to anything
else at all.
We seem to be led to the same conclusion when we 6
start from the notion of self-sufficiency.
The final good is thought to be self-sufficing [ or
all-sufficing]. In applying this term we do not rega.rd
a man as an individual leadi..ug a solitary life, but we
also take account of parents, children, wife, and, in
short, friends and fellow-citizens generally, since man
is naturally a social being. Some limit must indeed 7
be set to this ; for if you go on to parents and descendants and friends of friends, you will never come to a.
stop. But this we will consider further on: for the
present we will take self-sufficing to mean what by
itself makes life desirable and in want of nothing.
And happiness is believed to answer to this description.
And further, happiness is believed to be the most s
desirable thing in the world, and that not merely as
one among other good things : if it were merely one
among other good things [!lo that other things could
be a.dded to it], it is plain that the addition of the least

7,
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of other goods must make it more desirable; for the
addition becomes a surplus of good, and of t wo goods
the greater is ahvays more desirable.
Thus it seems that happiness is something final
and self-sufficing, and is the end of all that man
does.
11
But perhaps the reader thinks that though no one 11>,Pnrt tt,..
·
· th e '--..
WI'11 d'1Spute tb e st a te men t tha t happ1DeSS
1s
ueSt ask,
ma,,," 7' 01 ' '
thing in the world, yet a still more precise definition 1 "'"'""''
of it is needed.
10
This will best be gained, I think, by asking, What
is the function of man ? For a.s the goodness and the
excellence of a piper or a sculptor, or the practiser of
any art, and generally of those who have any function
or business to do, lies in that function, so ma.n's good
would seem to lie in his function, if he has one.
11
But can we suppose that, while a carpenter and a
cobbler has a function and a business of his own, ma.n
has no business and no function assigned him by
nature? Nay, surely a.s his several members, eyea.nd
hand a.nd foot, plainly have each his own function,
so we must suppose that ma.n also has some function
over and above all these.
12
What then is it?
Life evidently he hae in common even with the
plants, but we want that which is peculiar w him.
We must exclude, therefore, the life of mere nutrition
a.nd growth.
Next to this comes the life of sense; but this too
he plainly shares with horses and cattle and all k inds
of animals.
ta
There reme.ins then the life whereby he acts-the

16
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life of his rational nature,• with its two sides or
divisions, one rational as obeying reason, the other
rational as having and exercising reason.
But as this expression is ambiguous,t we must be
understood to mea.n thereby the life that consists in
the exercise of the faculties; for this ioeems to be more
properly entitled to the name.
The function of man, then, is exercise of his vital
faculties [or soul) on one side in obedience to reason,
and on the other side with rea.son.
But what is called the function of a man of any
profession and the function of a man who is good
in that profession are generically the same, e.g. of a
harper and of a good harper ; and this holds in all
cases without exception, only that in the case of the
latter his superior excellence at his work is added; for
we say a harper's function is to harp, a.nd a good
harper's to harp well
(Man's function then being, as we say, a kind of
life-that is to say, exercise of his faculties &nd
action of varioua kinds with reason-the good man's
function is to do this well and beautifully [or nobly].
But the function of anything is done well when it
is done in accordance with the proper excellence of
that thing.) i
• "P",..,.'"11 .,.., ...;; ~&yo• lxo..,.os. Ari.etotle frequently uses the
terms 1rpci!a, ,rp,..rt!s, TP<ltcTIKdr in this wide sense, covering all tbal
man does, i.t, a.11 that part of m&n'• life tba.t ia within the control
of bis will, or that is conacionaly directed to an end, including therefore specnl&tion a.a well u action.
t For it might mea.n either the mere poeeeuion of the vital
(8,(llllt.iea, or their exerciae.
t This pa.re.graph seems to be a repetition (I would rather HY
a. Te-writang) of the previone pa.ragrapb. See note on VII. S, 2.
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I f this be so the result is that the good of man is <1e/i,u,1u11
a.,.,.,..., o.,.,
exercise of his faculties in accordance with excellence ha.pp,...,_
or virtue, or, if there be more than one, in accordance
with the best and most complete virtue.•
16
But there must also be a full term of years for
this exercise; t for one swallow or one fine day does
not make a spring, nor docs one day or any small
space of time make a blessed or happy man.
17
This, then, may be taken as a rough outline of the
good; for this, I think, is the proper method,- first to
sketch the outline, and then to fill in the details. But
it would seem that, the outline once fairly drawn, any
one can carry on the work and fit in the several items
which time reveals to us or helps us to find. And this
indeed i11 the way in which the arts and sciences have
grown; for it requires no extraordinary genius to fill
up the gaps.
18
We must bear in mind, however, what was said
above, a».d not demand the same degree of accuracy in
all branches of study, but in each case so much as the
subject-matter admits of and a.s is proper to that kin1l
19 of inquiry. The carpenter and the geometer both look
for the right angle, but in different ways: the former
only wants such an approximation to it as his work
requires, but the latter wants to know what constitutes a right angle, or what is its special q ua.lity;
his aim is to find out the truth. And so in other cases
we must follow the same course, lest we spend more
• Thia "beat and tnOAt complete ei:oellence or virtue" is the
trained faculty for philosophic speculation, and the coote111pla.tive lifa
ill man's highest happiDeaa. CJ. X. 7, 1,
t CJ. 9, 11,
C
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time on what is immaterial than on the real business
in hand.
Nor must we in all cases alike demand the reason 20
why; sometimes it is enough if the undemonstrated
fact be fairly pointed out, as in the case of the starting-points or principles of a science. Undemonstrated
facts always form the fust step or starting-point of
a science; and these starting-points or principles are 21
arrived at some in one way, some in another-some
by induction, others by perception, others again by
some kind of training. But in each case we must try 22
to apprehend them in the proper way, and do our
best to define them clearly; for they have great in- 23
fluence upon the subsequent course of an inquiry.
A good start is more than half the ra.ce, I think, and
our starting-point or principle, once found, clea.ra up
a number of our difficulties.
TM , m,o
8. We must not be satisfied, then, with examining 1
Aa 7 l'nuru.zta
l'(.l,f"\OU.,:
this starting-point or principle of ours as a conclusion
,;1.nr e1tt
. .....KIi.
from our data, but must also view it in its relation
to current opinions on the subject; for all experience
harmonizes with a true principle, but a false one is
soon found to be incompatible with the facts.
Now, good things have been divided into three 2
classes, external goods on the one hand, and on tho
other goods of the soul and goods of the body ; and
the goods of the soul are commonly said to be
goods in the fullest sense, and more good than any
other.
But" actions and exercises of the vital faculties or
soul" may be said tll be "of the soul." So our account
is confirmed by this opinion, which is both of long
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standing and approved by all who busy themselves
with philosophy.
a
But, indeed, we secure the support of this opinion
by the mere statement that certain actions and
exercises are the end; for this implies that it is to
be ranked among the goods of the soul, and not
among external goods.
4
Our account, again, is in harmony with the common saying that the happy man lives well and does
well; for we may say that happiness, according to us,
is a Jiving well and doing well.
5
.And, indeed, all the characteristics that men expect
to find in happiness seem to belong to happiness as
we define it.
6
Some hold it to be virtue or excellence, some
prudence, others a kind of wisdom; others, again, hold
it to be all or some of these, with the addition of
pleasure, either as an ingredient or as a necessary
accompaniment; and some even include external
prosperity in their account of it.
7
Now, some of these views have the support of
ma.ny voices a.nd of old authority ; others have few
voices, but those of weight ; but it is probable that
neither the one side nor the other is entirely wrong,
but that in some one point at least, if not in most,
they are both right.
s
First, then, the view that happiness is excellence
or a kind of excellence harmonizes with our account;
for "exercise of faculties in accordance with excellence " belongs to excellence.
o
But I think we ma.y say that it makes no small
difference whether the good be conceived aa the mere

I

I
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possession of something, or as its use-as a mere habit
or trained faculty, or as the exercise of that faculty.
For the habit or faculty may be present, and yet issue
in no good result , as when a roan is asleep, or in any
other way hinder ed from his function ; but with it.'i
exercise this is not possible, for it must show itself
in acts and in good acts. .And as at the Olympic
games it is not the fairest and strongest who receive
the crown, but those who contend (for among these
are the victors), so in life, too, the winners are those
who not only have all the excellences, but manifest
these in deed.
And, further, the life of these men is in itself 10
pleasant. For pleasure is an affection of the soul,
and eacl1 man takes pleasure in that which he i.~ said
to love,- he who loves horses in horses, he who loves
sight-seeing in sight-seeing, and in the same way he
who loves justice in acts of justice, and generally the
lover of excellence or virtue in virtuous acts or the
manifestation of excellence.
And while with most men there is a perpetual 11
conflict between the several things in which they find
pleasure, since these are not naturally pleasant, those
who love what is noble take pleasure in that which
is naturally pleasant. For the manifestations of excellence are naturally pleasant, so that they are both
pleasa.nt to them and pleasant in themselves.
Their life, then, does not need pleasure to be added 12
to it as an appendage, but contains pleasure in itself.
Indeed, in addition to what we have sa.id, a. ma.n
is not good at all unless he t.akes pleasure in noble
<ked~. No one would call a man just who did not
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ta.ke pleasure in doing justice, nor generous who took
no pleasure in acts of generosity, and so on.
13
If this be so, the manifestations of excellence will
'
be pleasant in themselves. But they are al.so both
good and noble, and that in the highest degree-at
least, if the good man's judgment about them is right,
for this is his judgment.
u
Happiness, then, is at once the beat and noble1,t
and pleasantest thing in the world, and these are not
separated, as the Delian inscription would have them
to be:-

'

" What is mos t just is noblest, health is best,
Pleasnntest ia to get yoor heart's desire."

F or all these characteristics are united in the best
exercises of our faculties ; and these, or some one of
them that is better than all the others, we identify
with happiness.
15
But nevertheless happiness plainly requires external goods too, as we said ; for it is impossible, or
at least not easy, to act nobly without some furniture
of fortune. There are many things that ca.n only be
done through instruments, so to speak, such as friends
10 and wealth and political influence : 8Jld there are some
things whose absence takes t he bloom off our happiness, as good birth, the blessing of children, personal
beauty; for a man is not very likely to be happy if
he is very ugly in person, or of low birth, or alone in
the world, or childless, and perhaps still less if he has
worthless children or friends, or has lost good ones
that he had.
17
As we said, then, happiness seems to stand in need
of this kind of prosperity; and sn some identify it
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with good fortune, just as others identify it with
excellence.
11happinm
9. This has led people to ask whether happine~,: 1
•c1u1~. or
<he gift of is attained by learnin0rr, or the formation of habits, or
G<xls or
•felvJn••' any other kind of training, or comes by some divine
dispensation or even by chance.
V{ ell, if the Gods do give gifts to men, happiness 2
is likely to be among the number, more likely , indeed,
than anything else, in proportion as it is better than
all other human things.
This belongs more properly to another branch of in- 3
quiry; but we may say that even if it is not heavensent, but comes as a consequence of virtue or some
kind of learning or training, still it seems to be one
of the most divine things in the world; for the prize
and aim of virtue would appear to be better than
anything else and something divine and blessed.
Again, if it is thus acquired it will be widely 4
accessible; for it will then be in the power of all
except those who have lost the capacity for excellence
to acquire it by study and diligence.
And if it be better that men should attain happi- 5
ness in this way rather than by chance, it is reasonable
t o suppose that it is so, since in the sphere of nature
all things a.re arranged in the best possible way, and 6
likewise in the sphere of art, and of each mode of
causation, and most of all in the sphere of the noblest
mode of causation. .And indeed it would be too
absurd t-0 leave what is noblest and fairest to the
dispensation of chance.
But our definition itself clears up the difficulty ;9 7
• CJ. s11prll, 7.

21.
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for happiness wa.s defined as a. certain kind of exercise
of tho vital faculties in accorda.nce with excellence or
virtue. And of the remaining goods [other than happiness itself], some must be present as necessary conditions, while others are aids and useful instruments
8 to happiness. And this agrees with what we said at
starting. We thE>n laid down that the end of the art
political is the best of all ends; but the chief business
of that art is to make the citizens of a certain character
9 -that is, good and apt to do what is noble. It is not
without reason, then, that we do not call an ox, or a
horse, or any brute happy; for n one of them is able
to share in this kind of activity.
10
For the same reason also a child is not happy;
he is as yet, because of his age, unable to do such
things. If we ever call a child happy , it is because
wc hope he will do them. For, as we said, happiuess requires not only perfect excellence or virtue,
u but also a full term of years for its exercise. For
our circumstances are liable to many changes and
to all sort.s of chances, and it is possible that he
who is now most prosperous will in his old a,ge meet
with great disasters, as is told of Priam in the
tales of Troy; and a man who is thus used by fort une and comes to a miserable end cannot be called
happy.
10. Are we then to call no man happy as long as c... ~" ...~ ..
l
'
'
~~he lives, but to wait for the end, as Solon said?
t~!JI 111,,
And, supposing we have to allow this, do we mean
2
that he actually is happy after he is dead? Surely
that is absmd, especially for us who say that happiness is a kind of activity or life.
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But if we do not call the dead man happy, and if a
Solon meant not this, but th.at only then could we
safely apply the term to a man, as being now beyond
the reach of evil and cala.mity, then here too we
find some ground for objection. For it is thought
that both good and evil may in some sort befall a
dead ma.n (just as they may befall a living man,
although he is unconscious of them), e.g. honours
rendered to him, or the reverse of these, and again the
prosperity or the misfortune of his children and a.ll
his descendants.
But this, too, bas its difficulties; for after a man 4.
has lived happily to a good old age, and ended as he
lived, it is possible that many changes may befall him
in the persons of his descendants, and that some of
them may turn out good and meet with the good
fortune they deserve, and others the reverse. It is
evident too that the degree in which the descendants
are related to their ancestors may vary to any extent.
And it would be a strange thing if the dead DlAll were s
to change with these changes and become happy and
miserable by turns. But it would also be strange to
suppose that the dead are not affected at all, even for
a limited time, by the fortunes of their posterity.
But let us return to our former question; for its 6
solution will, perhaps, clear up this other difficulty.
The saying of Solon may mean that we ought to 7
look for the end and then call a. man happy. not
because he now is, but because he once W8.!l happy.
But aurely it is strange that when he is happy
we should refuse to say what is true of him, because
we do not like to apply the term to living men in view
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of the changes to which they are liable, and because we
hold happiness to be something that endures and is
little liable to change, while the fortunes of one and
s the same man often undergo many revolutions: for, it
is argued, it is plain that, if we follow the changes of
fortune, we shall call the same man happy and mis"'rable
many t imes over, making the happy man "a sort of
chameleon and one who rests on no sound foundation."
9
We reply that it cannot be right thus to follow
fortune. For it is not in this that our weal or woe
lies; but, a-s we said, though good fortune is n eeded
to complete man's life, yet it is the excellent employment of his powers that constitutes bis happiness, as
the reverse of this constitutes his misery.
10
But the discussion of this difficulty lea<ls to a
further confirmation of our account. For n othing
human is so constant as the excellent exercise of our
faculties. The sciences themselves seem to be less
abiding. And the highest of these exercises • are the
most abiding, because the happy are occupied with
them most of all and most continuously (for this seems
to be the reason why we do not forget how to do
them t).
11
The happy me.n, then, as we define him, will have
this required property of permanence, and all thTough
life will preserve h is character; for he will be occupied
continually, or with the least possible interruption, in
• The "highest e:s:ercise of our faculties " is, of coorae, philo.
sophic cootemple.tioo, a.a e.bove, I. 7, 15 ; ef. X. 7, 1.
t We me.y forget ecienti6c truths tbot we hove kDown more
easily ibe.n we lose the habit of acientifio thinking 01· of virtuous
aotk.n; c/. X. 7, 2; VI. 5, 8.
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excellent deeds and excellent speculations; and, whatever his fortune be, he will take it in the noblest
fashion, and bear himself always and in all things
suitably, since he is truly good and "foursquare without a flaw."
But the dispensations of fortune are many, some 1:.1
great, some small. The small ones, whether good or
evil, plainly are of no weight in the scale ; but the
great ones, when numerous, will make life happier if
they be good; for they help to give a grace to life
themselves, and their use is noble and good; but, if
they be evil, will enfeeble and spoil happiness; for
they bring pa.in, and oft-en impede the e:i.:ercise of our
faculties.
But nevertheless true worth shines out even here,
in the calm endurance of many great misfortunes, not
through insensibility, but through nobility and greatness of soul. And if it is what a man does that deter- 1s
mines the character of his life, as we said, then no
happy man will become miserable; for he will never
do what is hateful and base. For we hold that the
man who is truly good and wise will bear with dignity
whatever fortune sends, and will always make the
best of his circumstances, as a good general will turn
the forces at his command to the best account, and a.
good shoemaker will make the best shoe that can be
made out of a given piece of leather, and so on with
all other crafts.
If this be so, the ha.ppy man will never become u
miserable, though be will not be truly happy if be
meets with the fate of Priam.
But yet he is not unstable and lightly changed: he

lU, 12- ll, 3.]
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will not be moved from his happiness easily, nor by any
ordinary misfortunes, but only by many heavy ones ;
and after such, he will not recover his happiness again
in a short time, but if at alJ, only in a considerable
period, which has a certain completeness, and in which
he attains to great and noble things.
15
\Ve shall meet all objections, then, if we say that
a happy man is "one who exercises his faculties in
accordance with perfect excellence, being duly furnished with ex.ternal goods, not for any chance time,
but for a full term of years : " to which perhaps we
should add, "and who shall continue to live so, and
shall die a.s he lived," since the future is veiled to us,
but happiness we take to be the end and in all wayR
perfectly final or complete.
16
If this be so, we may say that those living men are
blessed or perfectly happy who both have and shall
continue to have these characteristics, but happy as
men only.
1
11. P assingnow from this question to that of the JOrtu10~,
~""°' ~'YI
'-'
fortunes of d;!scendants and of friends generally, the ·~,.,,i...-,
a.,, .-ct tit,
doctrine that they do not affect the departed at all "'""'
seems too cold and too much opposed to popular
2 op101on. But as the things that happen to them are
many and differ in all sorts of ways, and some come
home to them more and some less, so that to discuss
them all separately would be a long, indeed an endless task, it will perhaps be enough to speak of them
in general terms and in outline merely.
a
Now, as of the misforlunes that happen to a man's
self, some have a certain weight and influence on his
life, while others a.re of less moment, so is it also with
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what happens to any of his friends. And, again, it •
always makes much more difference whether those
who are affected by an occurrence a.re alive or dead
than it does whether a terrible crime in a tragedy ue
enacted on the stage or merely supposed to have
already ta.ken place. We must therefore take these 5
differences into account, and still more, perhaps, the
fact that it is a doubtful question whether the dead
are at all accessible to good and ill. l<'or it appears
that even if anything that happens, whether good
or evil, does come home to them, yet it is something
unsubstantial and slight to them if not in itseli';
or if not that, yet at any rate its influence is not of
that magnitude or nature that it can make happy
those who are not, or take away their happiness from
those that a.re.
It seems then-to conclude-that the prosperity, 6
and likewise the adversity, of friends does affect the
<lead, but not in such a way or to such an extent as to
make the happy unhappy, or to do anything of the
kind.
""Pf''"w ••
12. These points being settled, we may now inquire 1
2b",t11le etu:1
,, c,1,.,..
whether happiness is to be ranked among the goods
P1'"'"·
that we praise, or rather among those that we revere;
for it is plainly not a mere potentiality, but an actual
good.
What we praise seems always to be praised 2
as being of a certain quality and having a certain
relation to something. For instance, we praise the
just and the courageous man, and generally the good
man, and excellence or virtue, because of what they do
or produce; a.nd we praise also the strong or the swift-

,
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footed man, and so on, because he has a certain gift
or faculty in relation to some good and admirable
thing.
s
This is evident if we consider the praises bestowed
on the Gods. The Gods are thereby made ridiculous
by being made relative to man; and this happens
because, as we said, a thing can only be praised in
relation to something else.
i
If, then, praise be proper t o such things as we
mentioned, it is evident that to the best things is due,
not praise, but something greater and better, as our
usage shows; for the Gods we call blessed and happy,
and " blessed " is the term we apply to the most gocllike men.
And so with good things: no one praises happinns.,
as h e praises justice, but calls it blessed, as something
better and more divine.
G
On these grounds Eudoxus is thought to have
based a strong argument for the claims of pleasure to
the first prize : for he maintained that the fact that it
is not praised, though it is a. good thing, showR that it
is higher than the goods we praise, as God and the
good are higher ; for these are the standards by refer6 eoce to which we judge all oth&r things,-6riving praise
to excellence or virtue, since it makes us apt to do
what is noble, and passing encomiums on the results
of virtue, whether these be bodily or psychical.
,
But to refine on these points belongs more properly
to those who have made a study of the subject of
encomiums; for us it is plain from wl1at has been said
that happiness is one of the goods which we revere
aDd count as final
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And this further seems to follow from the fact that a
it, is a starting-point or principle: for everything we
do is always done for its sake ; but the principle and
ca.use of all good we hold to be something divine and
worthv of 1·everenee.
"
lh""'"" ~,
13. Since happiness is an exercise of the vital 1
(.\efacutt,u ,._ u}
.
d
.h
,.
.
I
rn<1 mu11- 1a.c ties m accor ance wit
penect
virtue
or
exce
,r.g J,~i,wrt
.
.
.
·.f u..
lence, we will now mq uire about virtue or excellence;
"'''"""'·
for this will probably help us in our inquiry about
happiness.
And indeed the true statesman seems to be espe- 2
cia.lly concerned with virtue, for he wishes to make
the citizens good and obedient t-0 the laws. Of this 3
we have an example in the Cretan and the Lacedremonian lawgi.vers, and any others who have resembled
them. But if the inquiry belongs to Polities or the •
seie.nce of the state, it is plain that it will be in accordance with our original purpose to pursue it.
The virtue or excellence that we are to consider is, s
of course, the excellence of man; for it is the good of
man and the happiness of man that we started to
seek. And by the excellence of man I mean excel- 6
lence not of body, but of soul; for happiness we take
to be an activity of t he soul.
If this be so, then it is evident that the statesman 7
must have some knowledge of the soul, just a.s the
ma.n who is to bea.l the eye or the whole body must
have some knowledge of them, and that the more in
proportion as the science of the state is higher a.nd
better than medicine. But all educated physici.a.ns
take much pains to know about the body.
AB statesmen [or students of Politics], then, we a
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must inqwre into the nature of the soul, but in so
doing we must keep our special purpose in view and
go only so far as that requires ; for to go into minuter
detail would be too laborious for the present undertaking.
9
Now, there are certain doctrines about the soul
which a.re stated elsewhere with sufficient precision,
and these we will adopt.
Two parts of the soul a.re distinguished, an irrational and a. rational pa.rt.
10
Whether these a.re separated as a.re the parts of t he
body or any divisible thing, or whether they a.re only
distinguishable in thought but in fact inseparable, like
concave and convex in the circumference of a circle,
makes no difference for our present purpose.
11
Of the irrational part, again, one division seem.a to
be common to all things that live, and to be possessed
by plants-I mean that which causes nutrition and
growth; for we must assume that all things that take
nourishment have a. faculty of this kind, even when
they a.re embryos, and have the same faculty when
they a.re full grown ; at least, this is more reasonable
than to suppose t hat they then have a different one.
12
The excellence of this faculty, then, is plainly one
that man shares with other beings, and not specifically
human.
And this is confirmed by the fact that in sleep
this part of the soul, or this faculty, is thought to be
most active, while the good and the bad man are
undistinguishable when they are asleep (whence the
saying that for half their lives there ii! no ditfer1a ·~nee between the happy and the miserable; which
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indeed is what we should expect; for sleep is t he
cessation of the soul from those functions in respect of
which it is called good or bad), except tha.t they are
to some slight extent roused by what goes on in their
bodies, with the result that the dreams of the good
man a.re better than those of ordinary people.
However, we need n ot pursue this further, ana may 14
dismiss the nutritive principle, since it has no place in
the excellence of man.
But there seems to be another vit-al principle that 15
is irrational, and yet in some way partakes of reason.
In the case of the continent and of the incontinent
man alike we praise the reason or the rational part,
for it exhorts them rightly and urges them to do what
is best; but there is plainly present in them another
principle besides the rational one, which fights and
struggles against the reason. F or just as a paralyzed 16
limb, when you will to move it to the right, moves on
the contrary to the left, so is it with the soul; the incontinent man's impulses run counter to his reason.
Only whereas we see the refractory member in the case
of the body, we do not see it in the case of the soul
But we must nevertheless, I think, hold that in the
soul too there is something beside the reason, which
opposes and runs counter to it (though in what sense
it is distinct from the reason does not matter here).
It seems, however, to partake of reason also, as we 17
said: at least, in the continent man it submits to the
reason; while in the temperate and cou~&eous ma.n
we may say it is still more obedient; for in him it is
altogether in harmony with the reason.
The irrational part, then, it appea.rs, is twofold. Je
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There is the vegetative faculty, which hai- no share
of reason; and the faculty of appetite or of desire in
general, which in a manner partakes of reason or is
rational a.5 listening to reason and submitting to its
sway,-rational in the sense in which we speak of
rational obedience to father or friends, not in the
sense in which we speak of rational apprehension uf
mathematical truths. But all advice and all rebuke
a.nu exhortation testify that the irrational part is in
some wa.y amenable to reason.
19
If then we like to say that this part, too, has :i.
11bare of reason, the rational part also will have twu
di visions: one rational in the strict sense as possessing
reason in itself, the other rational 8.'3 listening to reason
as a man listens to his father.
20
Now, on this division of the faculties is based the
division of excellence; for we speak of intellectual
excellences and of moral excellences ; wisdom and
understanding and prudence we call intellectual,
liberality and temperance we call moral virtues or
excellences. When we are speaking of a man's moral
character we do not say that he is wise or intelligent,
but that he is gentle or temperate. But we praise
the wise man, too, for bis habit of mind or trained
faculty ; and a habit or trained faculty that 1s pr1usoworthy is what we call an excellenoo or virtue.

D

BOOK V.
THE

SAME-concluded.

JUSTICE.

1. WE now have to inquire about j ustice and in- 1
" ': ","... justice, and to ask what sort of acts they are concerned
(,1 JUf CU
" '" ':':. ,If with, and in what sense J. ustice observes the mean,
1' « ( l )= and what are the extremes whose mean is that which
'"''
1 t,~tt •· 11u U>
iu,... = ..,,.. is J. ust
And in this inqu;rv
we will follow the same 2
J,i~(i; UU'!"'.
•
- J
method as before.
\Ve see that all men intend by justice to signify a
the sort of habit or character that makes men a.pt to
do what is just, and which further makes them act
justly• and wish what is just; while by injustice
they intend in like mar.ner to signify the sort of
character that makes men act unjustly and wish what
is unjust. Let us lay this down, then, as a.n outline
to work upon.
We thus oppose justice and injustice, because a 4
habit or trained faculty differs in this respect both
from a science and a fa.culty or power. I mean that
whereas both of a pair of opposites come under the
same science or power, a. habit which produces a.
,,,<1; 111 "

""'Y
7

" " t ) lt.e,a

• A. man ma.y "do that which ie just" withoat "act.iug justly:•

cf. supra, II. 4, a, aod infra, cap. 8.
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certain r esult Joes not also produce the opposite
result; e.g. health produces healthy manifestations
only, and not unhealthy; for we say a man bas a
healthy gait when he walks like a man in health.
5
[Not that the two opposites are unconnected.) In
the first place, a habit is often known by the opposite
habit, and often by its causes and r esults : if we
know what good condition is, we can learn from
that what hs.d condition is; and, again, from that
which conduces to good condition we can infer what
good condition itself is, and conversely from the latter
can infer the former. For instance, if good condition
be firmness of flesh, it follows that bad condition is
flabbiness of flesh, and that what tends to produce
firmness of flesh conduces to good condition.
1;
And, in the second place, if one of a pair of
opposite terms have more senses than one, t he other
term will also, as a. general rule, ba.ve more than one;
so that here, if the term " just " have several senses,
the term "unjust" also will have several
7
.A.nd in fact it seems that both "justice" and
" injustice" have several senses, but, as the different
things covered by the common name a.re very closely
related, the fact that they are different escapes notice
a.nd does not strike us, as it does when there is a
great disparity-a great difference, sa.y, in outwarcl
appearance-as it strikes every on e, for instance, that
the .J..Elt; (clavis, collar-bone) which lies under the
neck of an animal is different from the ,.),t/t; (clavi8,
key) with which we fasten the door.
s
Let us then ascei:tain in bow many different

senses we call a. roan unjust.
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Firstly, he who breaks the laws is considered
unj ust, and, secondly, he who takes more than his
share, or the unfair man.
Plainly, then, a just man will mean (I ) a. lawabiding and (2) a fair man.
A just thing then will be (1) that which is in
accordance with the law, (2) that which is fair; and
the unjust thing will be (1) that which is contrary
to law, (2) that which is unfair.
But since the unjust man, in one of the two senses 9
of the word, takes more than his share, the sphere of
his action will be good things-not all good things,
but those with which good and ill fortune are concerned, which are always good in themselves, but
not always good for us-the things that we men pray
for and pursue, whereas we ought rather to pray that
what is good in itself may be good for us, while
we choose that which is good for us.
But the unjust man does not always take more 10
than his share; he sometimes take less, viz. of those
things which are bad in the absfract; but as the
lesser evil is considered to be in some sort good, and
taking more means taking more good, he is said to
take more than his share. But in any case he is 11
unfair; for this is a. wider term which includes the
other.
We found that the law-breaker is unjust, and 12
the law-abiding man is just. Hence it follows that
whatever is according to law is just in one sense of
the word. [And this, w·e see, is in fact the case;] for
what the legislat-0r prescribes is accordillg to law,
and is always said to be just. •

1, 9-16.]
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Now, the laws prescribe about all manner of
things, aiming at tbe common interest of all, or of the
best men, or of those who are supreme in the state
(position in the state being determined by reference to
personal excellence, or to some other such standard) ;
and so in one sense ,,•e apply the term just to whatever tends to produce and preserve the happine!.s
of the community, and the several elen1ents of that
14 happiness. The law bids us display courage (as not
to leave our ranks, or run, or throw away our arms),
and temperance (as n ot to commit adultery or outrage,), and gentleness (as not to strike or revile our
neighbours), and so on with all the other virtues a.nd
vices, enjoining acts and forbidding them, rightly
when it is a good ]a.w, not so r ightly when it l!! a.
hastily improvised one.
1s
Justice, then, in this sense of the word, is complete virtue, with the addition that it is displayed
towards others. On this account it is often spoken
of as the chief of the virtues, and such that " neither
evening nor morning star is so lovely;" and tbe
saying has become proverbial, "Justice sums up all
virtues in itself."
It is complete virtue, first of o.ll, because it is
t he exhibition of complete virtue: it is also complete
because be that has it is a.ble to exhibit virtue in
dealing with his neighbours, and not merely in his
private aflairs ; for there are many who can be "irtuous enough at home, but fail in dealing with their
neigh hours.
IG
This is the reason wliy people commend the saying of Bias, " Office will show the man ; " for he that
18
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is in office ipso facto stands in relation to others,•
and has dealings with them.
This, too, is the reason why justice alone of all 17
the virtues is thought to be another's good, as implying this relation to others; for it is another's interest
that justice aims at- the interest, namely, of the ruler
or of our fellow-citizens.
While then the worst man is he who displays 18
vice both in his own affairs and in his dealings with
liis friends, the best man is not he who displays
n rtue in his own affairs merely, but he who displays
virtue towards others; for this is the hard thing to do.
J ustice, then, in this sense of the word, is no t a part 10
of virtue, but the whole of it; and the injustice which is
opposed to it is not a part of vice, but the whole of it.
How virtue differs from justice in this sense is 20
plain from what we have said ; it is one and the
same character differently viewed : t viewed in relation to others, this character is justice; viewed simply
,1,
as a certain character,+ it is virtue.
ot3u,i,"
2. vVe have now to examine justice in that sense 1
(2) ~ fai,nus. how
in which it is a part of virtue-for we maintain that
rdattd"'
. sueh a Justice-an
. .
d aJ so t h e corresponWlJg
·",.,,..,, (I), t l1ere JS
lrlmt 11 ju.rt .
. .
•
,.,, d.1$tnkmd of mJustlce.
l,eu,(on, d iB•
ting•i•""'
That the word is so used is easily shown_ In the 2
fn,m what ii
'""
in . case of the ct.her kinds of badness, the man who dis«wr«tton.
plays them, though he acts unjustly [in one sense
of the word], yet does not take more th.an his share :
• While bis children are regarded ea po.rte of bi1J1, and even hi!
cf. infra, 6, 8.
t Or " differently manifested: " the pbraae is used in both
senses.
l Putting comma after /m\ai, instead of after ,{11 (Trendelenburg).
t1-ifo is not regarded as an independent person :

1. 17- 2, 5.)
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for instance, when a man t hrows away his shield
t hrough cowardice, or reviles another t hrough ill
temper, or through illiberality refuses to help another
with money. But when he takes more than his
share, he displays perhaps no one of these vices, nor
does he display them all, yet he displays a kind of
badness (for we blame him), namely, injustice [in the
second sense of the word].
a
We see, then, that there is another sense of the
word injustice, in which it stands for a pa.rt of
that injustice which is coextensive with badness, and
another sense of the word unjust, in which it is
applied to a part only of those things to which it
is applied in the former sense of " contrary to law."
4
.Again, if one roan commits adultery with a view
to gain, end makes money by it, and another man
does it from lust, with expenditure and loss of money,
t he latter would not be called grasping, but profligate, while the former would not be called profligate,
but unjust (in t he nar rower sense]. Evidently, then,
he would be called unjust because of his gain.
5
• Once more, acts of injustice, in the former sense,
are always referred to some particular vice, ru! if a.
man commits adultery, t-0 profligacy; if he deserts his
comrade in arms, to cowardice ; if he st rikes another,
to anger : but in a case of unjust gain, the act is
referred to no other vice than inj ustice.
G
It is plain then that, besides the injustice which
• This is not merely & repetition of what ho.9 been said in § 2,
acts of ioju9tice (2) ar& there dietingniRhed from acts of injnstice
(1) by the motive (gain), here by the fact that they s.re referred to
no other vice tho.n inj u~tice.
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is coextensive with vice, there is a second kind of
injustice, which is a particular kind of vice, bearing
the same name• as the first, because the same generic
conception forms the basis of its definition; i.e. both
display themselves in dealings with others, but the
sphere of the second is limited to such things as
honour, wealth, security (perhaps some one name might
be found to include all this class t), and its motive
is the plea.sure of gain, while the sphere of the first
is coextensive with the sphere of the good man's action.
We have ascertained, then, that there are more 7
kinds of justice than one, and that there is another
kind besides that which is identical with complete
virtue; we now have to find what it is, and what
a.re its characteristics.
We have already distinguished two senses in 8
which we speak of things as unjust, Yiz. (1) contrary to law, (2) unfair; and two senses in which
we speak of things as jnst, viz. (1) according to law,
(2) fair.
The injustice whfoh we have already considered
corresponds to unlawful.
But since unfair is not the same as unlawful, but 9
differs from it as the part from the whole (for unfair
is always unlawful, but unlawful is not always unfair),
unjust and injustice in the sense corresponding to
• Before (1, 1) the two kinda of injnstice weTe ca.lied 6p.(wu,..,
i.e. strictly, "things th11.t bne nothing in common but the n!Une;"
here they are oalled ""'''"1'4, " dilferent things bearing a. common
name because they belong to tbe ar.me genns," u a ma.n and an or
&re both called animals : </. Ca.teg. I. 1.
t -r! i1CTbs ily..Sa ia the name which A.riswitle moat frequently
11Se•, sometimes .,.a h.>.oir ayo8.l, as s~ra, 1, O,

2,

6- 11.]
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unfair will not be the same as unjust and injustice
in the sense corresponding to unlawful, but different
as the part from the whole; for this injustice is a.
part of complete injustice, and the corresponding
justice is a part of complete justice. \Ve must therefore speak of justice and injustice, and of that which
is just and that which iii unjust, in this limited
sense.
10
We may dismiss, then, the justice which coincides
with complete virtue and the corresponding injustice,
the former being the exercise of complete virtue
towards others, the latter of complete vice.
It is easy also to see how we are to define that
which is just and that which is unjust in their corresponding senses [according to law and contrary to
la.w]. For the great bulk, we may say, of the acts
which are according to la.w are the acts which the
Jaw commands with a view to complete virtue; for
the law orders us to display all the virtues and none
of the vices in our lives.
11
But the acts which t.end to produce complete
virtue are those of the acts according to law which
are prescribed with reference to the education of a,
man as a citizen. As for the education of the indi-'
vidual as such, which tends to make him simply a
good man, we may reserve the question whether it
belongs to the science of the state or not; for it is
possible that to be a good man is not the same SB to
be a. good citizen of any state whateYer.•
12
But of justice a.s a part of virtue, and of that
• The two cb&racters coincide per[ectly ollly in the perfeo~
elate : ef. Pol. III. 4, U76 b}6 f.
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which is just in the corresponding sense, one kind
is that which has to do with the distribution of
honour, wealth, and the other things that are divided
among the members of the body politic (for in these
circumstances it is possible for one man's share to be
unfair or fair as compared with another's) ; and another
kind is that which has to give redress in private
transactions.
The latter kind is again subdivided; for private 13
transactions are ( 1) voluntary, (2) involuntary.
"Voluntary transactions or contracts" are. such
as selling, buying, lending at interest, pledging. lending without interest, depositing, hiring : these are
called "voluntary contracts," because t he parties enter
into them of their own will.
" I nvoluntary transactions," again, are of two
kinds: one involving secrecy, such as theft, adultery,
poisoning, procuring-, corruption of slaves, assassination, false witness ; the other involving open violence,
such as assault, seizure of the person, murder, rape,
maiming, slander, contumely.
of'"~"';.,
3. The unjust man [in this limited sense of the 1
J'll#l o,
.
.
.
.
.
do<,
w utwn, word], we say , JS unfair, and that which JS un1ust
il>ltl. ,,..
'.J
ml, '" g<t>- is unfair.
m.!tnrot
propotli"""
Now, it is plain that there must be a mean which
lies between what is unfair on this side and on that.
And this is that which is fair or equal; for any 2
act that admits of a too much and a too little admits
also of that which is fair.
If then that which is unjust be unfair, that which 3
is just will be fair, which indeed is admitted by all
without further proof.

a, 12-s, 1.J
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But since tha.t which is fa.ir or equal is a. mean
between two extremes, it follows that what is just
will be a mean.
,
But e-quality or fairness implies two terms at
least.•
It follows, then, tha.t that which is just is both
a. mean quantity and also a fair amount relatively to
something else and to certain persons-in other words,
that, on the one hand, a.s a. mean quantity it implies
certain other quantities, i .e. a more and a less; and,
on the other hand, as an equal or fair a.mount i~
involves two quantities,t and as a just amount it
involves certain persons.
6
That which is just, then, implies four terms at
least : two persons to whom j ustice is done, and two
things.
6
.And there must be the same "equality" [i.e. the ;
same ratio] between the persons and the things : as/'
the things are to one another, so must the persons
be. For if the persons be not equal, their shares will'
not be equal; and this is the source of disputes and
accusations, when persons who a.re equal do not
receive equal shares, or when persons who are not
equal receive equal shares.
7
This is also plainly indicated by the common
phrase " according to merit:.'' For in distribution all
men allow that what is just must be according to
merit or worth of some kind, but they do not all adopt
the same standard of worth ; in democratic states
• If this amount be eqoe.!, it most be eqDlll t o 1ol!lething else ;
if my share ie f&ir, I most be sharing with one other person at least.

t

A's share and B's.

L
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they take free bir th as the standard,• in oligarchic
states they take wealth, in others noble birth, and in
the true aristocratic state virtue or personal merit.
\Ve see, then, that that which is just is in some sort s
proportionate. For not ll,bstract numbers only, but
all things that can be numbered, admit of proportion ;
proportion meaning equality of ratios, and requiring
four terms at least.
That discrete proportion t requires four terms is 9
e"'ident at once. Continuous proportion also r equires
four terms : for in it one term is employed as two
and is repeated; for instance,

i = ~-

The' term b

then is repeated; and so, counting b twice over, we
find that the terms of the proportion are four in
number.
That which is jW5t, then, requires that there be
four terms at least, and that the ratio between the
two pairs be the same, i.e. that the persons stand
to one another in the same ratio as the things.
Let us say, then,

a

c

a

b

b = J: or alte1·nairulo C ::: cl'

i: d

The sums of these new pairs then will st.and to
one another in the original ratio [ i.e.

= ~ or a] ·

Bnt these are the pairs which the distribution
j oins together ; ! and if the things be assigned in this
manner, the distri bution is just.
• Connting all free men as eqnals entitled lo eqn&I eharea.
<> e
t e.g. b =

a·

l Assigning or joining certain qoanlitiea of goods {c a.nd d) to
certain peno111 (<> and b).

10

11

3, H, 1.J
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This joining, then, of a, to c and of b to d is
that which is just in distribution; and that which
is just in this sense is a mean quantity, while that
which is unjust is that which is disproportionate :
for that which is proportionate is a mean quantity,
but that which is jwit is, as we said, proportionate.
1a
This proportion is called by the mathematicians a
geometrical proportion; for it is when four terms
are in geometrical proportion that the sum [ of the
first and third] is to the sum [ of the second and
fourth] in the original ratio [of the first to the second
or the third to the fourth].
14
But this proportion [as applied in justice] cannot
be a continuous proportion ; for one term cannot
represent both a person and a thing.
That which is just, then, in this sense is that
which is proportionate; but that which is unjust
is that which is disproportionate. In the latter
case one quantity becomes more or too much, the
other less or too little. And this we see in practice;
for he who wrongs another gets too much, and
he who is wronged gets too little of the good in
1s question : but of the evil conversely; for the lesser
evil stands in the place of good when compared
16 with the greater evil : for the lesser evil is more
desirable than the greater, but that which is desirable
is good, and that which is more desirable is a greater
good.
17
Thi.a then is
one form of that which is just.•
0111,at .
•
1'.•h•cJ~ u ;wt
1
4. It rema.1ns to treat of the other form, VIZ. that.'"""''""'"·
<tnJ it! nk
which ie just in the way of redress, the sphere of •f~riCJi-

12
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which is private transactions, whether voluntary 01
involuntary.
~
This differs in kind from the former.
For that which is just in the distribution of a
common stock of good things is always in accordance
with the proportion above specified (even when it is a.
common fund that has to be divided, the sums which
the several participants take must bear the same ratio
to one another as the sums they have put in), and that
which is unjust in the corresponding sense is that
which violates this proportion.
But that which is just in private transactions • is 3
indeed fair or equal in some sort, and that which is
.unjust is unfair or unequal; but the proportion to be
observed here is not a geometrical proportion as
above, but an arithmetical one.
For it makes no difference whether a good man
defrauds a bad one, or a bad man a good one, nor
whether a man who commits an adultery be a good
or a bad man; the law looks only to the difference
created by the injury, treating the parties themselves
lloS equal, and only asking whether the one has done,
and the other suffered, injury or damage.
That which is unjust, then, is here something ,
unequal [or unfair] which the judge tries to make
equal [or fair]. For even when one party is struck
and the other strikes, or one kills and the other is
killed, that which is suffered a.nd that which is done
• In the way of redress, as given by tbe law.courte : later
on (cap. Ii) he gives as an alter-thought t he kind of just.ice
w bich ought to regnlate boying and selling, e~c. Bee note on
p. 152.
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may be ea.id to be unequally or unfairly divided; the
judge then tries to restore equality by the penalty or

loss which he inflicts upon the offender, subtracting
it from his gain.
Ii
For in such cases, though the terms are not
always quite appropriate, we generally ta.lk of the
doer's "gain" (e.g. the striker's) and the sufferer's
6 "loss ; " but when the suffering has been assessed
by the court, what the doer gets is called " loss "
or penalty, and what the sutforer gets is called
"gain."
What is fair or equal, then, is a mea.o between
more or too much and less or too little; but gain and
loss are both more or too much and less or too little
in opposite ways, i.e. gain is more or too much good
and less or too little evil, and loss the opposite of
this.
And in the mean between them, as we found,
lies that which is equal or fair, which we say 1s
just.
That which is just in the way of redress, then, is
the mea.n between loss and gain.
1
When disputes arise, therefore, men appea.J. to the
judge :• and an appeal to the judge is an appeal to
that which is just; for the judge is intended to be
as it were a living embodiment of that which is
just; and men require of a judge that he shall be
moderate [or observe the mean], and sometimes even
ca.ll judges " mediators" {µEa1S£ovi;), signifying that
• The

jury.

aa.r~.-,..i

at Athena combined the fanot.ion1 of judge and
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if they get the mean they will get that which is
just.
That which is just, then, must be a sort of mean, 8
if the judge be a. "mediator."
But the judge restores equality; it is as if he
found a line divided into two unequal parts, and
were to cut off from the greater that by which it
exceeds the half, and to add this to the less.
But when the whole is equally divided, the parties
are sa.id to have their own, each now receiving an
equal or fair amount.
But the equal or fair amount is here ~he a1·ith- 9
11ietic mean between the more or too much and the
less or too little. And so it is called cfKat011 (just)
because there is equal division (cfxa) ; C<KGtOV being
in fact equivalent t o clxa1ov, and cu,ain-~!: (judge) to
81 xaa-Tt)!:.
If you cut off a part from one of t,vo equal lines 10
and add it to the other, the second is now greater
than the first by t wo such parts (for if you had only
cut off the part from the first without adding it to
the second, the second would have been greater by
only on e such pa.rt); the second exceeds the mean by
one such part, and the mean also exceeds the first by
one.
Thus we can tell how much to take away from 11
him who has more or too much, and bow much
to add to him who has less or too little : t-0 the
la.tter's portion must be added that by which it falls
short of the mean, and from the Conner's portion
must be taken away that by which it exceeds the
mean.

4,
12

To illustrate this, let A A', BB', CC' be three
equo.l lines :A

E

B
D

13
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C

A'

B'

z

C'

From AA' let AE be cut off; a.nd let CD (equal to
A E) be added to C C'; then the whole D CC' exceeds
EA' by QD and CZ [equal to .AE or OD], and
exceeds B B' by C D.
And this • holds good not only in geometry, but
in the arts also ; they could not exist unless that
which is worked upon received an impression corresponding in kind and quantity and quality to the
exertions of the artist.
But these t.erms, " loss" an<l '' gain," a.ro borrowed
from voluntary exchange. For in voluntary exchange
having more than your own is called gaining, and
having less than you started with is called losing
(in buying and selling, I mean, and in the other trans• The point to be illastrated is, that in t be!e private tran ..
a.ctiona what one man ga.ins is eqnal to what the ot,her lose,, eo that
the pen1>l~y that will restore the balance can be euctly measured.
Of tlu.s principle (on which the possibility of justice does in fact
depend) Aristotle first gives e. simple geometrlcel illutration, &nd
then sa.ye that the same law bold,, in all the.t man does: what w
suffered by the pe.tient (whether pe"80n, •• in medieino, or thing, a.a in
ocnlptnre or agt"icult11r,,) is tbe 1!8.mo as what is done by the agent,
TbiJI po.ragroph oceu.-s agflin in tho next chapter (5, 9) , but ;,
ce.n hardly hs...e come into this place by accident : we rather see
the e.ut bor'e t.honght =wing na ho writes. I follow Trondelenbarg
(wbo omits t ho passaee here) in inserting 8 before irol«, but not
in omitting Tb before ,r&o

x••·
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actions in which the law allows free play) ; but when I l
the result to ea.ch is neither more nor less but the
very same amount with which he started, then they
say that they have their own, and are neither losers
nor gainers. That which is just, then, is a. mean
bet ween a gain and a loss, which are both contrary
to the intention,* and consists in ha.ving after the
transaction the equivalent of that which you had
before it.
s, mpk !•·
5. Some people, indeed, go so far as to think that 1
qutt.al i.s
~•.' ia<1ttica_i simple requital is just.
And so the Pythagoreans
with te>.al w
•
• .
. .
, • .i. 11wt ,,,... used to teach; for therr defimt10n of what 1s Just was
port.1'.)rta..t~
n1•i1a1 "
simplv
that what a man has done to a.n&ther should
what u JU-It
""
m mhnn[I": be done to him.
000
'"" &,"
But t his simpIe reqmt
· al does not correspond e1.th er 2
,.9·u;t<r1
1
::'.".:;.° ~· with that which is just in distribution or with that
~·;.;:;~r... which is just in the way of redress (though they try s
d,pn ,tum of
, t be meamng
. of th e Rh ada,,;,,,ce
( 2) .
to make out t,hat t b'i ii 1s
manthine rule" To eoffer that which thoa hast done is j11st ");

for in many cases it is quite different. For instance, 4
if an officer strike a man, he ought not to be struck
in return; and if a man strike an officer, he ought
not merely to be struck, but to be punished.
• For the aim of trade is neither profit nor Ioea, bnt fair exchange,

1.,. exchange (on t he principle le.id down in eh. IS) which leaves the
position of the parties as the state fixed it (by distributive justice,
oh. 8). Bat when in t he private transact ions of man with man thia
position i.8 dista.rbed, i.e. whenever either nnintentiona.lly, by aooident
or negligence, or intentionally, by force 01· fr"nd, one h"8 bettered
his position at the expense of a.nother, correoti•e j11stioe ateps in to
redress the balance. I read ...;.,.;. 3,' a/,,-w, and acoep& Stewart's ·
interpretation of these words, a.nd in pa.rt Jackson's interpretation
of .,..,, 1t11Ptl .,.b tNo6.-,o,, bot cannot entirely agree with either u to
the sense of the whole passa~.

4, H- 5, 8.]
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Further, it makes a great difference whether what
was done to the other was done with his consent or
against it.
8
But it is true tba.t, in the interchange of services.
this is the rule of justice that holds society together,
viz. requital-but proportionate requital, and not
simple repayment of equals for equals. F or the very
existence of a state depends upon proportionate
return. If men have suffered evil, they seek to
return it; if not, if they cannot requite an injury,
we count their condition slavish. And a.gain, if men
have received good, they seek to repa.y it: for otherwise there is no exchange of services ; but it is by
this exchange that we are bound t-0gether in society.
7
This is the reason why we set up a temple of the
graces [charities, x6ptTE!:] in sight of all men, to remind them to repay that which they receive ; for
this is the special characteristic of charity or grace.
We ought to return the good offices of those who
have been gracious to us, and then again to take tho
lead in good offices towards them.
R.
But proportionate interchange is brought about.
by " cross conjunction."
.
For instance, let .A. stand for a builder, B for a
shoemaker, C for a house, D for shoes.•
5

• We had before (S, 11, 12) as tho rule of distributive justice

~

=i,

aud thediatribntion was expressed by the "joiniDi" (o-6{,vlu)

of t h e opposite or comlllponding symhola, .A. a.nd C, B aud D. Hen,
"" have the eame two pairs of symbols, ranged oppoo.ite to each
' other u before: but the ..clwn1go will be expressed by joining .A. to
D aud B to C, i.e. by '' croH conj llllction" or by drawing diagonal
line, (4 nTA
.-v(•v(is) from A to D aud B to C.

B,~,,.P°"
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The builder then must take some of the shoemaker's
work, and give him his own work in exchange.
Now, the desired result will be brought about if
requital take place after proportionate equality ha.s
first been established.•
If this be not done, there is no equality, and
intercourse becomes impossible; for there is no reason
why the work of the one should not be worth more
than the work of the other. Their work, then, mr1st
be brought to an equality [or appraised by a common
standard of value].
Thia is no less true of the other arts and pro- 9
fessions [than of building and shoemaking] ; for they
could not ex.ist if that which the patient [client or
conswner] receives did not correspond in quantity
and quality with that which the agent [artist or
producer] does or produces. t
• i.e. (ns will proseotly appear), it most first be determined
bow much builder's work is eqoal t o a given q uantit.y of shoemaker's
work : i.e. tbe price of the two wares must first bo settlod; that
done, they simply exchange shilling's worth for shilling's worth
(ci,...,r•roe8&r); e.g. if a foor.roomed cottage be valued at £100, and
& pair of boots at :£1, tho builder most supply each a cottage in
rotnrn for 100 sncb paiJ:9 of boots (or their equivalent) .
Firing the price of the articles is called securing equality,
because, evidently, it means fixing how much of one article shall be

con•idered eqoal to a given quantity of the other. It is called
securing prop()Ttt0note eqoality, because, as we ehall see, the qoes.
tion that bas to be determined is, " in what ratio mnst work
be exchanged in order to preserve the doe ratio between the
workers ?"
t Benefit to consumer = cost to producer; e.g. if £100 be a. fair
prioe for a picture, it most fairly l'epresent b<>th the benefit t<, tbe
purohaaer and the effort expended oo it by the artist . I follow
Trendelenlinrg in inserting 8 before ho(.., bot not in omitting .~
before rd.1rxo~. Cf. note on 4, 12.
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For it is not between two physicians that exchange of services takes pJace, but between a physician and a husbandman, and generally between
persons of different professions and of unequal worth;
these unequal persons, then, ha.ve to be reduced to
equality (or measured by a common standard].•
..All things or services, then, which are to be exchanged must be in some way reducible to a common
measure.
For this purpose money was invented, and serves
as a medium of exchange; for by it we can measure
everything, and so can measure the superiority and
inferiority of different kinds of work-the number
of shoes, for instance, that is equivalent to a house
or to a. certain quantity of food.
What is needed then is that so many shoes shall
bear to a house (or a measure of corn) the same ratio
tba.t a builder [or a husbandman] bears to a shoemaker. f For unJess this adjustment be effected, no
dealing or exchange of services can take place ; and
it cannot be effected unles.9 the things to be exchanged can be in some way ma.de equal
We want, therefore, some one common measure
of va.lue, aa we said before.
This measure is, in fact, the need for ea.ch other's
services which holds the members of a society
together ; for if men had no needs, or no common
• The persons ba.v0 to be appra.ised IM! well as their work ; but,
as we soon see, these are two aides of the &&me thing: the rela.tive
value a.t which persons are estimated by sooiety is indical<ad by the
relative vu.lne which society pats upon their services, ,.nd this ia
indicated by the price put upon a certain quantity of their work.
t See note on § 12.
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needs, there would either be no exchange, or a different sort of exchange from that which we know.
But money has been introduced by convention as
a kind of substitute for need or demand; and this is
why we call it va,-u,yµa, because its value is derived,
not from nature, but from law (voµo,), and can be
altered or abolished at will.
Requital then will take place after the wares
have been so equated [by the adjustment of prices]
that the quantity of shoemaker's work bears to the
quantity of husbandman's work [ which exchange.~ for
it] the same ratio that husbandman bears to shoemaker.• But this adjustment must be made,t not at
the time of exchange (for then one of the two parties
would get both the advantages t), b11t while they
are still in possession of their own wares; if this be
• e.g. suppose the hosbaodma.n is twice ae good a man as the
shoemaker, then, if the t.ra.nsoction is to follow the uoiveraal rule
of justice and leave their relative position unaltered, in exchange
for a. certain quantity of husbandman's work the shoemaker most
give twice as much of his own. The price, that is, of corn and
shoes most be so adjuated that, if a quarter of corn sell for so,.
and three pair of shoes sell for the same sum, the three pair of
shoes must repreeent twice M rnucb labour 88 t be quarter of corn.
Aristotle speaks loosely of tbe ratio between the shoes and the corn,
etc., but aa their valoe is e:r; ltypothesi tho same, and as the rel..ti ~e
size, weight, and number of articles is quite accidental (e.9. we
might aa well meas12re the corn by bo•hels or by pounda), the ratio
intended can only be the ratio between the quantities of Jabour. He
oauta to tell us that these quantities muet be me&Sured by time,
bot the omission is easily supplied. He omits also to tell us how
the relative worth of the persons is to be measured, but he baa
t.lready aaid all that is neoeasa.ry in 3, 7.
t Lit. "they must be reduced to proportion," i~., in atrictnesa,
the four terms (two persons and two things).
l i.e. have his superiority ooonted twice over. His (e.g. the hos.
band=n's) snperiorily over the other party (tbe ahoemaker) baa

12
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done, they are put on an equal footing and can make
an exchange, because this kind of equality can be
established between them.
If A stand for a husband.man and C for a certain
quantity of his work (or corn), B will stand for a.
shoemaker, and D for that quantity of shoema.ker's
work that is valued as equal to C.
If they could not requite each other in this wa.y,
interchange of services would be impossible.
That it is our need which forms, as it were, a.
common bond to hold society together, is seen from the
fact that people do not exchange unJess they are in
need of one another's se,-vices (ea.ch party of the
services of the other, or at lea.st one party of the
service of the other), as when that which one has,
e.g. wine, is needed by other people who offer to
export corn in return. This article, then [the corn to
be exported], mus~ be ma.de equal [to the wine that is
imported].*
But even if we happen to want nothing at the
moment-, money is a sort of guarantee that we shall be
able to make an exchange at any future time when we
happen to be in need; for the man who brings money
must always be able to take goods in exchange.
been already taken into aooou.nt in fixing the price of & qn&rter
of oorn a.a eq11&l to three pa.in of ahoce : this is one adTante.g&
which is fairly his ; bnt it would be plainly on!Bir if, at the time
of exchange, the bnsba.Ddman were to demBnd 60s. worth of shoea
for 25,. worth of corn, on the ground that he was twice as good a
mAn : cf. Mwiro, Joi,rna! of Cla.saic11,! and 84cred Pkilology, vol. ii.
p . 68 f. In the text I b&ve followed Trende)enbnrg's stopping,
throwing the words ,l ~ 1'1' • •• hpo• into & p&reotbeais.
• i.e. t'Mlh must be valued in money, so that so m&ny quarters of
corn 1hall exchange for ao many hogsheads of wine.
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Money is, indeed, subject to the same conditions
as other things : its value is not always the same;
but still it tends to be more constant than the value
of anything else.
Everything, then, must be assessed in money ; for
this enables men always to exchange their services,
and so makes society possible.
Money, then, as a. standard, serves to reduce things
to a common measure, so that equal amounts of ea.ch
may be taken ; for there would be no society if there
were no exchange, a.ncl no exchange if there were no
equality, and no equality if it were not possible to
reduce things to a common measure.
In strictness, indeed, it is impossible to find any
common measure for things so extremely diverse ;
but our needs give a standard which is sufficiently
accurate for practical purposes.
There must, then, be some one common symbol for 15
this, and that a conventional symool; so we call it
money (v6µ 11Tµa, v6µor). Money makes all things
commensurable, for all things are valued in money.
For instance, let A stand for a house, B for ten minre,

C for

a

bed; and let A

= ~ , taking a. house

worth or equal to five minre, and let C (the bed)

to be

= 1!.

We see at once, then, how many bed<i are equal to
one house, viz. five.
It is evident that, before money came into use; 16
all exchange must have been of this kind : it makes
no difference whether you give five beds for a house,
or the value of five beds.
Thus we have described that which is unjust and 11

6,
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that which is just. And now tha.t these a.re determined, we can see that doing justice is a mean
between doing a.nd suffering injustice; for the one
is having too much, or more, &nd the other too little,
or less than one's due.
We see also that the virtue justice is a kind of
moderation or observance of the mean, but not quite
in the same way a.s the virtues hitherto spoken of.
It does indeed choose a mean, but bot h the extremes
fall under the single vice injustice.•
We see also that justice is tha-t habit in respect
of which the ju.st man is said to be a.pt to do
deliberately that which is just; that is to say, in
dealings between himself and anot her (or between
two other parties), to apportion things, not so that he
shall get more or too much, and his neighbour less or
too little, of what is dP.sira.ble, and conversely with
w hat is d.i.aadva.nta.geous, but so that ea.ch shall get
his fair, that is, his proportionate share, and similarly
in de&l.ings between two other parties.
18
I njustice, on the contrarv. is the character which
chooses what is unjust, which is a disproportionate
a.mount, that is, too much and too little of what is
advantageous and disadvantageous respectively.
• The mean which jwstioe aims at (the ju.st thing, the due share
of goods) lios between two e:ttremee, too mocb a,nd t.<>o litUe; so
far justice is analogoQs to the other vir tues , bat whereo.a in
other fields these two extremes a.re choson by different and opposite
ch&ractera (e.g. the cowardly and the foolhardy), the oh&ract.er that
chooses too mncb is here the anme as that wbiob cbooaea too little.too mnch far himself or his friend, too little for bis enemy. (Tho
habitual choice of too little for oneaelf i.a neglooted aa imJJOBsible).
CJ. n . 6, especially § 15-16.
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Thus injustice, as we say, is both an excess and
11. deficiency, in that it chooses both an excess and a
deficiency-in one's own affairs choosing excess of
what is, as a general rule, advantageous, and deficiency of what is disadvantageous; in the affairs of
others making a similarly disproportionate assignment, though in which way the proportion is violated
will depend upon circumstances.
But of the two eides of the act of injustice, suffering is a lesser wrong than doing the injustice.
Let this, then, be accepted as our account, in rn
general terms, of the nature of justice and injustice
respectively, and of that which is just and that which
is unjust.
'One con act
6. But since it is possible for a man to do an act l
of injustice without yet being unjust, what acts of
;":~8, un- injustice are there, such that the doing of them
:,"'j;.,'t":~'t,.. stamps a man at once as unjust in this or that parti•1ri<'"""
.., 1><11cun
cula.r way, e.g. as a th'1ef, or an ad ulterer, or a
oitiun, <mlg.
bber ?.
,.,.., implia ro
"'"'·
Perhaps we ought to reply that there is no such
difference in the acts.• A man might commit
adult~ry, knowing what he was about, and yet be
acting not from a deliberate purpose at all, but from
a momentary passion. In such a. case, then, a. man \l
acts unjustly, but is not unjust; e.g. is not a. thief
though he commits a theft, and is not an a.di.i.t-erer
though he commits adultery, and so on. t
• It is mtho sta.te of mind of the doer that the difference liee,

:::::;J

not in the pa.rticular things done : cf. infra, cop. 8.
t This passage, cap. 6, §§ 1, 2, seems to havo quite a natural
connection with what goes before, though the diecn!sion is not carried
on here, but m cap. 8. Again, the discnssion '!fhicb begins with

5, 19-6,
s
4
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We have already explained the relation which
requital bears to that which is just. But we must
not fail to notice that what we are seeking is at
once that which is just simply [or without any
qualifying epithet], and that. which is just in a state
or between citizens.• Now, this implies men who
associate together in order to supply their deficiencies,
being free men, and upon a footing of equality, either
absolute or proportionate.
Between those who are not upon this footing,
then, we cannot speak of that which is just as between citizen.~ (though there is something that can be
called just metaphorically). For the term just cannot be properly applied, except where men have a.
law to appeal to,t and the existence of law implies
the existence of injustice; for the administration of
the law is the discrimination of what is just from
what is unjust.
But injustice implies an act of injustice (though
an act of injustice does not always imply injustice)
which is taking too much of the goods and too little
the words "'"'' µlv ~•• cap. 6 , § 3, though it biu no connection with
§ 2, comes ni.turally enoogb. after the end of cap. 5, Tb " "-"ciir
51,co,o• oorreeponding to Too 511r<1iov ""l ol.!l«n, •a8&Mv. We ha•e,

then, two discussion,,, both growing oat of and attached to the
disco66ion which closes with. the end of cr.p. ti, hot not connected
with er.ch other. If the e.uthor had revised the work, be would, no
doubt, have fitted these links together; but as he omitted to do eo,
it ia useleas for us to attempt, by any rearrangement of tbs links, to
secure tbs close oonut>ctic111 which could only be elfeoted by forging
them anew.
• These a.re not two distinct kinds of justice; justice proper, ho
means to say, implies a state.
t Only the citizen in an ancient state could appeal to the Ja.w i.a
hia own person; the non.citizen oould only sue through a citizen.
l[
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of the evils of life. And so we do not allow an individua.l to rule over us, but reason or law ; for an
individual is apt thus to t&ke more for himself, and
to become a tyrant.
The magistrate's function, then, is to secure tho.t
which is just, and if that which is just, then that
which is equal or fair. But it seems tba.t he gets no
advantage from his office, if he is just (for he does
not take a larger sha.re of the good things of life,
except when that larger share i.~ proportionate to his
worth ; he works, therefore, in the interests of others,
which is the reason why justice is sometimes called
"another's good," as we remarked before).• Some
salary, therefore, must be given him, and this he
receives in the shape of honours and privileges ; and
it is when magistrates are not cont.ant with these
that they ma.ke themselves tyr.ants.
That which is just as between master a.nd slave,
or between father and child, is not the same a.s this,
though like. We cannot speak (without qualification)
of injustice towards what is part of one's self- and a
man's chattels and his children (until they a.re of
a. certain age and are separated from their pa.rent)
are as it were a part of him-for no one deliberately
chooses to inj ure himself; so that a man cannot btJ
unjust towards himself.
We cannot speak in this case, then, of that which
is unjust, or of that which is just ti.'! between citizens;
for that, we found, is according to law, and subsists
between those whose situation implies law, i.e., as wo
found, those who participate equally or fairly in
governing and being governed.
• Supra;1, 17,

5

6

7

8

'!
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The term just, therefore, is more a.ppropriat~ to
a man's relations to his wife than to his relations to
his children and his chattels, and we do speak in
this eense of that which is just in a family ; but even
this is not the same as that which is just between
citizens.•
1
7. Now, of that which is just as between citizens, rit, f::i":"'
part is natural, part is conventional. That is natura.l
.::n
which has the same validity everywhere, and does -'ioNu
not depend on our accepting or rej ecting it; that is
conventional which at the outset may be determined
in this way or in that indifferently, but which when
once determined is no longer indifferent ; e.g. that a
man's ransom be a. mina, or that a. sacrifice consist
of a goat and not of two sheep ; and, a.gain, those
ordinances which are made for special occasions, such
as the sacrifice to Bra.sidas [at .A.mphipolis1 and a.1.1
ordinances that a.re of the nature of a. decree.
2
Now, there are people who think that what is just
is always conventional, because that which is natural
is invariable, and has the same validity everywhere,
as fire burns here and in Persia, while that which is
just is seen to be not invariable.
a
But this is not altogether true, though it is true in
a way. Among the gods, indeed, we may venture to
say it is not true at all; but of that which is just
among us part is natural, though all is subject to
change. Though all is subject to cha.nge,nevertbeless,
I repeat, part is natural and part not.
,
Nor is it ha.rd to distinguish, among things that
may be other than they are, that which is natural

_;;::r:•

• Which alone is properly just.
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from that which is not natural but dependent on law
or convention, though bo&h are alike variable. In
other fields we can draw the same distinction ; we
say, fot instance, that the right hand is naturally the
stronger, though in any man the left may become
equally strong.
And so, of that which is just, that pa.rt which ill 5
conventional and prescribed with a view to a particular end • varies as measures vary; for the measures
of wine and of corn are not everywhere the same, but
larger where the dealers buy, and smaller where they
sell t So I say that which is just not by nature but
merely by human ordinance is not the same everywhere, any more than constitutions are everywhere
the same, though there is but one constitution that is
naturally the best everywhere.
The t.erms "just " and " lawful " in each of their 6
several senses stand for universal notions which embrace a number of particulars; i.e. the acts are many,
but the notion is one, for it is applied to all alike.
"That which is unjust," we must notice, is different 1
from "an act of injustice," and " that which is just "
from " an act of justice:" for a. thing is unjust either
by wi.ture or by ordinance; but this same thing when
done is called "an act of injustice," though before it
was done it could only be called unjust. .And so with
"an act of j ustice" (~11m(wµ.a); though in the latter
• -rh (uP4>lpo• , whicb. is unally rend•red "upedient," me&n.1
eimply tb.e.t wb.ich conduces to G1'y de9ired end ; &S tb.e end varies,
tb.en, so will the erpedient vary : cf. III. 1, 16, note.
t e.g. the wine-merchant ml\y buy in the C~!k what be sells in
bottle (Stew&rt) .
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case we rather employ tuca101Tpa-y1Jµa as the generic term, and restrict 8ucalwµa to the correction of
an a.ct of injustice. But as to the several species of
acts of justice and injustice, we must postpone for the
present the inquiry into their nature and number and
the ground which they cover.
1
8. Now that we have ascertained what is just and r,,, in1trruJ.l
h
. l wnditw,u q/
.
,
wh at 1s UDJUst, we may say t at a man a.cts unJust y ai""'"'
or justly when he does these things voluntarily; but:}';::. ~•a
• 1untarily, he d oes not, stnct
• ly qf
0,JU•t OT
when h e d oes t h em 1nvo
vnju.stog"'t
speaking, act either unjustly or justly, but only
"accidentally," i.e. he does a thing which happens to
2 be just or unjust.• For whether an a.ct is or is not
to be called an a.ct of injustice (or of justice) depends
upon whether it is voluntary or involuntary; for if it
be voluntary the agent is blamed, and at the same
time the act becomes an a.ct of injustice : so something
unjust may be done, and yet it may not be an a.ct of
injustice, i.e. if this condition of voluntariness be absent.
3
By a voluntary act I mean, as I explained before,
anything which, being within the doer's control, is
done knowingly (i.e. with knowledge of the person, .
the instrument, and the result; e.g. the person whom
and the instrument with which he is striking, and the
effect of the blow), without the intervention at any
point of accident or constraint; e.g. if another take
your hand and with it strike a third person, that ia
not a voluntary a.ct of yours, for it was not within
your control; again, the man you strike may be your
father, and you may know that it is a man, or perhaps
that it is one of the company, that you are striking
• Of.§4.
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but not know that it is your father; and it must be
understood that the same distinction is to be made
with regard to the result, and, in a. word, to the whole
act. Tha.t then which either is done in ignorance, or,
though not done in ignorance, is not under our control,
or is done under compulsion, is involuntary ; besides
which, there are many natural processes in which we
knowingly take an active or a passive part, which
cannot be called either voluntary or involuntary, such
as growing old and dying.
An accidentally unj11st act and an accidentally just 4
act are equally possible; e.g. a man might restore a
deposit a.ga.inst his will for fear of consequences, and
then you could not say that he did what was just or
acted justly except accidentally:• and, similarly, a
man who against his will was forcibly prevented from
restoring a deposit would be said only accidentally
to act unjustly or to do that which is unjust.
Voluntary acts, again, are divided into (1) those 5
t hat are done of set purpose, and (2) those that are
done without set purpose; i.e. (1) those that are done
after previous deliberation, and (2) those that are done
without previous deliberation.
Now, there a.re three ways in which we may hurt 6
our neighbour. Firstly, a hurt done in ignorance is
generally called a mistake when there is a. misconception as to the person affected, or the thing done, or the
instrument, or the result; e.g. I may not t hink to bit,

• ,.e.

be willed the act not a.s just, but 111! a·rnea.ne of aroiding
tho painful conseqnoncee; the jnstico of it, therefore, was not part of
the esaence of the act to him, was not among the qualities of the act
which moved him to choose it, or, in Aristotle'• language, wae
"accidental."

8,
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or not to hit with this instrument, or not to hit this
person, or not to produce this eflect, but an effect
follows other than that which was present to my
mind; I may mean to inflict a prick, not a wound, or
not to wound the person whom I wound, or not to
deal a wound of this kind.
7
But [u we draw the distinction more accurately)
when the hurt comes about contrary to what might
reasonably be expected, it may be called a mishap:
but when, though it is not contrary t-0 what might
reasonably be expected, there is still no vicious inten·
tion, it is a mistake; for a man makes a mistake
when he sets the train of events in motion,• but he is
unfortunate when an external agency interferes.t
s
Secondly, when the agent acts with knowledge
but without previous deliberation, it is an act of
injustice; e.g. when he is impelled by anger or any
of the other passions to which man is necessarily or
naturally subject. In doing such hurt and committing
such errors, the doer acts unjustly and the acts are
acts of injustice, though they are not such ·as to stamp
him as unjust or wicked; for the hurt is not <lone out
of wickedness.
9
But, thirdly, when it is done of set purpose, the
doer is unjust and wicked.
On this account acts done in anger are rightly
held not to be done of malice aforethought; for he who
gave the provocation began it, not he who did the
deed in a passion.
• which leads by

&

natuml, thongh. by him unforeseen, seqnenoe

to his neigbboor's hurt: negligence, or error of judgment.
t and gives & fatal termination to e.n a.et th&t would ordinarily
be harmless I aocideut.

-

· · · -

· -
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Again, in such cases as this last, wha.t men dispute 10
about is usually not whether the deed was done or
not, but what the justice of the case is; for it is a.n
apparent injustice that stira the assailant's wrath.
There is a difference between cases of this kind and
disputes about contracts : in tho latter the question
is a question of fa.ct, and one or other of the parties
mu_st be a vicious character, unless his memory be at
fault; but in these cases they agree a.bout the fact.S,
but differ as to which side is in the right (whereas
the deliberate aggressor knows very well the rights
of the case), so that the one thinks that he is wronged,
while the other thinks differently.•
But if a. man hurt another of set purpose, he acts 11
unjustly, and acts of injustice (i.e. violations of what
is proportionate and fair), when so done, stamp the
doer as an unjust cha.racter.
In like manner a man is a just character when he
of set purpose acts justly ; but he is said to act justly
if he merely do voluntarily that which is just.
Of involuntary injuries, on t he other hand, some 12
are pardonable, some unpardonable. Errors that
are committed not merely in ignorance but by reason
of ignorance are pardonable ; but those that are
committed not through ignorance but rather in
ignorance, through some unnatural or inhuman passion, are not pardonable.t
• Tbro,ring tho words d 3' b,,Sov>.•6,,,a, •~• J-yvo,i into a parenthesis. The p&Ssage is ea.aier to construe without t he parenthesis,
but with a stop after 6.µ,P11r/3~-roixnv.
t In etriotneea, of course, each a.otM cannot bo oa.Jled inTol antary (&"o~J'1a} at all: cf. mpra, III. 1, where the ooaditioas of r.n
involnnta.ry aot are stated more precisely.
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9. But it may be doubted whether we ba.ve suffi.- s,,,i4!Y
ciently ex.plained wha.t it is to suffer and to do CW::.,
injustice. First of all, are these terms applicable to ~;~j:;r.;,.
such a. ca.seas that which is described in those strange
verses of Euripides?" A. I slew Qly mother: th•t i, &II my tale.
P. l3ut say, did both or neither will the deed ? ••

Ia it really possible, I mean, to suffer injustice (or be
wronged] voluntarily? or is suffering injustice always
involuntary, as doing injustice is always voluntary?
Again, is suffering injustice always one way or
the other (as doing injustice is a.lwa.ys voluntary), or
is it sometimes voluntary and sometimes involuntary?
2
Similarly with regard to having justice done to
you : doing justice is always voluntary [as doing
injustice is], so that one might expect that there is
the same relation in both cases between the active
and the passive, and that suffering injustice and
having justice done to you are either both voluntary
or both involuntary. But it would surely be absurd
to maintain, even with regard to having justice done
tO you, that it is always voluntary; for some that
have justice done to them cert.a.inly do not will it.
s
Again we may raise the question in this [more
general] form: Ca.n a man who has that which is unjust
done to him always be said to suffer injustice [or be
wronged] ? or are there further conditions necessary
for suffei-ing a.s there a.re for doing injustice?
Both what I do and what I suffer may be (a.s we
saw) "accidentally" just ; and so also it may be
"accidentally" unjust: for doing that which is unjust is not identical with doing injustice, nor is
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suffering that which is unjust the same as BUtfering
injustice; and similarly with doing justice and having
justice done to you. For to have injustice done to
you implies some one that does injustice, and to
have justice done to you implies some one that does
justice.
But if to do injustice means simply to hurt & ma.n 4
voluntarily, and voluntarily means with knowledge
of the person, the instrument, and the manner, then
the incontinent man, who voluntarily hurts himself, will voluntarily suffer injustice, and it will be
possible for a znan to do injustice to himself-the
possibility of which last ia also one of the questions
in dispute.
~<Tflin, a man might, through incontinence, volun- s
t&rily suffer himself to be hurt by another o.lso acting
voluntarily; so that in this case also a man might
voluntarily suffer injusti£e.
I think rather that the above definition is incorrect, aud that to "hurting with knowledge of the
person, the instrument, and the manner," we must
add " against his wish." • If we define it so, then a 6
man may voluntarily be hurt and suffer that which
is unjust, but cannot voluntarily have injustice done
to him. (For no one wi~ to be hurt,-even the
incontinent man does not wiah it, but acts contrary
to his wish. No one wishes for anything that he
does not think good; what the incontinent man does
• /Jov/\1111'"' is asod perhaps for will, as tl,ore is no abstract term
corresponding to let/,,. I bracket the last two sentence• of § 6,
aa (in spite of tho ingenuity of Jackson and Stewart) the atatenient
aeems to me hopeleasly conf11.11ed.

9, 4-10.]
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is not that which he thinks he ought to do.) But he
that gives, a.s Glaucus gives to Diomede in Homer" Gold for his bronze, fivescoro kine's worth for nine,"

does not suffer injustice; for the giving rests with
him, but suffering injustice does not rest with one's
self; there must be some one to do injustice.
s
It is plain, then, that suffering injustice cannot be
voluntary.
There are still two questions that we purposed to
discuss: (1) Is it the man who assigns or the man
who r eceives a disproportionately large share that
does injustice ? (2) Is it possible to do injustice to
yourself?
9
In the former case, i.e. if he who assigns and not
he who receives the undue share does injustice, then
if a man knowingly and voluntarily gives too much
to another and too little to himself, he does injustice
to himself And this is what moderate persons are
often thought to do; for the equitable man is apt to
take less than his due. But the case is hardly so
simple : it may be that he took a larger share of
some other good, e.g. of good fame or of that which is
intrinsically noble.
Again, the difficulty may be got over by reference
to our definition of doing injustice; for in this case
nothing is done to the man against his wish, so that
no injustice is done him, but at most only harm.
10
It is plain, moreover, that the man who makes
the unjust award does injustice, but not always he
who gets more than his share ; for a m~n does not
always do injustice when we can say of what he
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does that it is unjust, but only when we can say
that he voluntarily does that which is unjust; and
that we can only say of the prime mover in the
action, which in this case is the distributor and not
the receiver.
Again, there a.re many senses of the word " do," 11
and in a certain sense an inanimate instrument, or my
ha.nd, or again my ela.ve under my orders, may be said
to slay; but though these may be said to do what is
unjust, they cannot be said to a.ct unjustly or to do an
act of injustice.
Again, if a man unwittingly gives unjust judg- 12
ment, he does not commit injustice in the sense of
contravening that which is just according to law,
nor is his judgment unjust in this sense, but in a.
certain sense it is unj ust ; for there is a difference
hetween that which is just according t o law and that
which ie just in the primary sense of the word : but
if he knowingly gives unjust judgment, he is himself
grasping at more than his share, in the shape either
of favour with one party or vengeance on the
other. The judge, then, who gives unjust judgment 13
on these grounds, takes more than his due, quite a.s
much as if he received a share of the unjust award;
for even in the latter case a judge who a.wards a. piece
of land would receive, not land, but money.
Men fancy that as it is in their power to a.ct 14
unjustly, so it is an easy matter to be just. But it is
not so. To lie with your neighbour's wife, or to strike
your neighbour, or to pass certain coins from your
hand to his is easy enough, and always within your
power, but to do these acts as the outcome of a certain

9, 11-16.J
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character is not an easy matter, nor one which is
e.lways within your power.•
15
Similarly men think that to know what is just
and what is unjust needs no great wisdom, since any
one can inform himself about those things which the
law prescribes (though these things are only accidentally, not essentially, just): but to know how
these acts must be done and how these distributions
must be made in order to be just,-that indeed is
a harder matter than to know what conduces to
health; though that is no easy matter. It is easy
enough to know the meaning of honey, and wine, and
hellebore, a.o.d ca.utilry, and the knifo, but to know
how, and to whom, and when they must be applied
in order to produce health, is so far from being easy,
that to have this knowledge is to be a physician.
16
For the same reason, some people think that the
just man is as able to act unjustly as justly, for he
is not less but rather more capable than another of
performing the several acts, e.g. of lying with a.
woman or of striking a blow, as the courageous man
is rather more capable than another of throwing away
his shield and turning his back and running away
anywhere. But to play the coward or to act unjustly
means not mereJy to do such an act (though the
• Yon can 1.lways do the acts if yon want to do them, i.e. if yon
will them; but yoQ cannot at will do them in tbe spirit of a jQSt
or an unjust man; for cba.ra.otcr ie tbe remU of a aeries of acts of
will: cf. ai,pra, III. 6, 22. The oontradiotion between this and
III. 6, 2, ie only apparent: we &re responsible for our character,
tbough we o&n11ot change it a t a moment's notice.·
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doer might be said "accidentally" to act unjustly),•
but to do it in a certain frame of mind; just as to act
the part of a doctor and to heal does not mean simply
to apply the knife or not to apply it, to give or to
withhold a drug, but to do this in a. particular fa.sh.ion.
Justice, lastly, implies persons who participate in 17
those things that, generally speaking, are good, but who
can have too much or too little of them. For somefor the gods perhaps-no amount of them is too much ;
and for others-for the incurably vicious-no amount
is beneficial, they are always hurtful; but for the rest
of mankind they are useful within certain limits :
justice, therefore, is essentially human.
10. We have next to speak of equity and of that 1
which is equitable, and to inquire how equity is
related to justice, and that which is equitable ¥> that
which is just. For, on consideration, they do not
seem to be absolutely identical, nor yet generically
different. .At one time we praise that which is
equitable and the equitable man, and even use the
word metaphorically as a term of praise synonymouR
with good, showing that we consider that the more
equitable a thing is the better it is. .At another
time we reflect and find it strange that what is
equitable should be praiseworthy, if it be different
from what is just ; for, we argue, if it be something
else, either what is just is not good, or what is equitable is not good ; t if both be good, they are the same.

BO¥", 8 , 1-4,
Ob 6(,c<11ov I ha.Te omitted (after Trendelenburg) as obvionsly
...-rong. We may suppose eitber that the original.~ O"YovS1Uov waa
altered into ,,;, 6/aa,ov, OT (more probably) t.bat ob 31H1ov or 3(K..,.,,
""'8 inserted by a bungling copyist.
• Of.

t
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These a.re the reflections which give rise to the
difficulty about what is equitable. Now, in a way,
they a.re all correct and not incompatible with one
a.nother ; for that which is equitable, though it is
better than that which is just (in one sense of the
word), is yet itself just, and is not better than what
is just in the sense of being something generically
distinct from it. What is just, then, and what is
equitable a.re generically the same, and both a.re good,
though what is equitable is better.
s
But what obscures the matter is that though
what is equitable is just, it is not identical with, but
a correction of, that which is j ust according to law.
,
The reason of this is that every law is laid down
in general terms, while there a.re matters about which
it is impossible to speak correctly in general terms.
Where, then, it is necessary to speak in general tenns,
but impossible to do so correctly, the legislator lays
down that which holds good for t he majority of
CMcs, being quite a.ware that it does not hold good
2

for all.
The law, indeed, is none the less correctly laid
down because of this defect ; for the defect lies not
in the law, nor in the lawgiver, but in the nat ure of
the subject-matter, being necessarily involved in the
very conditions of human action.
5
When, t herefore, the law la.ys down a general rule,
but a particular case occurs which is an exception to
this rule, it is right, where the legislator fails and is
in error tlu-ough speaking without qualification, to
make good this deficiency, just as the lawgiver himself would do if he were present, a.nd as he would
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have provided in the Jaw it..~elf if the ca.se had occurred
to him.
\\That is equitable, then, is just, and better than 6
what is just in one sense of the word-not better
than what is absolutely just, but better than that
which fails through its lack of qualification. And the
essence of what is equitable is that it is an amendment of the law, in those points where it fails through
the generality of its language.
The reason why the law does not cover all cases
is that there are matters about which it is impossible
to lay down a law, so that they require a special
decree. For that which is variable needs a variable 7
rule, like the leaden n1le employed in the Lesbian style
of masonry ; as the leaden rule has no fixed shape, but
adapts itself to the outline of each stone, so is the
decree adapted to the occasion.
We have ascertained, then, what the equitable s
course is, and have found that it is just, and also
better than ,vhat is just in a certain sense of the
word. And after this it is easy to see what the
equitable man is: he who is apt to choose such a
course and to follow it, who does not insist on his
rights to the damage of others, but is ready to take
less than his due, even when he has the law to back
him, is caUed an equitable man; and this type of
character is called equitableness, being a sort of justice,
and not a different kind of cha.raeter.
11. The foregoing discussion enables us to answer 1
the question whether it be possible or not for a man
to act unjustly to himself.
That which is just in one sense of the word we

10, G-11, 4.J
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found to be those manifestations of the several virtues
which the law prescribes : e.g. the law does not order
a man to kill himself; and what the law does not
2 order it forbids : and, fu1ther, when a man, contrary
to the law, voluntarily inflicts hurt without provocation, he acts unjustly (voluntarily meaning with knowledge of the person and the ins trument). Now, the
man who kills himself in a rage voluntarily acts thus
against right reason and does what the Jaw forbids :
he act.'> unjustly therefore.
a
But unjustly to whom? To the state surely, not
to himself; for he suffers voluntarily, but no one can
have an injustice done him voluntarily. And upon
this ground the state actually punishes him, i.e. it pronounces a particular kind of disfranchisement upon
the man who destroys himself, as one who acts unjustly
towards the state.
,
Again, if we take the word unjust in the other
sense, in which it is used to designate not generaJ
badness, but a particular species of vice, we find that
in this seruie also it is impossible to act unjustly to
one's self (This, we found, is different from the former
eense of the word : the unjust man in this second sense
is bad in the same way as the coward is bad, i .e. as
having a particular form of vice, uot as having a.
completely vicious character, nor do we mean to say
that he displays a. completely vicious character when
we say that he acts unjustly). For if it were possible,
it would he possible for the same thing at the same
time t.o be taken from and added to the BB.me person.
But this is impossible; and, in fact, a just deed or a.n
unjust deed always implies more persons tha.n one.
N
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Further, an act, of injustice, besides being voluntary, o
if not deliberate, must be prior to hurt received (for
he who, having received some h urt, repays the same
that he received is not held to act unjustly); but he
who hurts himself suffers that very hurt at the same
time that he inflicts it.
Again, if it were possible for a man to act unjustly
to himself, it would be possible to suffer injustice
voluntarily.
Further, a. man cannot act unjustly without doing 8
a.n act of injustice of some particular kind; but no
one commits adultery with his own wife, or burglariously breaks through his own walls, or steals his
own property.
But the whole question about acting unjustly to
one's self is settled (without going into detail) by the
answer we gave* to the question whether a man could
voluntarily suffer injustice.
(It is plain that to suffer and to do injustice are 7
both bad, for the one is to get less and the other more
than the mean amount, which corresponds to what iti
healthy in medicine, or to what promotes good condition in gymnastics: but, though both are bad, to do
injustice is t he worse; for to do inj ustice is blamable
and implies vice (either completely formed vice, what
we call vice simply, or else that which is on the way
to become vice; for a voluntary act of injustice does
not always imply injustice), but to have injustice done
to you is n o token of a vicious and unjust chari:.cter.
In it.self, then, to be unjustly treated is less bad, s
but there is nothing to prevent if8 being accident&lly
• Suprd, cap. 9.

..

11, 5-10.)

9
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the greater evil. Science, however, docs not concern
itself with these accidents, but calls a pleurisy a
greater malady than a stumble ; and yet the latter
might, on occasion, accidentally become the greater,
as, for instance, if a. stumble were to ca.use you to fall
and be caught or slain by the enemy.)
Though we cannot apply the tenn just to a man's
behaviour towards himself, yet we can apply it meta-

phorically and in virtue of a certain reserublaoce to
the relations between certain parts of a ms.n's selfnot, however, in all senses of the word just, but in that
sense in which it ,is applied to the relations of master
and slave, or husband and wife; for this is the sort
of relation that exists between the rational and thil
irrational parts of the soul
.And it is this distinction of parts that leads people
io fancy that there is such a thing as injustice
io one's self: one part of a man can have something
done to it by another part contrary to its desires ;
and so they think that the term just can be apvlie.-1
to the relations of these parts to one another, just as
k> the relations of ruler and ruled.•
10
We may now consider that we have concluded our
examination of justice and the other moral virtues.
• Whereas, says .Aristotle, we cannot speak at ..U or jnstice or:
injo.ftice to one's &elf, and it is only by way of metaphor that .,..
can apply the terms even to the relations of paria of tbe sell-not
strictly, ewo• tho part& are not persoll.ll.
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Be:~,a: communitystate
is a community of some kind, and every
is established with a view to some good ; for
EVERY

1~52

I. r.
The sta te

. d a Iways act in
. ord er to ob tarn
. t hat wIuc
. I1 t h ey highest
being the
man k rn
think good . But, if all communities aim at some good, ~?,~".";.~~~~
the state or political community, which is the highest of highest
good.
all, and which embraces all the rest, aims, and in a
greater degree than any other, at the highest good.
2
N ow there is an erroneous opinion• that a statesman, Plato
h
treated the
.
k mg, ouseholder, and master are the same, and that d ifference
they d iffer, not in kind, but only in the number of their ~~:,~~Id,
subjects. For example, the ruler over a few is called roy:'1, and
po1ttJca1
a master; over more, the manager of a household ; over rule as a
a st1·11 I arger numb er, a statesman or k.mg, as ·r
I t h ere were difference
only of
no difference between a great household and a small degree.
state. The distinction which is made between the king
and the statesman is as follows : \lv'hen the government
is personal, the ruler is a king; when, according to the
principles of the political science, the citizens rule a nd
are ruled in turn, then he is called a statesman.
3 But a ll this is a mistake ; for governments differ in But it is .
d1f. d , as w1'11 be evt"d en t' to any one who cons1'd ers t h e really
k l!l
rerencea in
matter accord ing to the method b which has hitherto ~i7it .aiiear
guided us. As in other departments of science, so in ;~;~:itvc
politics, the compound should always be resolved into the intoits
.
·
elements.
simple elements or least parts of the whole. We must
a Cp. Plato Poli ticus, 2 58 E foll.
VOL. I.
B

b

Cp. c. 8. §

J.
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LOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STATE.

therefore look at the elements of which the state is composed, in order that we may see • in what they differ
from one_ another, and whether any scientific distinction
can be drawn between the different kinds of rule•.
2.
He who thus considers things in their first growth and
origin, whether a state or anythi ng else, will obtain the
(r) Union clearest view of them.
In the first place ( 1) there 2
of male and
· o f t h ose w h o cannot exist
· wit
· h out eac h
frmale.
must b e a umon
other ; for example, of male and female, that the race
may continue; and this is a union which is formed, not
of deliberate purpose, but because, in common with
other animals and with plants, mankind have a natural
desire to leave behind them an image of themselves.'
(2) or ruler And ( 2) there must be a union of natural ruler and
and suoJe«. su b'Ject, t l1at bot l1 may b e preserved . F'or I1e w I10 can
foresee with his mind is by nature intended to be lord
and master, and he who can work with his body is a
subject, and by nature a slave; hence master and slave 3
have the same interest. Natu re, however, has distin- I252 b.
guished between the female and the slave. For she is
not niggardly, like the smith who fashions the belphian
knife for many uses; she makes each thing for a single
use, and every instrument is best made when intended for
one and not for many uses. But among barbarians no.dis- 4
tinction is made between women and slaves, because there
is no natural ruler among them : they are a community
of slaves, male and female. Vvherefore the poets say,, It is meet that Hellenes should rule over barbarians b ; '
as if they thought that the barbarian and the slave were
by nature one.
The family
Out of these two relationships between man and 5
the first
woman, master and slave, the family first arises, and
stage of
society.
Hesiod is right when he says,1.

' First house and wife and an ox for the plough•,'
• Or, with Bernays, 'how the different kinds of rule differ from
one another, and generally whether any scientific result can be attained about each one of them.'
~ Eurip. lphig. in Aulid. 1400.
e Op. et Di. 405.

'
r
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3

for the ox is the poor man's slave. The family is the I. •z.
association established by nature fo r the supply of men's
every day wants, and t he members of it are called by
Charondas 'companions of the cupboard' [ oJlo<run,ovs],
and by Epimenides the Cretan, '•companions of the
manger•' [ OJlOK,irrovs].
But when several families are The village
. d, an d t he association
. . aims
.
unite
at somet h'mg more t 11an the next.
the supply of daily needs, then comes into existence the
6 village.
And the most natural form of the village
appears to be that of a colony from the fami ly, composed of the children and g randchildren, who are said to
be 'suckled with the same milk.' And this is the reason
why Hellenic states were originally governed by kings ;
because the H ellenes were under royal rule before they
came together, as the barbarians still a re. Every family
is ruled by th e eldest, and therefore in the colonies of
the family the k ingly form of government prevailed
7 because they were · of the same blood. As Homer says
[of the Cyclopes] :' Each one g ives law to his children and to his wives".'

For they lived dispersedly, as was th e manner in ancient
t imes. \\Therefore men say that the Gods have a king,
because they themselves either are or were in ancient
times under the rule of a k ing. For they imagine, not
only the forms of the Gods, but their ways of life to be
like their own.
s \;\/hen several vi llages are united in a si ngle commu- The city
·
..r
rnty,
pellect
an d Jarge enough to· b e nearIy or qu ·ite se If.- orstatethe
third and
sufficing, the state comes into existence, originating in highest.
the ba re needs of life, and continuing in existence for the
sake of a good life. And therefore, if the earlier forms
of society are natural, so is the state, for it is the end of
them, and t he [completed] nature is the end. For what
each thing is when fully developed, we call its nature,
whether we are speaking of a man, a horse, or a family.
a O r, reading with the old translator (Will iam of Moerbck) oµoK01rv()v,, 'companions of the hearth!
b Od. ix. 114, quoted b)' Plato Laws, iii. 680,
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and in N . Eth. x.9. § 13.
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I. z.
The state
exists by
nature.

MAN A POLITICAL ANIMAL.

Besides, the final cause and end of a thing is th e best, 9
1253a.
and to be self-sufficing ·is the end and the best.
Hence it if evident-that the state is a creation of nature,
and ·that man is by nature a political animal. And he
who by nature and not by inere accidertt is without a
state, is either above humanity, or below it; he is the
'Tribeles.s, lawless; he.arthless one,1

whom Homer• denounces-the outcast who is a lover of 10
wa r ; he may be compared to a bird which fl ies alone.
Man, havNow the reason why man is more of a political
ing the gift
of speech animal than bees or any other gregarious animals is
and the
evident. Nature, as we often say, makes nothing in
sense of
right and
vain b, and man is the only an imal whom she has enwrong, is
by n:1tu re dowed with the gift of speech•. And whereas mere 11
a political
sound is but an indication of pleasure or pain, and is
animal.
therefore fou nd in other animals (for their nature attains
to the perception of pleasure and pain and the intimation
of them to one another, and no further), the power of
speech is intended to set forth the expedient and inex pedient, and likewise the just and the unjust. And it is a 12
characteristic of man that he alone has any sense of good
and evil, of just and unjust, and the association of living
beings who have this sense makes a family and a state.
The whole
T hus the state is by nature clearly prior to the family
is prior to
the part,
and to the individual, since the whole is of necessity 13
the
state
to
the family prior to the part ·, for example
·
, if th e whole body be
n~d indidestroyed there will be no foot or hand except in an
1dual.
'
'
equivocal sense, as we might speak of a stone hand ; for
when destroyed the hand will be no better. But things
are defined by their working and power ; and we ought
not to say that they are the same when they are no longer
the same, but only that they have th e same name. The , 4
proof that the state is a creation of nature and prior to
the individual is that the individual, when isolated, is not
self-sufficing; and therefore he is like a part in relation
to the·whole. But he who is unable to live in society, or
who has no need because he is sufficient for himself, must.
· a 11. ix. 63:
• Cp. C. 8. § 12.
< Cp. vii. 13. § 12 .
•
1

,

THE PARTS OF THE HOUSEHOLD.

5

is no part of a state. A I. 2.
social instinct is implanted in all men by nature, and
yet he who fi rst founded the state was the greatest of
benefactors. For ma n; when perfected, is the best of
animals, but, when separated from law and · j ustice., he
16 is the worst of all; since armed injustice is the· more
dangerous, and he is equipped at birth with the arms of
intelligence and with moral qualities which he may use
for the worst ends. \Vhereforc, if he have not virtue, he
is the most unholy and the most savage of animals, and
the most full of lust and gluttony. But justice is the
bond of men in states, and the administration of justice,
which is the determination of what is just•, is the principle of order in political society.
3·
Seeing then that the state is made up of households,
before speaking of the state, we must speak of the ~;hJ~~!Y
1~53b. h management of the household h.
T he parts of t he hold.
household a re the persons who compose it, and a com- Its pans.
plete household consists of slaves and freemen. Now
we should begin by examining everything in its least
elements; and the first and least parts of a family are
master and slave, husband and wife, father and children.
\Ve have therefore to consider what each of these three
• relations is and ought to be :- 1 mean the relation of
master and se1vant, of husband and wife, and thirdly of
parent and child. (I say yaµ.1•1 and n Kvo1ro111n•1, there
being no words for the two latter notions which ade3 quatcly represent them.) And there is another element
of a household, the so-called art of money-making, which,
according to some, is identical with household management, according to others, a principal part of it; the
nature of this art will also have to be considered by us.
L et us first speak of master and slave, looking to the Master
needs of practical life and also seeking to attain some and sla,•e.
4 better theory of their relation than exists at present. For
some are of opinion that the rule of a master is a science,
, 5 be either a beast or a god : he

• Cp. N. Eth. v. 6. ~ 4.
" Reading with the MSS. oi<ovoJl/"'·
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and that the management o f a household, and the mastership of slaves, a nd the political and royal rule, as I was
saying at the outset •, a re all the same. Others affi rm
that the rule of a master over s laves is contrary to
nature, a nd that the distinction between slave and freeman exists by law only. and not by nature; and being
an interference with nature is therefore unj ust.
4.
Property is a part of the household, a nd therefore the
P roperty. art of acqu iring property is a part of the art of managing
>ncludt"'S m·
•
.
•
strumen,s the household ; for no man can live well, o r mdecd hvc
lifeless
'th necessanes.
.
Jiving. and a t a II, un lcss h e b e prov1'cl ed w1
n".n d as
in the arts which have a definite sphere the workers
must have thei r own proper inst ruments for the accomplishment of thei r work, so it is in the ma)'lagement of
a household. ·Now, instruments are of various sorts ; 2
some are living, othe rs li feless; in the rudder, the pilot
of a ship has a lifeless, in the look-out man, a living
instrument ; for in the arts the servant is a kind of instrument. Th us, too, a possession is an instru ment for
maintaining life. And so, in the arrangement of the
family, a slave is a living possession, and property a
number of such instruments; and the servant is himself an inst rument, which takes precedence of all other
T he slave instruments.
For if eve ry instrument could accom- .,
\~~)~~~~~,1. plish its own work, obeying or anticipating the will of
others, like the statues of D aedalus, or the tripods
of H ephaestus, which, says th e poet b,
'of their O\\'n accord entered the assembly of the Gods; '

if, in like manner, the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch the lyre without a hand to guide them, chief
workmen would not want servants, nor masters slaves.
Here, however, a nother d istinction must be drawn : the in- 125h·
4
struments commonly so called are instruments of production, whilst a possession is an instrument of action. The
shuttle, for example, is not only of use ; bu t something
• Plato in Pol. ~;SE foll., referred to already inc.
Hom. II.:>.\ iii. 3;6.
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else is made by it, whereas of a garment or of a bed I. 4.
there is only the use. Fu rther, as production and action His
. k 111
' d, an d b oth require
. .mstrume nts, t h e life
m,stcrs
are d ·u
tuerent 111
is n life
instruments which they employ must likewise differ in of
action. to
which he
5 kind. But life is action and not production, and therefore ministers.
the slave is the minister of action [for he ministers to
his master's life]./""1fgain, a possession is spoken of as a
part is spoken df; for the part is not only a part of
something else, but wholly belongs to it; and this is also
true of a possession. The master is only the master
of the slave; he does not belong to him, whereas the
slave is not only the slave of his master, but whoJJy
6 belongs to him. Hence we see what is the nature and Who is ,11.,
by
.s by nature not h 1's own b ut sl.wo
offi ce of a sIave; hc who 1
nature?
another's and yet a man, is by nature a slave; and he
may be said to belong to another who, being a human
being, is also a possession. And a possession may be
defined as an instrument of action, separable from the
possessor.
But is there any one thus intended by nature to be a
5.
slave, and for whom such a condition is expedient and Is there
. not a 11 s 1avery a vto
. 1ation
. o f nature 'r anature?
slave by
n.g h t, or ratJ1er 1s
There is no difficulty in answering this question, on
2 grounds both of reason and of fact.
For that some
should rule, and ot hers be ruled is a thing,. not only
necessary, but expedient ; from the hour of their birth,
some are marked out for subjection, others for rul e.
And whereas there are many kinds both of rulers and
subjects, that rule is the better which is exercised over
better subjects-for example, to rule over men is better
3 than to rule over wild beasts. The work is better which
is executed by better workmen; and where one man rules
and another is ruled, t hey may be said to have a work.
In all things which form a composite whole and wh ich
a re made up of parts, whether continuous or discre te, a
distinction between the ruling and the subject element
4 comes to light. Such a duality exists in Jiving creatures,
but not in t hem only; it originates in the constitution of

8
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the universe ; even in things which have no life, there is
a ruling principle, as • in musical harmony•. But we are
Everywhere wandering from the subject. Vve will, therefore, restrict
m
nature
.
. th e fi rst pIace,
there
is the oursc1ves to t h e l'1v111g
creature wh ich , m
distinction
·
·
or
higher
consists
o f sou I an d b od y : an d o f t h ese two, t h e one 1s
1
"-'r'd °wer.d by nature the ruler, and the other the subj' ect. But then s
o rucran
1
ruled.
we must look for the intentions of nature in things which
retain their nature, and not in things which are corrupted.
And therefore we must study the man who is in the
most perfect state both of body and soul, for in him we
shall see the true relation of the two ; although in bad
or corrupted natures the body will often appear to rule 1~54 b.
over the soul, because th ey are in an evil and unnatural
condition. First then we may observe in living creatu res 6
both a despotical and a constitutional rule ; for the soul
rules the body with a despotical rule, whereas the intellect rules the appetites with a const itutional and royal
rule. And it is clear that the rule of the soul over the
body, and of the mind and the rational element over
the passionate is natural and expedient; whereas the
equality of the two or the rule of th e inferior is always
hurtful. The same holds good of animals as well as of 7
men; for tame animals have a better nature than wild,
and all tame animals are better off when they are ruled
by man ; for then they are preserved. Again, the male
is by nature superior, and the female inferior ; and the
one ruks, and the other is ruled; this principle, of necessity, extends t.o all mankind. \:Vhere then there is such s
a difference as that between soul and body, or between
men and animals (as in the case of those whose business
is to use their body, and who can do nothing bet ter),
the lower sort ilre by nature slaves, and it is better for
them as for all inferiors that they should be under the
rule of a master. For he who can be, and therefore is 9
another's, and he who participates in reason enough to
apprehend, but not to have, reason, is a slave by nature.
Whereas the lower animals cannot even apprehend
• Or, 'of harmony [in music).'
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reason; they obey their instincts. And indeed the use I. 5.
made of slaves and of tame animals is not very different; T here ar e
· h t he1· r b od ies
· mimster
· ·
sla ves by
for b ot h wit
to t I1e need s o f Ii f e. nature
and
.k
d.
·
·
h
b
I
b
d"
ffrccmcnby
10 N ature wou Id 1I e to
1stmgu1 s
etween t 1e o ies o nature. but
freemen a nd slaves, making the one strong for servile !1~~:.1
labour, t he other upright, and although useless for such
services, useful for political life in the arts both of war
and peace. But th is does not hold un iversally : for
some slaves ha ve th e souls and others have the bodies of
freemen. A nd doubtless if men differed from one
another in the mere forms of their bodies as m uch as the
statues of the Gods do from men, all would acknowledge
that th e inferior class should be slaves of the superior.
, , A nd if there is a difference in t he body, how m uch more
in the soul? but the beauty of the body is seen, whereas
J 255a. the beauty of the soul is not seen. It is clear, then, th(lt
some men are by nature free, and oth ers slaves, and that
for these latter slavery is both ex pedient and right .
But tha t those who take the opposite view have in a
6.
certain way right on t heir side, may be easily seen. The view
.
that slavery
F or the words slavery and slave are used 111 two se nses. is contrary
There is a slave or slavery by law as well as by nature. ~~:\~~~The law of which I speak is a sort of conven tion, according to which whatever is taken in war is supposed to
• belong to the victors. But t his right many jurists impeach, as they would an orator who brought forward an
unconstitutional measure: they detest the notion t hat,
because one man has the power of doing violence and
is superior in brute strength, another shall be his slave
and subject. Even among philosophers th ere is a dif3 ference of opinion.
The origin of the dispute, and the M ig h1 and
r II
how
. as 10
reason why t h e arg uments cross, 1s
ows : y·11t ue, right,
related .
when furnished with means, may be deemed to have the
greatest power of doing violence : and as superior power
is only found where there is superior excellence of some
kind, power is though t to imply virtue. But does
4 it likewise imply justice ?-that is the question. And,
in order to make a distinction between them, some

:~~~t

;~;;v~.

IO SLAVERY-

I. 6.

Slavery
of captives

t.1kcn in
war.

Creek and
barbarian.

WHEN NA TURAL, }VHEN UN,'l'ATURAL.

assert that justice is benevolence: to which others reply
that justice is nothing more th an the rule of a superior.
If the two views are regarded as an tagonistic and exclusive [i.e. if the notion that justice is benevolence
excludes the idea of a just rule of a superior], the alternative [ viz. that no one should rule over others•] has no
force or plausibility, because it implies that not even the
superior in virtue ought to rnle, or be master. Some, 5
clinging, as they think, to a principle of justice (for law
and custom are a sort oi justice), assu me that slavery in
war is justified by law, but they are not consistent. For
what if the cause of th e war be unjust ? No one would
ever say t hat he is a slave who is unworthy to be a
slave. \1vere this the case, men of the highest rnnk
wou ld be slaves and the children of slaves if they or
their parents chance to have been taken captive and
sold. \Vherefore Hellenes do not like to call themselves 6
slaves, b ut confine the term to barbarians. Yet, in
using this language, they really mean the natural slave
of whom we spoke at first; for it must be admitted
that some are slaves everywhere, others nowhere. The 7
same principle applies to nobility. Hellenes regard themselves as noble everywhere, and not only in their own
country, but they deem th e barbarians nob le only when
at home, thereby implying that there are two sorts of
nobility and freedom, the one absolute, the other relative.
The Helen of Theodectes says:' Who would presume to call me servant who am on both sides
sprung from the stem of the Gods?'

\1,/hat does this mean but that th ey distinguish freedoms
and slavery, noble and humble birth, by the two principles of good and evil? They think that as men and 1255b.
animals beget men and animals, so from good men a
good man sp rings. But this is what nature, though she
may intend it, cannot always accomplish.
\ Ve see t hen that there is some foundation for this 9
• Cp. §

2.

THE RULE OF THE HOUSEHOLD .

1r

difference of opinion, and that all are not either slaves I. 6.
by nature or freemen by nature, and also that there is
in some cases a marked dist inction between the t wo
classes, rendering it expedient and right for the one to
be slaves and the others to be masters : th e one practising obedience, the others exercising the authority which
10 nature intended them to have.
The abuse of this authority is injurious to both; for the interests of part and
whole a, of body and soul, are the same, and the slave
is a part of the maste r, a living but separated part of
h is bodily frame. \.Vhere the relation between them is
natural they are friends and have a common interest,
but where it rests merely on Jaw and force the reverse
is true.
The previous remarks are qu ite enough to show that
7.
t he rule of a master is not a constitutional rule, and The rul e of
t herefo re that a ll the different kinds of rule a re not, as /,~~
d'f.s":,
some affirm, t he same with each otherb. For there is ~11::;:~1,ce,
one rule exercised over subJ'ects who are by nature free iwo '.a,her
' inferior
another over s ubjects who are by nat ure slaves. The sciences .
.
. cntermto 1t.
rule of a household 1s a monarchy, for every house 1s
under one head : whereas constitutional rule is a govern2 ment of freemen and equals.
T he master is not called
a master because he has science, but because he is of a
certain cha racter, and the same remark applies to the
slave and the freeman. Still there may be a science for
the master and a science for the slave. T he science of (1/ The
science of
the slave would be such as the man of Syracuse taught, the slave.
who made money by ins tructing slaves in their ordi nary
3 duties.
And such a knowledge may be carried further,
so as to include cookery and similar menial arts. For
some duties are of the more necessary, others of the
more honourable sort; as the proverb says, 'slave before
4 slave, master before master.' But all such branches of
. 1·k
.
.
f (2) The
k now1ed ge are serv1'] e . Th ere 1s
I ew1se a science o science
• Cp.
b

C.

4. § 5.

Pla to Poli t. 258 E foll., referred to ,Lircad)' inc.
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Howr~
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the art o f

managing

:,, household?

the master, which teaches the use of slaves; for the
master as such is concerned, not with the acquisition,
but with the use of t hem. Yet this so-called science is
not anything g reat or wonderful; for th e master need
only k now how to order that which the slave must know
how to execute. Hence those who are in a positi.o n 5
which places them above toil, have stewards who attend
to their households while they occupy themselves wit h
philosophy or wi th politics. But the art of acquiring
slaves, I mea n of j ustly acquiring them, differs. both
from the art of the master and the art of the slave, being
a species of hunting or war•. Enough of the distinction
between master and slave.
Let us now inqu ire into property generally, and into 1256a.
the art of money-making, in accordance with our usual
method [of resolving a whole into its parts b), for a slave
has been shown to be a pa rt of property, The first
question is whether the art of money-making is the same
with the art of manag ing a household or a part of it, or
instrumental to it; and if the last, whether in the way
that the art of making shuttles is instrumental to the
art of weaving, or in the way that the casting of bronze
is instrumental to the art of the statuary, for they are
not instrumenta l in the same way, but the one provides
tools and the other material ; and by material I mean the 2
substratum out of which any work is made; thus wool
is the material of the weaver, bronze of t he statuary.
N ow it is easy to see that t he art of household management is not identical with th e art of money-making,
for the one uses the material wh ich the other provides.
And the art wh ich uses household stores can be no other
t han the art of household management. There is, however, a doubt whether the art of money-making is a part
of household management or a distinct art. (They
appear to be connected]; for the money-maker has to 3
consider whence money and prope rty can be procured;
~

Cp. vii.

14. § Z J.

b
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but there are many sorts of property and wealth :- I. 8.
there is husbandry and the care and p rovision of food
in general ; are these parts of the money-making art
4 or distinct arts? Again, there are many sorts of food, Why men
and therefore there are many kinds of lives both of~~~\?~~~,animals and men; they must all have food, and the of lives .
differences in their food have made differences in their
5 ways of life. For of beasts, some are gregarious, others
are solitary; they live in the way which is best adapted
to sustain them, accordingly as th ey are carnivorous or
herbivorous or omnivorous : and th eir habits are d etermined for them by nature in such a manner that they
may obtain with greater facility th e food of th eir choice.
But, as different individuals have different tastes, the
same things are not naturally pleasant to all of them ;
and therefore the lives of carnivorous or herbivorous
6 an imals furthe r differ among themselves. In t he lives
of men too there is a g reat difference. The laziest are Nomadic
shepherds, who lead an idle life, and get th eir sub- life.
sistence without trouble from tame animals ; their flocks
having to wander from place to place in search of pasture, they are compelled to follow them, cultivating a
7 sort of living farm. Others support themselves by hunt- Hunting.
ing , which is of different kinds. Some, for example, arc
pirates, others, who dwell near lakes or marshes or rive rs
or a sea in which there a re fish, are fishermen, and
others live by the pursuit of birds or wild beasts. The Agriculture.
g reater number obtain a Jiving from the fruits of the
s soil. Such are the modes of subsistence which prevail
among those •whose industry is employed immediately
upon the products of nature a, and whose food is not
1256b. acquired by excha nge and retail trade-there is the
shepherd, the husbandman, the pirate, the fisherman, the
hunter. Some gain a comfortable maintenance out of
two employments, eking out the deficiencies of one of
them by another: thus the life of a shepherd may be
• Or, 'whose Jabour is personal.'
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combined with that of a brigand, the life of a farmer
with that of a hunter. Other modes of life are similarly 9
combined in any way which the needs of men may reNature's
quire~roperty, in the sense of a bare livelihood, seems
provision
for the
to b given by nature herself to all, both when they are
::'n~;~~~ire. first born, and when they are grown up. For some 10
animals bring forth, together with their offspri ng, so
much food as will last until they are able to supply
themselves; of this the vermiparous or oviparous animals
are an instance ; and the viviparous animals have up to
a certain time a supply of food for their young in themselves, whi ch is called milk. In like manner we may , ,
infer that, after the birth of animals, plants exist for
their sake, and that the other animals exist for the sake
of man, the tame for use and food, the wild, if not all,
at least the greater part of them, for food, and for the
provision of clothing and various instru ments. Now if 1 2
nature makes nothing incomplete, and nothing in vain,
the inference must be that she has made all animals and
plants for the sake of man. And so, in one point of
view, the art of war is a natural art of acquisition, for
it includes hunting, an art which we ought to practise
against wild beasts, and agaiast men who, though intended by nature to be governed, will not submit; for
war of such a kind is naturally just•.
The M tural
Of the art of acquisition then there is one kind Owhich , 3
mode oi
acquiring
is natural and is a part of the management of a houseproperty.
hold"· Either we must suppose the necessaries of life
to exist previously, or the art of household mam1gement
must provide a store of them for the common use of the
family or state. They are the elements of true wealth ; t4
for the amou nt of property which is needed for a good
life is not unlimited, although Solon in one of h is poems
says that
'No bound to riches has been fixed for man°.'
• Cp. c. 7. § 5, and vi i. 14. § 21.
b Or, wi th Bernays, 'which by nature is a part of the management
of a household.'
c Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Solon, iv. 12 . v. 71.
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But there is a boundary fixed, j ust as there is in the I. 8.
arts; for the instruments of any art are never unlimited,
either in number or size, and wealth may be defined as
a number of instruments to be used in a household or
in a state. And so we see that there is a natural
art of acquisition which is practised by managers of
l1ouseholds and by statesmen, and what is the reason
of this.
There is another variety of the art of acquisition which
9.
is commonly and rightly called the art of making money, The non.
.
n:;i.tura.l
I257a. and has 111 fact suggested the notion that wea lth and mode. or
property have no limit. Being nearly connected with ~:fl,:o·
the preceding, it is often identified with it. But though
they are not very different, neither are they the same.
The kind already described is g iven by nature, the other
is gained by experience and art.
2
Let us begin our discussion of the question with the
following considerations:Of everything wh ich we possess there are two uses : Value in
·
· the same value
use and
b ot,1t b eJong to t I1e t h mg
as such, but not 111
in
manner, for one is the proper, and the other th e im- exchange.
proper or secondary use of it. For example, a shoe is
used for wear, and is used for exchange; both are uses of
3 the shoe. He who gives a shoe in exchange for money
or food to him who wants one, does indeed use the shoe
as a shoe, but this is not its proper or primary purpose,
for a shoe is not made to be an object of barter. The
4 same may be said of all possessions, for the art of exchange extends to all of them, and it arises at first in a
natural manner from the circumstance that some have
too little, others too much. Hence we may infer that
retail trade is not a natural part of t he art of moneymaking; had it been so, men would have ceased to ex5 change when they had enough. And in the first com·
munity, which is the family, this art is obviously of no
use, but only begins to be useful when the society increases. For the members of the family originally had
all things in common; in a more divided state of society
15
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and ofcoin.

Rc!t:1.il
tra<lc.

T wo views
a.bout
money.

they • still shared in many things, but they were differen t
things• which they had to give in exchange for what
they wanted, a kind of barter which is still practised
among ba rbarous nations who exchange with one another 6
the necessaries of !ife and nothi ng more ; giving and receiving wine, for example, in exchange for corn and the
like. This sort of barter is not part of the moneymaking art and is not contra ry to nature, but is needed
for the satisfaction of men's natural wants. The other 7
or more complex form of exchange grew out of the
simpler. \ N'hen the inhabitants of one country became
more dependent on those of another, and they imported
what they needed, a nd expor ted the surplus, money
necessarily came into use. F or the various necessaries 8
of life are not easily carried about, and hence men
agreed to employ in their dealings with each other
so methi ng which was intrinsically usefu l and easily app licable to the purposes of life, for example, iron, silver,
a nd the like. Of this the value was at first measured
b y size and weight, but in process of t ime they put a
stamp upon it, to save the trouble of weighing a nd to
ma rk the value.
vVhen the use of coin had o ne..: been discovered, out of 1257 b.
9
t he barter of necessary articles arose the other art of
money-making, namely, retai l trade ; which was at first
p robably a simple matt er, but became more complicated
a s soon as men learn ed by experience whence and by
what exchanges the g reat est profit might be made.
Originating in the use of coin, the art of money-making 10
is generally though t to b e chiefly concerned with it,
and to be the art which prod uces wealth and money ;
h aving to consider how they may be accumulated. Ind eed, wealth is assumed by many to b e only a quantity
of coin, because the art of money-making and reta il
trade are concerned with coin. Others maintain tha t "
coined money is a mere sham, a thing not natural,
• Or, more simply, 'shared in many more th ings.'
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b ut conventional only, which would have no value or use I. 9.
for any of the purposes of daily life if another commodity were substituted by the users. And, indeed, he
who .is rich in coin may often be in want of necessary
food. But how can that be wealth of which a man may
have a great abundance and yet perish with hunger, like
Midas in the fable, whose insatiable prayer turned everything t hat was set before him into gold?
12
Men seek after a better notion of wealth and of the Distinction
art of making money than the mere acquisition of coin, ~:i;::'in
and they are right. For natural wealth and the natural :r,~·~~;:,nd
art of money-makin2" are a different thing; in their true acquisition
''"'
of com.
form they are part of the management of a household ;
whereas retail trade is the art of producing wealth, not
in every way, but by exchange. And it seems to be
concerned with coin ; for coin is the beginni ng of ex13 change and t he measure or limit of it. And there is
no bound to the wealth which springs from this art of
money-making•. As in the art of medicine there is no
limit to the pursuit of health, and as in t he other arts In the arts
· of t h e1r
· severa l en d s, ior
r arc
the means
· no 1·1m1t
· to t h e pursuit
t h ere 1s
limited
they aim at accomplishing their ends to the uttermost;
(but of the means there is a limit, for the end is always unlimited:
. .
.
.
.
.
sommoney~
the hm1t), so, too, m this art of money-mak111g there 1s no making._
. · o f t I1c en d , wh"1ch 1s
· wea It Il of t h e spunous
·
k"md , household
but not m
I1m1t
14 and the acqu isition of money. But the art of household ~~~~gc
management has a limit; the unlimited acquisition of
money is not its business. And, t herefore, in one point
of view, all wealth must have a limit; nevertheless, as a
matter of fact, we find the opposite to be the case ; for all
money-makers increase their hoard of coin without limit.
The source of the confusion is the near connexion between
15 the two kin ds of money-making; in either, the instrument
[i.e. wealth) is the same, although the use is different, and
so they pass into one another; for each is a use of the
same property h, but with a d ifference: accumulation is
the end in the one case, but there is a further end in the

:;;;~~J1:·

• Cp. c. 8. §
VOL. I.

14.
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other. Hence some persons are led to believe that making
money is the object of household management, and the
whole idea of their lives is that they ought either t o increase their money without limit, or at any rate not to
lose it. The origin of this disposition in men is that they 16
are intent upon living only, and not upon living well ; 1258a.
and, as their desires are unlimited, they also desire that
the means of gratifying them should be without limit .
Even those who aim at a good life seek the means of
obtaining bodily pleasures; and, since the enjoyment of
these appears to depend on property, they are absorbed
in making money : and so there arises the second species
of money-making. For, as their enjoyment is in excess, 17
they seek an art which produces the excess of enjoyment ; and,· if they a re not able to supply their pleasures
by the art of money-making, they try other arts, using
in turn every faculty in a manner contrary to nature.
The quality of courage, for example, is not intended
t o make money, but to inspire confidence; neither is
this the aim of the general's or of the physician's art;
but the one aims at victory and the other at health.
Nevertheless, some men turn every qual ity or art into ,s
a means of making money; this they conceive to be
the end, and to the promotion of the end all things must
contribute.
Thus, then, we have considered the art of moneymaking, wh ich is unnecessary, and why men want it ; and
also the necessary art of money-making, wh ich we have
seen to be different from the other, and to be a natural
part of the art of managing a household, concerned with
the provision of food, not, however, like the former kind,
unlimited, but having a limit.
And we have found the answer to our original quest ion •, Whether the art of money-making is the business
of the manager of a household and of the statesman or
not their business?- viz. that it is an art which is presupposed by them. For political science does not make
• Cp. c. 8. § I,
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men, but takes them from nature and uses them ; and I. 10.
nature provides them with food from the element of Rel~tion of
earth, air, or sea. At this stage begins the duty of the ~~r~;; to
manager of a household, who has to order the things:'.~~.::~~~
• which nature supplies ;- he may be compared to the manage~
ment.
weaver who has not to make but to use wool, and to
know what sort of wool is good and serviceable or bad
and unserviceable. \Vere this otherwise, it would be
difficult to see why the art of money-mak ing is a part of
the management of a household and th e art of medicine
not; for surely the members of a household must have
health just as they must have life or any other necessary.
3 And as from one poi nt of view the master of the house
and the ruler of t he state have to consider about health,
from another point of view not they but the physician ;
so in one way the art of household management, in
another way t he subordinate art, has to consider about
money. But, strictly speaking, as I have already said,
the means of life must be provided beforehand by
nature; for the business of nature is to furnish food to
that which is born, and the food of the offspring always
4 rema ins over in the parent •. \\/herefore the a rt of making
money out of fruits and animals is always natural.
Of the two sorts of money-making one, as I have just
said, is a pa rt of household management, the othe r is
retail trade : the former necessary and honourable, the Reta il
1258b.latter a kind of exchange which is j ustly censured ; for it trade.
is un natural, a nd a mode by which men gain from one
another. T he most hated sort, and with the greatest
reason, is usury, which makes a gai n out of money itself, Usu'l:" the
.
.
breedmgof
5 and not from the natural use of 1t. For money was Ill - money from
t ended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at money.
interest. And this term usury [T6Kos], which means the
birth of money from money, is applied to the breed ing
of money because the offspring resembles the parent.
vVherefore of all modes of making money this is the
most unnatural.
" Cp. c. 8. §
CZ

10.

zo
I.

I I.
Practic.11
classification of
moneymaking.

(t) The
na tural

kinc.l.

(2) E,, .
change.

(3) T he
intermediate
kind.

KINDS OF :lfONEY-JlfAKING.

Enough has been said about the theoty of moneymaking ; we will now proceed to the practical part.
•The discussion of such matters is not unworthy of philosophy, but to be engaged in them practically is illiberal
and irksome•. The useful parts of money-making are,
first, the knowledge of live-stock,-which are most profitable, and where, and how,-as, for example, what sort of
horses or sheep or oxen or any other animals are most
likely to give a return. A man ought to know which of ,
these pay better than others, a nd which pay best in particular places, for some do better in one place and some
in another. Secondly, husbandry, which may be either
tillage or planting, and the keeping of bees and of fish,
or fow l, or of any animals which may be useful to man.
These are · the divisions of the true or proper art of 3
money-making and come first. Of the other, which consists in exchange, the first and most important division
is commerce (of which there arc three kinds - commerce by sea, commerce by land, selling in shops- these
again differing as they a re safer or more profitable), the
second is usury, the third, service for hire-of this, one 4
kind is employed in the mechanical arts, the other in
unskilled and bodily 'labour. There is still a third sort
of money-making intermediate between this and the first
or natural mode wh ich is partly natural, but is also
concerned with exchange of the fruits and other products
of the earth. Some of these latter, although they bear
no fruit, are nevertheless profitable; for example, wood
and minerals. The art of mining, by which minerals are 5
obtained, has many branches, for there are various kinds
of things dug out of the earth. Of the several divisions
of money-making I now speak generally; a minute
consideration of them might be useful in practice, but it
would be tiresome to dwell upon them at greater length
now.
T hose occupations are most truly arts in which there 6
• Or,' \'le are free to speculate about them, but in practice we are
limited by circumstances.' (Bernays.)
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the least element of chance; they are the meanest I. 11.
in which the body is most deteriorated, th e most
servile in whi ch there is the greatest use of the body,
and. the most ill ibera l m ""hich there is the least need
of excellence.
,
\Vorks have bee n written upon these subjects by Work, on
·
• and subjects.
economic
various
persons ; r,or examp ] e, by Ch ares t ]1c p anan,
Apollodorus the Lemnian, who have treated of Tillage
1259a. and Planting, while ot he rs have t~eated of other branches ;
any one who cares fo1· such matters may refer to their
writings. It would be well also to collect the scattered
stories of the ways in which individuals have succeeded in
8 amassing a fortune; for all this is useful to persons who
value the art of making money. There is the anecdote Story about
of Thales the Milesian and h is financial device, which ~~~';·phiinvolves a principle of universal application, but is attri- once
losopherd
ma e
but ed to him on account of his reputation for wisdom. a. rortune.
9 H e was reproached for his poverty, which was supposed
to show that philosophy was of no use. According to
t he story, he knew by his skill in the stars while it was
yet winter that there would be a great harvest of olives
in t he comi ng y ear; so, having a little money, he gave
deposits for the use of all the olive-presses in Chios and
Miletus, which he hired at a low price because no one
bid against him. \ ~lhen the harvest-time came, and many
wanted them all at once and of a sudden, he let them
out at any rate wh ich he pleased, and made a quantity
of money. Thus he showed the world that philosophers
can easily be rich if they like, but that their ambition
,o is of another sort. He is supposed to have given a
striking proof of his wisdom, but, as I was saying, his
device for getting money is of universal application, and
is nothing but the creation of a monopoly. It is an art Monopoly.
often p ract ised by cities when they are in want of money;
they make a monopoly of provisions.
11
T here was a man of Sicily, who, having money de- Story about
· d wit
· h h"1m, bought up all the .iron from t I1e .iron Sicily.
a man of
pos1te
mines ; afterwards, when the merchants from their various
1s
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markets came to buy, he was the only seller, and without much increasing the price he gained 200 per cent.
W hich when Dionysius heard, he told him that he might 12
take away his money, bu t that he must not remai n at
Syracuse, for he thought that the man had discovered
a way of making money wh ich was injurious to his own
inte rests. He had the same idea• as Thales ; they both
cont rived to create a monopoly for themselves. A nd 13
statesmen ought to know these thi ngs; for a state is
M onopoly oft en as much in want of money and of such devices for
applied to
obtaining it as a household, or even more so ; hence
fin:u1c1.,:.
some public men devote themselves entirely to finance.
I 2,
Of household management we have seen b that there
Different
arc three parts- one is the rule of a master over slaves,
kinds of
rule withio which has been discussed already c, another of a father,
the house- and the thi rd of a husband . A husband and fath er rules
hold:
(•) rule of over wife and children, both free, but the rule differs,
master over
slaves :
the rule over his child ren bei ng a royal, over his wife a 1259b.
(•l
of
fat
her
.
.
1 ru1e. F or a 1t I10ugI1 t I1ere may b e excepover chi!- const1tut1ona
1;:'~i hus- tions to th e order of nature, the male is by nature
~~;;,~ o, cr fitter for command than the female, j ust as the elde r
and fu ll-g rown is superior to the younge r and more
immature. But in most constitutional states the citizens z
rn le and are ruled by t urns, for the idea of a constitutional state implies that t he natures of t he citizens a re equal, and do not differ at all d , Nevertheless,
when one rules and the other is ruled we endeavour to
create a difference of outward forms and names and titles
of respect , which may be illustrated by the saying of
A masis about his foot-pan •. The relation of the male 3
t o the female is of this kind, but there the inequality
is permanent. The rule of a father over his children
is royal, for he receives both love and the respect due
to age, exercising a kind of royal power. And therefore
Homer has appropriately called Zeus ' father of Gods
and men,' because he is the king of them all. For a king
1 I.

• Reading ,vp~µ a with Bernays.
b Cp. c. 3. § 1.
c Cp. c. 3- 7.
d. Cp. ii. 2.§6 ; iii. 17.§4. • Herod. ii. 172, and note on this passage.
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is the natural superior of his subjects, but he should be I. 12.
of the same kin or kind with them, and such is the relation of elder and younger, of father and son.
Thus it is clear that household management attends
I 3.
more to men than to the acquisition of inanimate things,
and to human excellence more than to the excellence
of property which we call wealth, and to the virtue of
2 freemen more than to the virtue of slaves.
A question Has a slave
.
.
.
may indeed be raised, whether there 1s any excell ence at virtue ?
all in a slave beyond merely instrumental and ministerial
qualities-whether he can have the virtues of temperance,
courage, justice, and the like ; or whether slaves possess
only bodily and ministerial qual ities. And, whichever
3 way we answer the question, a difficulty arises; for, if
they have virtue, in what will they differ from freemen?
On the other hand, since they are men and share
in reason, it seems absurd to say that they have no
virtue. A similar question may be raised about women How far
and children, whether they too have virtues : ought ~~';;;en and
a woman to be temperate and brave and just, and is~~;~:~
a child to be called temperate, and intemperate, or not?
4 So in general we may ask about the natural ruler, and the The virtues
natural subject , whether they have the same or different ~JbJe~,' and
virtues. For a noble nature is equally required in both, different.
but if so, why should one of them always rule, and the
other always be ruled? Nor can we say that this is
a question of degree, for the difference between ruler and
subject is a difference of kind, and therefore not of
degree; yet how strange is the supposition that the
one ought, and that the other ought not, to have
s virtue! For if the ruler is intemperate and unjust, how
1260a. can he rule well ? if the subject, how can he obey
well? If he be licentious and cowardly, he will certainly
not do his duty. It is evident, therefore, that both of
them must have a share of virtue, but varying according
6 to their various natures. And this is at once indicated Psychologiby the soul, in which one part naturally rules, and the cal parallel.
other is subject, and the virtue of the ruler we maintain
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I. 13. to be different from that of the subject ;-the one being
the virtue of the rational, and the other of the irrational
part. Now, it is obvious that the same principle applies
generally, and therefore almost all things rule and are
ruled according to nature. But the kind of rule differs; 7
- the freeman rules over the slave after another manner
from that in which the male rules over the female, or
the man over the child ; although the parts of the soul
are present in all of them, they are present in different
degrees. For the slave has no deliberative faculty at all;
the woman has, but it is • without authority•, and the
child has, but it is immature. S o it must necessarily be 8
with th e moral vi rt ues also ; all may be supposed to
partake of th em, but only in such man ner and degree
as is required by each for the fulfi lment of h is duty.
H ence the ruler ought to have moral virtue in perfection,
Different
degrees of
for his duty is entirely that of a master artificer, and the
,·irtt1e.
master artificer is reason ; the subjects, on th e other
hand, requ ire only that measure of virtue which is proper
to each of them. Clearly, then, moral virtue belongs to 9
Plato criti- all of them ; but the tempera nce of a man and of a
cised.
woman, or th e courage and justice of a man and of a
woman, are not, as Socrates maintained b, the same; the
courage of a man is shown in commanding, of a woman
in obeying. A nd this holds of all other virtues, as 10
will be more d early seen if we look at them in detail,
for those who say generally that virtue consists in a
good disposition of the soul, or in doing rightly, or the
like, only deceive themselves. Far better t han such
definitions is their mode of speaking, who, like Gorgias h,
enumerate the virtues. All classes must be deemed to , ,
have their special attributes; as the poet says of women,
'Silence is a woman's glory c;

but this is not equally the glory of man. The child is imperfect, and therefore obviously his virtue is not relative
a Or, with Bernays, 'inconclusive.'
0
Soph. Aj. 293.

b

Plato Meno, 71- 73.
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to h imself alone, but to the perfec t man and to his I. 14.
12 teacher•, and in like manner the virtue of the slave is
relative to a master. N ow we determined that a slave
is useful for the wants of life, and therefore he will obviously require only so much virtue as will preve nt him
from failing in his duty through coward ice and intemperance. Some one will ask whether, if what we arc R\s the
·
· t rue, virtue
·
· d a Iso tn
· t l1e arusan
saying
1s
w1"JI not b e require
virtue?
artisans, fo r they often fail in their work th rough mis13 cond uct? But is there not a great difference in the two
cases? For the slave shares in his master's life; the
artisan is less closely connected with him, and only
attains excellence in proportion as he becomes a slave,
[i.e. is under the direction of a master). The meaner Mcchsnic
· h as a spec1·a 1 an d separate slavery; an d and sla1•c .
1260b.sort of mec hamc
whereas the slave exists by nature, not so the shoemaker
, 4 or other artisan.
It is manifest , then, that the master
ought to be the source of excellence in the slave; but
not merely because he possesses the art which t rains
h im in his duties b. Vlherefore thev are mistaken who Plato critiforbid us to converse with slaves and say that we should cised.
employ command only •, for slaves stand even more in
need of admonit ion than children.
,5
The relat ions of husband and wife, parent and child, Virtues _in
. rntercourse
.
. h one rel3tions.
th, <am,1y
· severa1 vi· rtues, w l1at 1n
· t l1e1r
t h eir
wit
another is good, and what is evil, and how we may
pursue the good and escape the evil, will have to be discussed when we speak of the different fo rms of government. For, inasm uch as every family is a part of a state,
and these relationships a re the parts of a family, th e
virt ue of the part must have regard to the virtue of th e
whole. And therefore women and children must be
trained by education with an eye to the stated, if the
virtues of either of them a rc supposed to make any
difference in the virtues of the state. And they must
16 make a difference: for the children grow up to be
• 'His father who guides him ' {Bernays).
Plato Laws, vi. 777.
d Cp. v. 9. §

0

• Cp. c. 7. § 4.
viii. 1. § 1.

11- 15 ;
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END OF PRELI,1f!NARY ENQUIRY.

I. 14. citizens, and half the free persons in a state are
women•.
Of these matters, enough has been said; of what
remains, let us speak at another time. R egarding, then,
our present enquiry as complete, we will make a new
beginning. And, first, let us examine the various theories
of a perfect state.
• Plato Laws, vi. 781 B.

BOOK

11.

OUR purpose is to consider what form of political I I. 1.
community is best of all for t hose who are most able es.anumng
Reasons for
to real ise their ideal of life. We must therefore examine model
forms of
not only this but other constit utions, both such as g overnment
· 111
· we JI-governed states, and any t h eoret1ca
· I actual
actua 11y exist
ideal. or
forms which are held in esteem ; that what is good and
useful may be brought to light . And let no one suppose
that in seeking for something beyond them • we at all
want to philosophise at the expense of t ruth•; we only
undertake this enq uiry because all the constitutions with
wh ich we are acquainted are fau lty.
, \Ve will begin with the natural beginning of the subject. What
.
. bl e ·: Th e mcm b ers of a scommon
hould be
Tliree a 1ternatives
are conce1va
in
state must either have (I) all things or (z) nothing in ~ ~;~;icol
common, or (3) some th ings in common and some not. alternatives,
That they should have nothing in common is clearly
impossible, for the state is a community, and must at
126! a. any rate have a common plac.e- one city will be in one
place, and the citizens are thcjse who share in that one
3 city. But should a well-ordered state have all th ings, The com·
of
as far as may be, .111 common, or some on ly an d not munism
Plato .
others? For the citizens might conceivably have wives
and children and property in common, as Socrates proposes in the Republic of Plato b. \Vhich is better, our
present condition, or the proposed new order of society?
There are many difficulties in the community of
2.
women. And the principle on which Socrates rests the mumty
The _comr·
o
necessity of such an institution does not appear to be women.
established by his arguments. T he end which he ascribes
a Or, as Bernays, taking rrcfJ.1Tmr wit h vo<f>l(£uBa, flov'A.op.iv,..w, 'we
are anxious 10 make a sophistica l display a t any cost!
b Rep. v. 457 C.
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JI. 2. to the state, taken literally, is impossible, and how we
~:0~~\~ is are to interpret it is nowhere precisely stated. I am 2
ma king the speaking of the premiss from which the argument of
greatest
unity the
Socrates proceeds, ' that the greater the unity of the
end of t he
h
,
.
.
state.
state t e better. Is 1t not obvious that a state may at
length attain such a degree of unity as to be no longe r a
state ?- since the nature of a state is to be a plurality, and
in tending to greater unity, from being a state, it becomes
a fami ly, an d from being a fam ily, an individual ; for the
fam ily may be said to be more one than the state, and
the individual than the family. So that we ought not to
attain this greatest unity even if we could, for it would be
T he " " c is the dest ruction of the state. A gai n, a state is not made 3
:t uni1y in
d ifference. up only of so many men, but of d ifferent kinds of men ;
for si milat'S do not constitut e a state. It is not like a
mil itary alliance, of wh ich the usefulness depends upon
its quantity even where there is no difference in quality.
F or in that mutual protection is the end aimed at; and
th e question is the same as about the scales of a balance :
which is the h eavier ?
/\ !-ta t C',
In like manner, a state differs from a nation ; for in
unlike a
a
nati
on the people are not • d istributed into villages, but
nation, is
cornposed
of different live scattered about, like the Arcadiansa; whe reas in a
clements i state the elements out of wh ich the unity is to be formed
differ in kind. \.\lherefore the principle of compensation b, 4
as I have already remarked in the E thi cs 0 , is t he salnncl free- vation of states. And a mong freemen and equals this
dom is
preserved
is a principle which must be maintained, for they cannot
fl,:~1,ange all rule together, but must change at the end of a year
or them. or some other p eriod of t ime or in some order of succession. The result is that upon this plan they all s
govern ; [but t he manner of govern ment is] just as if.
shoe makers and ca rpenters were to exchange their occupat ions, and the same persons did not always contin ue
shoe makers and carpenters. And it is clearly better 6
• Or, ' dispersed in villages, but are in the cond it ion of the
Arcadians.'
b Or, ' reciprocal proportion.'
c N. Eth. v. 8. ~ 6.
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that, as in business, so also in politics there should be II. 2 .
continuance of the same persons where this is possible.
1261 b. But where th is is not possible by reason of the natural
equality of the citizens, and it would be unj ust that any
one should be excluded from the government (whether
to govern be a good thing or a bad•), then it is better,
instead of all holding power, to adopt ·a pri nciple of rotation, equals giving place to equals, as the original rulers
7 gave p lace to them b. Thus the one party rule and the
others are ruled in turn, as if they were no longer the
same persons. I n like manner t here is a variety in the
offices held by them. Hence it is evident that a city £xe<>ssive
is not by nat ure one in that sense which some persons ;~\~Yt1i-;;'"1d
affi rm ; and that what is said- to be the greatest good state.
of cities is in reality thei r destruction ; but surely the
good o~ things must be that which preserves t hem•.
8 Again, in another point of view, this ext reme unification
of the state is dearly not good ; for a family is more
self-sufficing than an individual, and a city than a family,
and a city only comes into being when the community is
large enough to be self-sufficing. If then self-sufficiency
is to be desired, the lesser degree of unity is more desirable than the greater.
But, even supposing that it were best for the com3.
munity to have the greatest degree of unity, this unity(•) Com- .
mumsm will
is by no means proved to follow from the fact 'of all not be the
. "mme
. , , an d" not mme
. ,, at t I1e same mstant
.
incans hy
men saying
which unity
of t ime'1 which, accordinrr
of istamed.
.to be"":\t·
b to Socrates.i , is the sian
b
2 perfect unity in a state.
For the word 'all' is ambiguous.
If the meaning be that every ind ividual says 'mine' and
' not mine' at the same t ime, then perhaps the result at
which Socrates aims may be in some degree accomplished ; each man will call the same person his own son
and his own wife, and so of his property and of all that
belongs to him. This, however, is not the way in wh ich
people would speak who had their wives and children in
• Cp. Pl. Rep. i. 345-6.
c Cp. PL Rep. i. 352.

" Cp. .J.
d

1 2 . .§ z; ...
111. 17 . & 4.

Pl. Rep. v. 462 c.

s
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II. 3· common ; they would say 'all' but not 'each.'. In like 3
Fallacy in
t he word

• all."

\Vhtt.t is
t.'Ommon

lca~t
c:·m•.'i.1 for.

Present
a.rrangC"
ments

better.

manner t heir property would be described as belonging
to them, not severally but collectively. There is an
obvious fallacy in the term ' all' : like some other words,
' both,' ' odd,' 'even,' it is ambiguous, and in argument
becomes a sou rce of logical puzzles. That all persons
call the same thing mine in the sense in which each does
so may be a fine thing, but it is impracticable ; or if the
words arc taken in the other sense [i. e. the sense which
distinguishes 'all ' from 'each'), such an unity in no way
conduces to harmony. And there is another objection 4
to the proposal. For that which is common to the
greatest numb er has the least care bestowed upon it.
E very one thi nks chiefly of h is own, hardly at all of the
common interest; and only when he is himself concerned
as an individual. For besides other considerations, everybody is more inclined to neglect the.d uty which he expects
another to fulfil ; as in families many attendants are often
less useful than a few . Each citizen will have a thousand s
sons who will not be his sons individually, but anybody
wi ll be equally the son of anybody, and will therefore he l 262a.
neglected by all alike. F urther, upon this principle,
every one will call another ' mine' or 'not mine' according as he is prosperous or the reverse ;- however small a
fractio n he may be of the whole numbe r, he will say of
every ind ividual of the thousand , or whatever be the
number of the city, ' such an one is mine,' 'such an one
h is ' ; and even about this he will not be positive ; for
it is im possible to know who chanced to have a child, or
whether, if one came into existence, it has survived. But 6
wh ich is better-to be able to say ' mine' about every
one of th e two thousand or the ten thousand citizens, or
t o use the word ' mine' in the ordinary and more restricted sense? F or usually the same person is called by 7
one man his son whom another calls his brother or cousin
or kinsman or blood-relation or con nexion by marriage
either of hi mself or of some relation of his, and these
relationships he distinguishes from the tie which binds
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him t o his tribe or ward; and how much better is it to be II. 3.
the real cousin of somebody than to be a son after Plato's
s fashion I Nor is there any way of preventing brothers The _real .
.
h
f
.
re!n.t1onsh1p
and children and fathers and mot ers rom sometimes will or,en
. . one anotI1er; ,r or c111']d ren are b orn ]'k
th eir
, covered.
be d is ,
recognizing
1 ·e
parents, and they will necessarily be find ing indications of
9 their relationship to one another. Geographers declare
such to b e the fact; they say that in Upper Libya, where
the women are common, nevert heless the children who
are born arc assigned to their respective fathers on the
g round of their likeness•. And some women, like the
females of other animals-for example mares and cows
-have a strong tendency to produce offspring resembling their parents, as was the case with the Pharsalian
mare called D icaea (the Just) b.
Other evils, against which it is not easy for the authors
4.
of such a community to guard, will be assaults and conceaJ
Evils or
homicides, voluntary as well as involuntary, quarrels and ment.
slanders, all wh ich are most unholy acts when committed
against fathers and mothers and near relations, but not
equally unholy when there is no relationship. Moreover,
they are much more likely to occur if the relationsh ip is
unknown, and, when they have occurred, the customary
2 expiations of them ca nnot be made.
Again, how
strange it is that Socrates, after having made the children
common, should hinder lovers from carnal intercourse
only, but should permit familiarities between father and
son or between brother and brother, than which nothing
can be more unseemly, since even without them, love
3 of this sort is improper.
How strange, too, to forbid
intercourse for no other reason than the violence of the
pleasure, as though the relationship of father and son
or of brothers with one another made no difference.
4
This community of wives and children seems better Commun.
r
'f ism o source
smted to t J1e h usb an d men t h an to t h e guard',ans, ,or
I ofweak1262b. they have wives and children in common, they will be ness.
bound to one another by weaker ties, as a subject class
• Cp. Herod. iv. 180.
b Cp. H ist. Anim. vii. 6, p. 586 a. 13.
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II. 4. should be, and they will remain obedient and not rebel •.
I n a word, the result of such a law would be just th e s
opposite of that which good laws ought to have, and the
intention of Socrates in mak ing t hese regulations about
women and children would defeat itself. For friendship 6
we believe to be th e greatest good of states • and the
preservative of th em against revolutions ; neithe r is
there anything which Socrates so greatly lauds as the
unity of the state which he and all the world declare t o
ln,;tcad o f be created by friendship. But the unity which he com~d f--<lt stroying
mends O would be like that of the lovers in the Sympounity
sium J, who, as Aristophanes says, desire to grow together
in the excess of their affection, and from being two to
become one, in which case one or both would certa inly 7
pe rish. Whereas [the very opposite will really happen ;)
in a state having women and children common, love will be
th<'rC will watery; and the father will certainly not say 'my son,' or
be watery
friendship. the son ' my father•.' As a little sweet wine mingled with s
a great deal of water is im perceptible in the mixture, so, in
this sort of community, the idea of relationship which is
based upon these names will be lost; there is no reason
why the so-called fath er should care about the son, or
t he son about the father, or brothers about one another.
Of the t wo qualities which chiefly inspire regard and 9
affectio n- that a th ing is you r own and that you love it
-neither can exist in such a state as this.
Difficulties
Again, th e transfer of child ren as soon as they are
JO th~ trans.
re, of
born from the rank of husband men or of artisans to that
child ren
of gua rdians, and from t he rank of guardians into a
from one
rank to
lower rank r, will be very difficult to arrange; the givers
another.
or t ransferrers cannot but know whom they are giving
and transferring, and to whom. And the previously men- 10
tioned evils, such as assaults, unlawful loves, homicides,
will happen more often amongst those who are transferred
to the lower classes, or who have a place assigned to
them among the guardians ; for they will no longer call
• Cp. vii. 10. § 13.
d Symp. 189-193.

• Cp. N. Eth. viii . 1. § 4.
• Cp. c. 2.
• Cp. c. 3.
r Rep. iii. 415.
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the members of any other class brothers, and children, I I. 4.
and fathers, and mot hers, and will not, therefore, be
afraid of committing any crimes by reason of consanguinity . Touch ing the community of wives and children,
Jct this be our conclusion.
Next let us consider what should be our arrangements
S·
about property: should the citizens of the perfect state Should pro~ Th'
pertv be
.
.
.
, h ave t l1eir possessions m common or not .
1s ques- commou 1
tion may be discussed separately from the enactments
1263a.about women and children. Even supposing t hat the
women and children belong to individ uals, according to
the custom which is at present universal, may there not
be a n advantage in having a nd using possessions in
common? Three cases are possible: ( I) the soil may Possible
. d , b ut t l1e prod uce may be t l1rown ',or con- common
mod e< of
be app ropriate
sumption into the common stock; and this is the practice property.
of some nations. Or (z), the soil may be common, and may
be cultivated in common, but the produce divided among
ind ividuals for their private use; this is a form of common
p roperty which is said to exist among certain barbarians.
Or (3), the soil and the produce may be alike common.
3
\,\1hen the husbandmen are no t the owners, the case Difficulties.
will be differe nt and easier to deal with ; but when they
till the ground themselves the question of ownership
will give a world of trouble. If t hey do not share
equally in enjoyments and toi ls, those who labour much
and get little will necessarily complain of those who
4 labou r little and receive or consume much.
There is
always a difficulty in men living together and having
th ings in common, but especially in their having common
property. T he partnerships of fellow-t ravellers are an
example to the point ; for they generally fall out by the
way and q uarrel about any t rifle wh ich turns up. So with
servants: we are most liable to take offence at those with
whom we most frequently come into contact in daily life.
5
These are only some of the disadvantages which
attend the community of property; the present arrangement, if improved as it m ight be by good customs and
VOL. I.
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laws, would be far better, and would have the advantages
Better
of both systems. Property should be in a certain sense
pn\-ate pos~
.
session and common, but, as a general rule, private ; for, when every 6
friendly
.
.interest•, men w1·11 not comp Iarn
. of
use.
one has a d"1stmct
one another, and they will make more progress, because
every one will be attending to his own business. And
yet among the good, and in respect of use, ' Friends,'
as the proverb says, 'will have all things common b_'
Even now there a re traces of such a principle, showing
that it is not impracticable, but, in well-ordered stat es,
exists already to a certain extent and may be carried
further. For, although every man has his own property, 7
some things he will place at the disposal of his friends,
Illustration while of oth ers he shares the use with them. The Lacefrorn
daemonians, for example, use one another's slaves, and
Sparta.
horses, and dogs, as if they were their own ; and when
they happen to be in the country, they appropriate in
the fields whatever provisions they want. It is clearly 8
better that property should be private, but the use of it
common ; and the special business of the legislator is to
create in men this benevolent disposition. Again, how
The magic immeasurably greater is the pleasure, when a man feels
of propcriy. a thing to be his own; for the love of self• is a feeli ng im-1263 b.
planted by nature and not given in vain, although selfishness is rightly censured ; this, however, is not the mere 9
love of self, but the love of self in excess, like the miser's
love of m.o ney ; for all, or almost all, men love money,
and other such objects in a measure. And further, there
is the greatest pleasure in doing a kindness or service
to friends or guests or companions, which can only be
rendered when a man has private property. The advan- 10
Commun- tage is lost by the excessive unification of the state. Two
ismdcmoys
.
t d .
h
fi rst, temperance
the two
virtues
are anm"h"l
I a e m sue a state :
~ibermes. of towards women (for it is an honourable action to abstain
l 1 ratty
1
and or tern- from another's wife for temperance sake); secondly,
perance.
liberality in the matter of property. No one, when
men have all th1ngs in common, will any longer set an
• Cp. Rep. ii. 374.

b

Cp. Rep. iv. 424

A,

c Cp. N. Eth. ix. 8. § 6.
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example of liberality or do any liberal action ; for II. 5.
liberality consists in the use which is made of property•.
11
Such legislation may have a specious appearance of The
· 1ence ; men rea d1·1y 1·1sten to 1t,
· an d are eas1.1y speciousness of
b encvo
1
induced to believe that in some wonderful manner eve ry- 'r'ni•c,rsa
ne.rn. sup.
1.
body will become everybody's friend, especially when
some one• is heard denouncing the evils now existing in
states, suits about contracts, convictions for perjury,
flatteries of rich men and the like, which are said to
n arise out of the possession of private property. These ·n,e real
ev1·1s, h owever, are d ue to a very d""
111erent cause-the causcof
existing
wicked ness of huma n nature. Indeed, we see that there ~;)~;t~~;,0 •
is much niore quarrellinrr
a monethose who have all the
pen_v,
but
._.
""'
wicked~
t hings in common, though there are not many of them nessofmen.
when compared with the vast numbers who have private
property.
13 Again, we ought to recko n, not only the evils from
which the citizens will be saved, but also the advantages
which they will lose. The life which they are to lead
appears to be quite impracticable. The error of Socrates P la to's false
.
.
from ,deal
of
must be attn.b ute d to t h e fa 1se notion
o f umty
unity.
14 which he starts. U nity there should be, both of the
family and of the stat e, but in some respects only. For
there is a point at which a state may at tain such a degree
of unity as to be no longer a state, or at which, without
actually ceasing to exist, it will become an inferior
state, like ha rmony passing into unison, or rhythm
, 5 which has been reduced to a single foot.
The state, as
I was saying, is a pluralityc, which should be united and The true
made into a community by education ; and it is strange
1::.'"
that the author of a system of education which he thinks gediven
y
uca tb1011.
will make the sta te virtuous, should expect to improve
his citizens by regulations of this sort , and not by philosophy or by customs and laws, like t hose wh ich prevail
at Sparta and Crete respecting common meals, whereby
1264a. the legislator has [to a certain degree] made property
16 common. Let us remember that we should not dis-

~~!;

• Cp. N . Eth. iv .

1.

§

1.

• Rep. v. 464,465.

DZ

c

Cp. c.

2. § 2,
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regard the experience of ages; in the multitude of years
All
these things, if they were good, would certainly not have
experience
against
been unknown ; for almost everything has been found
men.
out, although sometimes they are not put together; in
other cases men do not use the knowledge which they
have. Great light would be thrown on this subject if we 17
could see such a form of governm ent in the actual process
of construction; for th e legislator could not form a
state at all without d ist ributing and dividing the citizens
in to associations for common meals, and into phratries
and tribes. But all this legislation ends only in forbidding agriculture to the guardians, a prohibition which
the Lacedaemonians try to enforce al ready. ·
Difficulties.
Again, Socrates has not said, nor is it easy to decide, 18
what in such a community will be the gene ral form of
Howabout the state. The citizens who are not guardians are the
the de• .
. d:
pendent
maJonty,
an d a bou t t hem noth"mg h as b een d etermme
clams?
are arc the husbandmen ' too, to have
their property in
they to be c.
· '
educated
common? Or, besides the common land which he tills,
and to have
wives in
is each individual to have his own? and are their wives
common?
and children to be individual or common? If, like the 19
guardian s, they are to have all things in common, in
what do they differ from them, or what will they gain
by submitting to their government? Or, upon what
principle wou ld they submit, unless indeed the governing class adopt the ingenious policy of the Cretans, who
give their slaves the same institutions as their own, but
forbid them gymnastic exercises and the possession of
Hnot, there arms. If, on the other hand, the inferior classes a rc 20
will be two
s,a,es in
to be ) ike ot I1er cities in respect of marriage and proone.
perty, what will be the form of the community? Must
it not contain two states in one•, each hostile to the
ot)ler? · _b One class will consist of the guardians, who are
a sort of watchmen ; another, of the husbandmen, and
• Cp. Rep. iv. 422 E .
• Or (with Bernays), ' He rn akes the guardians into a mere occupying garrison, while the husbandmen and artisans and the rest
are the real citizens ; ' see note.
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there will be the artisans and the other citizens h. But I I. 5.
[if so] the suits and quarrels, a nd all the evils which
Socrates affirms • to exist in other stat es, will exist
equally among them. He says indeed that, having so
good an educat ion, the cit izens will not need many laws,
for example laws about the city or <l.b.ol!t the markets h;
but then h e confines h is ed ucation to the guard ians.
22 Again, he makes the husbandmen owners of the land
upon condition of their paying a tribute 0 • But in t hat
case they are likely to be much more unmanageable
and conceited tha n the Helots, or Penestae, or slaves
23 in general d .
And whethe r community of wives and pro- Omissions.
perty be necessary for the lower equally with the higher
class or not, and t he q uestions akin to this, what will be
the ed ucation, form of government, laws of t he lower
class, Socrates has nowhere determined : neither is it
easy, though very important, to discover what should
be the charact er of the inferior classes, if the common
life of the guardians is to be maintained.
126; b.
Again, if Socrates makes the women com mon, and re- :-lore diffi4
.
.
tams private
property, t h e men w1·11 see to t h e ft eld s, b ut culties.
who will see to the house? • A nd what will happen if Who will
after
. 1tura1 cIass have both t he1r
. property and t h e1r
. look
t 11e agncu
the house?
wives in common•? Once more; it is absurd to argue,
from the analogy of the animals, that men and women
should follow the same pursuits r; for animals have not
2,; to manage a household.
T he government , too, as con- Danger
·
dbS
·
st1tute
y ocrates, contams
eIements of d anger ; ,fromthe
,or rulers being
he makes the same persons always rule · And if t his same.
a lways the
is often a cause of disturbance among the meaner sort,
26how much more among high - spi rited warriors? But
that the persons whom he makes rulers must be t he
sa me is evident; for the gold which the God .mingles
in the souls of men is not at one time given t o one, 'at
a nother time to another, b ut always to the same: as he
21

• Rep. v. 464,465.
Cp. c . 9. § 2 .

d

h Rep. iv. 425 o .
• Rep. v. 464 c.
• T hese words are bracketed by Bekker.
r Cp. Rep . v. 451 D .

•
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says, 'God mingles gold in some, and silver in others,
from their very birth ; but brass and iron in those who
are meant to be artisans and h usbandmen•.' Again, he 27
dep rives the guardians of happiness, and says that the
How can
legislator ought to make the whole state happy h . But
state be
the wh ole cannot be happy unless most, or a II , or some
happy if
of its parts enJ·oy happi ness 0 • In t his respect happiness
happiness
is denied
is not like the even principle in numbers, which may
to the
guardians ? exist only in the whole, but in none of the parts ; not
so happiness. And if t he guardians are not happy, who 28
arc? Surely not the artisa ns, or the common people.
The Republic of which Socrates discourses has all these
difficulties, a nd others quite as great.
6.
T he same, or nearly the same, objections apply to
The I,:,ws Plato's later work the Laws, and therefore we had
a later work.
'
bet ter examine briefly the constitution which is t herein
In the Republic, Socrates has defin itely setnrief s,,rn- described.
mary of
tled in all a few questions only; such as the community
questions
not settled of women a nd children, the community of property, a nd
in the R~
public,
the constitution of the state. The population is divided z
into two classes- one of husbandmen, and the other of
warriors; from this latter is taken a third class of counsellors and rule rs of the state. But Socrates has not 3
determined whether the husbandmen and artisans are
to have a share in the government, and whether they,
too, are to carry arms and share in military service, or
not. He certainly thinks that the women ought to
share in the education of the guardians, and to fight by
their side. The remainder of the work is filled up with
digressions foreign to the main subject, and with discussions about the ed ucation of the guardians. In the 265 a·
L aws t here is hard ly anything but laws ; not much is said
about t he constitution. This, which he had intended
to make more of the ordi nary type, he gradually brings
ond they
round to th e other or ideal form. For with the exception 5
~~~'1~\i:t of the community of women and property, he supposes
~:~
everything to be the same in both states ; there is to be the
• Cp. Rep. iii. 415 A.
b Rep. iv. 419, 420.
• Cp. vii. 9. § 7.

~-h•

!

•
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same education; the citizens of both arc to live free from II. 6.
servile occupatio ns, and there are to be common meals in ~~·i:."ith
both. The only d ifference is that in the Laws, the common ordinary
.
.
lYJ>e of conmeals· are exte11ded to women •, a nd the warriors number smution,
but soon
about 5000 b, b ut .m t h e R epub l'IC on Iy 1000 c •
reverts to
6
The d isco urses of Socrates a re never commonplace ; the ideal.
they always exhibit grace and orig inality and though t;
but perfection in everything can hardly be expected.
'Ne must not overlook the fact that the number of 5000 Plato, with
..
.
. d 'JI
.
.
a ll his
c1t1zcns, JUSt now mentione , w 1 requi re a terntory as genius, has
. o r some ot I1er huge country, 1'f so against
sinned
proIarge as Ba by Ioma,
man}' persons arc to be supported in idleness, together creating
bability in
so
with their women and attendants, who will be a mu lti- large a
7 tude many times as g reat. (In fram ing an ideal] we may state.
assume what we wish, but shou ld avoid im possibilities d,
It is said (in the. L aws J that the legislator ought to
have his eye d irected to two points,- the people a nd the
country "· But neig hbouring cou nt ries also must not be Foreign re•,orgotten b y h'1m f , 1'f t h e state for w Iu·c1I h e 1eg1s
· 1ates 1s
· Jat,ous
neglected.
to have a t rue po litical life s. F or a state must have
such a military force as will be serviceable against her
8 neighbours, and not merely useful at home. Even if the
life of action is not adm itted to be the best, either for
individ uals or states h, still a city should be formidable to
enemies, whether invading or retreating .
There is another point : Should not the amount of I-low much
.
F or Socrates should
property
property be de fi ned in some clearer way ?
a
0
says that a man should have so much property as will t~{d l'
e nable him to live temperately', which is only. a way
of saying 'to live well; ' th is would be the higher or
9 more general conception. But a man may live temperately and yet miserably . A better definition would be So much as
.
· will enable
that a man must have so much property as will enable• man to
him to live not only temperately but libe rally i ; if th e ~;:i;;~ger·
a Laws, vi. 781.
b Laws, v. 737 E.
c Rep. iv. 423 A (but see note on this passage).
d Cp . vii. 4. § 2.
• Perhaps Laws, 703- 707 and 747 D (?).
r ep. c. 7. § 14.
·· 6. ,, 7.
hCp. ,11.
... c. ~- · a n d 3.
s c p. vu.
1 Laws, v. 737 D.
J Cp. vii. 5. § 1.
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a)so

liberally.

Ncce~sity
of a limi t

to population .

two are parted, liberality will combine wi th luxury;
t oil will be associated with temperance. For liberality
and temperance are the only virtues• which have to
do with the use of property. A man cannot use property with mildness or courage, but temperately a nd
liberally he may ; a nd therefore the practice of these
virtues is insepa rable from property. There is an in- 10
consistency, t oo, in equalizing the property and not
regulating the number of the citizens b; the population is
to remain unlimited, and he t hinks t hat it will be sufficiently equalized by a certain number of marriages being
unfruitful, however many are born to others, because he 1265 b.
finds this to be the case in existing states. But (in 11
Plato's imaginary state] greater care will be required
t han now ; for among ourselves, whatever may be t he
number of citizens, the property is always distributed
among t hem, and therefore no one is in want ; but, if t he
property were incapable of division [ as in the Laws],
the supernumerari es, whether few or many, would get
nothing. One would have thought that it was even 1·•
more necessary to limit population than property; and
that the limit should be fixed by calculating the chances
of mortality in the children, and of steri lity in married
persons. The neglect of this subject, which in existing 13
states is so common, is a never-failing cause of poverty
a mong the citizens; a nd poverty is the parent of revolution
and crime. Pheidon the Corinthian, who was one of the
most ancient legislators, thought that the families and
the number of citizens ought to remain the same,
a lthough originally all the lots may have been of different sizes; but in the Laws, the opposite principle is
maintained. What in our opinion is the right arrange- 1 4
ment will have to be explained hereafter•.
T here is another omission in the Laws; Socrates docs
• Omitting'~" ' and reading ,;pnai with the MSS., or, reading with
Bekk. '''" aip,rni, 'el igible qualities.'
b But see Laws, v. 740.
• Cp. vii. 5. § I ; 10. § 11 ; 16. ~ 15 ; but the promise is hardly
fulfilled.
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not tell us how the rulers differ from their subjects ; he II. 6.
only says that they should be related as the warp and ru
Ho1ers
w ddo.ffi
the
I er
15 th e woof, which are made out of different wools•. He from the)'
, wh ole property may b e increase
.
d subJects.
allows that a mans
five-fold h, but why should not his land also increase to
a certain extent ? Again, will the good management of
a household be promoted by his arrangement of homesteads? for he assigns to each individual two homesteads The two
· separate p1aces c, an d 1t
· 1s
· d.ffi
· t wo I10uses. households.
16 m
1 cu1t to 1·1ve m
The whole system of government tends to be neither Theconsti·
I
b
h'
,
tuuon n
.
democracy nor o11garc 1y, ut somet mg 111 a mean mixture of
between them, which is usually called a polity, and is ~~:;'~f[.:'cy
composed of the heavy armed soldiers. Now, if he garchy.
intended to frame a constitution which would suit the
greatest number of states, he was very likely right, but
not if he meant to say that this constitutional form came
nea rest to his first or ideal state ; for many wou ld prefer
the Lacedaemonian, or, possibly, some other more aris17 tocratic government. Some, indeed, say that t he best
constitution is a combination of all existing forms, and
t hey praise t he Lacedaemonian d because it is made up of Sparta, , 1so
·
r,orm ·mg ais mixture
.
h y, monarc h y, an d d emoc racy, t l1e ),mg
o I1garc
p raised'
the monarchy, and th e counci l of elders the oliga rchy, t"
vame
1d d .
while the democratic element is represented by the
Ephors ; for the Ephors are selected from the people.
Others, however, declare the Ephoralty to be a tyranny,
and find the element of democracy in the common meals
126
~;· and in the habits of daily life. In the Laws•, it is
mainta ined that the best state is made up .of democracy
and tyranny, which are either not constitutions at all, or
are the worst of all. But they are nearer the truth who Tlie best.
.
r
r
. b etter wI11c
. h 1s
. consutution
comb me
many ,orms
; ,or
t I1e state 1s
is said to be
made up of more numerous elements. The constitution [~~~;~~ch
p roposed in the Laws has no clement of monarchy at mos, ele. .
ments.
a 11 ; 1t 1s nothing but oligarchy and democracy, leaning
• Laws, v. 734 E, 735 A.
b Laws, v. 744 E.
0
Laws, v. 745, but cp. infra, vii. 10. § 1 J.
d Cp. iv. § 7; 7. § 4; 9. § 7-9.
• vi. 756 E; cp. iv. 710.
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rather to oligarchy. This is seen in the mode of ap- 19
Election of pointing magistrates & ; for although the appointment of
magistrates.
them by lot from among t hose who have been already
selected combines both elements, the way in whi ch the
rich are compelled by law to attend the assembly band
vote for magist rates or discharge other political duties,
while the rest may do as they like, and the endeavour to
have the greater number of the magistrates appointed
out of the richest classes and the highest officers selected
from those who have the greatest incomes, both these
Election to are oligarchical features. The oligarchical principle pre- 20
the Counc,I. va,·1s a Iso .m t I1e c1101ce
. o f t h e cou nc1·1 ° ; ,or
r
a II are compelled to choose, but the compulsion exte nds only t o the
choice out of the first class, a nd of an equal nu mber out
of the second class and out of the third class, bu t not in
this latter case to all the voters of t he third and fourth
class; and the select ion of candidat es out of t he fo urth
class d is only compulsory on the first and second.
T hen, he says that th ere ought to be an equal number 2 1.
of each class selected. Thus a preponderance will be
given to the better sort of people, who have the la rger
incomes, b ecause many of thE' lower classes, not being
compelled, will not vot e. T hese considerations, and 2z
others which will be adduced when the time comes for
examining simila r polities, t end to show that states like
Plato's should not be composed of democracy and monDan~er in archy. There is also a dange r in electing the magistrates
~~~~ • clec- out of a body who are themselves elected ; for, if but a
small number choose to combine, t he elections will always
go as t hey desire. Such is the constitution which is
described in the Laws.
7.
Other constitutions have been proposed ; some by
private persons, others by philosophers and stat esmen,
which all come nearer t o established or existing ones
than either of Plato's. No one else has introduced such
novelties a3 the community of women and child ren, or
• Laws, vi. i55, 763 E, 765.
b Laws, vi . 764 A; an d Pol. i,·. 9. § ~; 14. § 12.
c Laws, vi. 7 56 B-E.
d

Omitting either Tull rtni1>rou or rWv ,.nOpr6>v.
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public tables for women: other legislators begin with II. 7.
2 what is necessary.
In the opinion of some, the regulation of property is the chief point of all, that being
the question upon which all revolutions turn. This
danger was recognized by Phaleas of Chalcedon, who
was the first to affirm that the citizens of a state
3 ought to have equal possessions.
He thought that in Phaleasfirst
1266b.a new colony the equalization might be accomplished r~~~~~~:1.
without difficulty, not so easily when a state was already
established; and that then the shortest way of compassing the desired end would be for t he rich to give
and not to receive marriage portions, and for the poor
not to give but to receive them.
4
Plato in the Laws was of opinion that, to a certain But
extent, accumulation should be allowed, forbidding, as ~,fs~ 1~ion
I have already observed•' any citizen to possess more equalized
as
well as pro5 than five times the minimum qualification. But those pcny.
who make such Jaws should remember what they are
apt to forget,-that the legislator who fixes the amount
of property should also fix the number of children ; for,
if the children are too many for the property, the law
must be broken. And, besides the violation of the law,
it is a bad thing that many from being rich should
become poor ; for 'men of ru ined fortunes are sure to
6 st ir up revolutions. That the equalization of property
exercises an influence on political society was clearly
understood even by some of the old legislators. Laws The_acwere made by Solon and others prohibiting an indi- ~~~·~r~~n°J
vidual from possessing as much land as he pleased ; and ~
;t;;;;~!~be
there are other laws in states which forbid the sale of
property: among the Locrians, for example, there is a
law that a man is not to sell his property unless he can
prove unmistakably that some misfortune has befallen
7 him. Again, t here have been laws which enjoin the preservation of the original lots. Such a law existed in the
island of Leucas, and the abrogation of it made the constitution too democratic, for the rulers no longer had the

~:i;;:,~t;r

• c. 6. § 1 5.
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II. 7. prescribed qualification. Again, where there is equality

Evils arise
i1ot

m erely

from in·
equality of
property

hut from
int.'<)UR!ity
of honour

of property, the amount may be either too large or too
small, and the possessor may be living either in luxu ry
or penury. Clearly, then, the legislator ought not only
to aim at the equalization of properties, but at moderation
in their amou nt. And yet, if he prescribe this moderate s
amount equally to all, he will be no nearer the mark ;
for it is not the possessions but the desires of mankind
which require to be equalized•, and this is impossible,
unless a sufficient education is provided by the state.
But Phaleas will probably reply that th is is precisely
what he means; and that, in his opinion, there ought to
be in states, not only equal property, but equal ed ucation.
Still he should tell us what will be the character of his 9
education; there is no use in having one and the same
for all, if it is of a sort that predisposes .men to avarice,
or ambition, or both. Moreover, civil troubles arise, not 10
only out of the inequality of property, but out of the
inequality of honour, th ough in opposite ways. For the
common people quarrel about the inequality of property, 126i a .
the highe r class about the equality of honour; as the poet
says,' The bad and good alike in honour share b.'

and from

the desires
of men.

The re.11
cure moral.

There are crimes of which the motive is want; and 11
fo r these Phaleas expects to find a cure in the equalization of property, which will take away from a man the
temptation to be a highwayman, because he is hungry or
cold. But want is not the sole incentive to crime; men 12
desire to gratify some passion which preys upon them,
or they are eager to enjoy the pleasures which arc unaccompanied with pa in, and therefore they commit crimes.
Now what is the cure of these three disorders? Of
the first, moderate possessions and occupation; of the
second, habits of temperance ; as to the third, if any
desire pleasures which depend on themselves, th ey will
find the satisfaction of their desires nowhere but in
philosophy; for all other pleasures we are dependent
a

Cp. c. 5. §

12.

b I I. ix. 319.
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on others. The fact is that the greatest crimes are II. 7.
caused by excess and not by necessity. Men do not
become tyrants in ord er t hat they may not suffer cold ;
and hence great is the honour bestowed, not on him
who kills a thief, but on him who kills a tyrant. Thus
we see that the institutions of Phaleas avail only against
petty crimes.
14
There is another objection to them. They are chiefly Fore_ig11
.
d
h .
1
If
f h
t t relations
d esJgne to promote t e 111terna we a re o t e s a e. no, con But the legislator should consider also its relation to sictered.
neighbouring nations, and to all who are outside of
it•. The government must be organized with a view to
military strength ; and of this he has said not a word.
15 And so with respect to prope rty: there should not only
be enough to supply the internal wants of the state, but
also to meet dangers coming from without. The property of the state should not be so large that more
powerful neighbours may be tempted by it, whi le the
owners arc unable to repel the invaders ; nor yet so small
that the sta te is unable to maintai n a war even against
16 states of equal power, and of the same character. Phaleas
has not laid down any rule ; and we should bear in mind
b that a certain amount of wealth b is an advantage. The
best limit will probably be, not so much as will tempt
a more powerful neighbour, or make it his interest to go
17 to war with you. There is a story that Eubulus, when
Autophradates was going to besiege Atarneus, told him
t o consider how long the operation would take, and
then reckon up the cost wh ich would be incurred in the
time. 'For,' said he, 'I am willing for a smaller sum
than that to leave Atarneus at once.' These words of
Eubulus made an impression on Autophradates, and he
desisted from the siege.
18
One advantage gained by the equalization of property :::""'' prois that it prevents the citizens from quarrelli ng. Not
that the gain in this direction is very great. For the ~~7~'i,~~\re
nobles will be dissatisfied because they do not receive not g reat.
1

3

ro~~ ~t

• Cp. c. 6. ~ 7.

b

Or reading On, 'what amount of wealth.'

PHALEAS AND HIPPODA,WUS.

II. 7.

the honours which they think their due; and this is
often found to be a cause of sedition and revolution•.
. o f man k 111
' d 1s
. msatia
.
. ble; at one time
. 1267b.
A nd t h e avarice
19
two obols was pay enough; but now, when this sum
has become customary, men always want more and more
without end; for it is of the nature of desire not to be
satisfied, and most men live only for the gratification
of it. b The beginning of refo rm b is not so much to 20
equalize property as to train the nobler sort of natures
not to desire more, and to prevent the lower from getting
more ; that is to say, th ey must be kept down, but not
ill-treated. Besides, the equalization proposed by Phaleas 21
is im perfect; fo r he only equalizes land, whereas a man
may be rich also in slaves, and cattle, and money, and
in the abundance of what arc called his moveables.
Now either all these things must be equalized, or some
limit m ust be imposed on them, or they must all be let
alone. It would appear that Phaleas is legislating for 22
a small city only, if, as he supposes, a ll the artisans are
to be public slaves and not to form a part of the population 9f the city. But if there is a law that a rtisans 23
are to be public slaves, it shau ld only apply to those
engaged on public works 0 , as at Ep1damnus, or at A thens
on t he plan which Diophantus once in troduced.
From these observations any one may judge how far
Phaleas was wrong or right in his ideas.
8.
Hippodamus, the son of Euryphon, a native of Miletus,
Hippohdafi- the same who . invented the art of plan nine- cities, and
must e rst
...,..
political
who also laid out the Piraeus, -a strange man, whose
ph,Joso•
r
r
d'1stmct1on
. .
l ed h 101
' .rnto a genera 1 eccenphcr.
,ondness
,or
tricity of life, which made some think him affected (for
he would wear flowing hair and expensive ornaments;
and yet he dressed himself in the same cheap warm
garment both in winter and summer); he, besides
• Cp. § 10.
Or, reading with Bernays tr.~, 'the remedy for such evils.'
c Putting a comma after ,ivm and removing t he comma after
b

lpyn(opivoir.
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aspiring to be an adept in the knowledge of nature, was II. 8.
the first person not a stat esman who made enquiries
about the best form of government.
2
T he city of Hippodamus was com posed of 10,000 His three·
·
·
d"1v1"ded rnto
·
•
fold divic1t1zens
t h ree parts,-one o f artisans,
one o f sion
of the
husbandmen , and a third of armed defenders of the citiwns.
of
the land,
3 state. He also divided the land into th ree parts, one
sac red, one public, the third private :-the fi rst was set
apart to maintain the customary worship of the gods,
the second was to suppo rt the warriors, the third was t he
4 property of the husbandmen. He also divided his laws and or the
. to t h ree cIasses, an d no more, ,,.or h e marntaine
. . d t hat laws.
rn
there are three su bjects of lawsuits, -insult, injury, and
homicide. He likewise instituted a single final court of Court of
appeal, to which all causes seemi ng to have been impro- appe:il.
perly decided mig ht be referred; this court he formed
1268
':·of elders chosen for the purpose. He was further ofvcrdicts
o
• •
..
not tobe
op11110n
t 11at t he d ec1s1ons
of t 11e courts oug11t not to b e limited
to a
given by the use of a voting, pebble, but that every one ~i;;,w~y. or
should have a tablet on wh ich he might not only write a 'not guilty.'
simple condemnation, or leave the tablet blank for a
simple acquittal; but, if he partly acquitted and partly
condemned, he was to distinguish accordingly. To the
existing Jaw he objected that it obliged the j udges to be
6 guilty of perjury, whichever way they voted. He also Rewardsfor
enacted that those who discovered anything for the good inventions.
of the state should be rewarded; and he provided that Main. ,
. d lfi
. b att Ie s hou Id be children
tcnance of
t h e c I11'Jd ren of c1t1zens
who d 1e
of
mainta ined at the pu blic expense, as if such an enactmen t ~/~;';:'7,~
had never been heard of before, yet it actually exists battle.
7 at Athens• and .in other places. As to the magistrates, Mogis. traies how
h e wou Id h ave tl1em a Il elected by the people, t h at 1s,
to be ·
by the three classes already mentioned, and those who elected :
were elected were to watch over the interests of the
public, of strangers, and of orphans. These are the
most striking points in the constitution of Hippodamus.
There is not much else.
• Cp. Thuc. ii. c. 46.
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}~ld~~,7s1~n
of1he
citir,.e;ns

criticised.

H I PPODAMUS-HIS CONFUSIONS.

The first of these proposals to wh ich objection may
be taken, is the threefold division of the citizens. The 8
artisans, and the husba ndm en, and the warriors, all
have a share in the government. But the h usbandmen
have no arms, and th e a rtisans neither arms nor land,
a nd th erefore th ey become all bu t slaves of t he warrior
class. That they should share in all the offices is an im- 9
possibili ty; for generals and guardians of the citizens,
and nearly all the principal magist rates, must be taken
from the class of those who carry arms. Yet, if the two
other classes have no sha re in t he gove rnment, how can
they be loyal ci tizens? I t may be said that those who
have arms must necessarily be masters of both the
other classes, b ut this is not so easily accomplished unless
they are numerous; and if they are, why should the 10
other classes share in the government a t all, or have
power t o appoint magistrates? A rtisans there must be,
for these a re wanted in every city, and they can live by
their craft, as elsewhere; and the h usbandmen, too, if
they really provided the wa rriors with food, might fairly
have a sha re in th e govern ment. But in the republ ic of
Hippodamus they are supposed t o have land of their own,
wh ich they cultivate for their private benefit. Again, as u
to this common land out of which the soldiers are maintained, if t hey are themselves to be th e cultivators of it,
the warrior class will be identical with the husband men, although the legislator intended to make a dist inction between them. If, again, there are to be other
cultivators distinct both from the h usbandmen, who have
land of th ei r own, and from t he warriors, they will make
a fourth class, which has no place in the state and no
share in anyth ing. Or, if the same persons arc to cul- 12
tivate their own lands and those of the public as well,
they will have a difficulty in supplying the quantity of
p rod uce which will maintain two households : and why, 12GB b.
in th is case, should th ere be any division, for they might
find food themselves and give to the warriors from the
same lots? There is surely a g reat confusion in all t his.
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N either is the law to be commended which says that II. 8.
the judges, when a simple issue is laid before them, (2) P roshould disting uish in t heir judgment; for the judge is ei:,TI~, in
thus converted into an arbitrator. Now, in an arbitra- ~6:~ir ·
tion, although the arbitrators are many, they confer with
one another about the decision, and therefore they can
distinguish; but in courts of law this is impossible, and,
indeed, most legislators take pai ns to prevent th e judges
from holding a ny comm unication with one another.
14 Again, will there not be confusion if the judge thinks that
damages should be g iven, but not so much as th e suitor
demands? He asks, say, for twenty minae, a nd the judge
allows him t en minae, or one judge more and another
less; one five, another four minae. In this way they will
go on apportioning the damages, and some will g rant
1 5 the whole and others nothing : how is the final reckoning
to be taken ? Agai n, no one who votes for a simple
acquittal or condemnation is compelled to perjure himself, if the indictment is quite simple and in right form ;
for the judge who acquits does not decide that the defendant owes nothing, but that he does not owe the
twenty minae. He only is g ui lty of perj ury who thinks
that the defendant ought not to pay twenty minae, and
yet condemns him.
16
To reward those who discover anything which is useful 13) T o
to the state is a proposal which has a specious sound, ;,;1;':ita1
but cannot safely b e enacted by law, for it may encourage
informers, and perhaps even lead to political com motions. dangerous.
T his question involves another. I t has been doubted
whether it is or is not expedient to make any changes in
17 the laws of a country, even if another law be better. Now,
if all changes are inexpedient, we cao hardly assent to the
proposal of H ippodam us; for, und er pretence of doing
a public service, a man may introduce measures which
are really destructive to the laws or to the constitution.
But, since we have t ouched upon t his subject, perhaps we Should
18 had better go a little ioto detail, for, as I was sayi ng, there ~:_~~d at
is a difference of opinion, and it may sometimes seem de- all?
13

:rt~rma-
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SHOULD LAWS BE CHA N GED?

sirable t o make changes. Such changes in the other arts
and sciences have certainly been beneficial; medicine, for
example, and gymnastic, and every other art and science
have departed from traditional usage. And, if politics
be an art, change must be necessary in this as in a ny
other art. The need of improvement is shown by the fact ,9
that old customs are exceedingly simple and barbarous.
For the ancient H ellenes went about armed• and bought
their wives of each other. The remains of ancient laws 20
which have come down to us are q uite absurd ; for ex-12b"1l
ample, at Cumae there is a Jaw abo ut murder, to the
effect that if the accuser produce a certain number of
witnesses from among his own kinsmen, t he accused shall
be held guilt y. Again, men in general desire the good, 21
and not merely what their fathers had . But the primeval
inhabitants\ whether they were born of the earth or
were the survivors of some destruction, may be supposed
to have been 110 better than ordi nary foolish people
among ourselves b (such is certainly the tradition ° concerning the earth-born men) ; and it would be ridiculous
to rest contented with their notions. Even when laws
have been written down, they ought not always to remain
unaltered. As in other sciences, so in politics, it is irn- 22
possible that all things should be precisely set down in
writi ng; for enactments must be universal, but actions
·are concerned with particulars d. Hence we infer that
sometimes and in certain cases laws may be changed;
but when we look at t he matter from a nother point of
but the
view, great caution would seem to be required. For 23
case
of
laws
" o f 1·1ght!y ch ang1. ng th e Iaws 1s
. an ev1·1, and ,
is not quite t h e h a b 1t
analogoufs when the advantage is small, some errors both of lawto that o
the arts.
givers and rulers had better be left; the citizen will not
II. 8.

Changes in
the arts
tbeneficial,

a Cp. Thucyd. i. c. 5 and 6.
b Or, referring ,lpofour to y~y,v,,r, ' whether they were born of the
earth or were the survivors of some dest ruction, who were no better
(opo/our) t han ear th-born men, may be supposed to have been
ordinary foolish people.'
• Cp. Plato, Laws, iii. 677 A; Polit. 271 A; Tim. 22 c.
d Cp. Plato, Polit. 295 A.
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gain so much by the change as he will lose by .the habit II. 8.
, 4 of disobedience:
The analogy of the arts is false ; a
change in a law is a very different thing from a change
in an art. For the law has no power to command obedience except that of habit, which can only be given by
time, so that a readiness to change from old to new laws
•s enfeebles the power of the law. Even if we admi t that the
laws are to be changed, are they all to be changed, and
in every state ? And are t hey to be changed by anybody
who likes, or only by certain persons ? These are very
im portant questions; and therefore we had better reserve
the discussion of them to a more suitabk occasion.
In the governments of Laccdaemon and Crete, and
9.
indeed in all governments, two points have to be con- Two qucs·
. 1ar 1aw 1s
. goo d or bad , asked
tions to
be
s1.d ere d ; fi rst, wh eth er any pa1t1cu
about
when comJJared with the perfect state; secondly, whether govern{ )
ments : 1
it is or is not consistent with the idea and character Is the end
h
b f
h" . .
T hat m
. which
they
. I 1 1
.
2 wh1c 1 t 1e awg1ver as set e ore 1s c1t1zens •.
propose
a well-orclcrcd state th e citizens should have leisure and f2'>0
not have to provide for their daily wants is generally fulfil it?
acknowledged, but there is a difficulty in seeing how this
leisure is to be attained. [For, if you employ slaves,
they are liable to rebel.) The T hessalian Penestae Defects of
.
. . t 11eu. masters, an d t I1e HeIots Lacedae11ave oft en nsen
agarnst
monian
in like manner against the Lacedaemonians, for whose state.
.
.
.
.
.
(r) The
3 misfortunes they are always lymg m wait. N othing, Helots
constant
· k"·md h as as yet h a ppen.ed to t h e C retans ; atrouble.
however, of t Ius
12G9 b. the reason probably is that the neighbouring cities, even
when at war with one another, never form a n alliance
with rebellious serfs, rebellions not being for their interest,
since they themselves have a dependent population b.
Whereas all the neighbours of the Lacedaemonians,
whether A rg ives, Messenians, or A rcadians, are their
enemies (and the Helots are always revolting to them].
In Thessaly, again, the original revolt of the slaves
occurred at a time when the Thessalian.s were still at
war with the neighbouring Achaeans, Perrhaebians, and
~ Or' himself' (Bernays}.
b Cp. c. ro. § 5.
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II. 9. Magnesians. Besides, if there were no other difficulty, 4

(2) The
women:

their dis-

order and
pernicious

Jnfluence.

the treatment ·or management of slaves is a troublesome
affair; for, if not kept in hand, they are insolent, and think
that they are as good as their masters, and, if harshly
treated, they hate and conspire against them. Now it is
clear .that when these are the results the citizens of a
state have not found out the secret of managing their
subject population.
Again, the licence of the Lacedaemonian women de- s
feats the intention of the Sparta n constitution, and is
adverse to the good order of the state. For a husband
and a wife, being each a part of every family, the state
may be considered as about equally divided into men
and women ; and, therefore, in those stat es in which the
condition of the women is bad, half the city• may. be
regarded as having no laws. And t his is what has 6
actually happened at Sparta; the legislator wanted to
make the whole state hardy and temperate, and he has
carried out his intention in the case of the men, but
he has neglected the women, who live in every sort of
intemperance and luxury. The consequence is th.rt in 7
such a state wealth is too highly valued, especially if the
citizens fall unde r the dominion of their wives, after the
manner .of all warlike races, except the Celts and a few
others who openly approve of male loves. The old s
mythologer would seem to have been right in uniting
Ares and Aphrodite, for all warlike races are prone to
the love either of men or of women. This was exemp·lified among the Spartans in the days of t heir great ness;
many things were managed by their women. But what 9
difference does it make whether women rule, or the rulers
are ruled by women? The result is the same. Even in
regard to courage, which is of no use in daily life, and is
needed only in war, the influence of the Lacedaemonian
women has been most mischievous. The evil showed 10
itself in the Theban invasion, when, unlike the women in
• Cp. i. 13. § 16.
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other cities, they were utterly useless and caused more II. 9.
confusion than the enemy. This licence of the Lacedaemonian women existed from the earliest times, and was
1270•.only what might be expected. For, during the wars of
JI
the Lacedaemonians, first against the Argives, and afterwards against the A rcadians and Messenians, the men
were long away from home, and, on the return of peace,
they gave themselves into the legislator's hand, already
prepared by the disc ipline of a soldier's life (in which
there are many clements of virtue), to receive his enactments. But, when Lycurgus, as tradition says, wanted
to bring the women under his laws, they resisted, and he
u gave up the attempt. They, and not he, a1:e to blame for
what then ha ppened, and this defect in the constitution is
clearly to be attributed to them. \'/\/e are not, however,
considering what is or is not to be excused, but what is
13 right or wrong, and the disorder of the women, as I have The licence
· If gives
·
· decorum allowed
to
a lrea dy sat'd, not on Jy of 1tse
an a ·ir o f 10
them
to the state, but tends in a measure to foster avarice.
The mention of avarice naturally suggests a criticism
14 on the inequality of property. \'/\/hile some of the '3).Accumu.
.
l1ave quite
. sma II properties,
. oth ers I1ave laproperty
uon of
S partan c1.t1zens
in
very larg€ ones ; hence the land has passed into the
an
hands of a few. And here is another fault in their Jaws; evil aggravated by the
for, a lthough the legislator rightly holds up to shame the number of
sale or purchase of an inheritance, he allows any body heiresses.
who likes to give and bequeath it. Yet both practices
1; lead to the same result. A nd nearly two-fifths of the
\\'hole country are held by women ; this is owing to
the number of heiresses and to the large dowries which
are customary. It would surely have been better to
have given no dowries at all, or, if any, but small or
moderate ones. As the law now stands, a man may
bestow his heiress on any one whom he pleases, and, if
he die intestate, the privilege of giving her away descends
16 to his heir. Hence, although the country is able to
maintain 1500 cavalry and .'lo,ooo hoplites, the whole
number of Spartan citizens [at the time of the Theban

!~-~,~~~:;.ds;
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II. 9·

invasion] fell below rooo. The result proves the faulty
nature of their laws respecting property; for the city
sank under a single defeat; the want of men was their
"Thu~
ruin. There is a tradition that , in the days of their , 7
wealth accumulates ancient kings, they were in the habit of giving th e rights
and men
of citizenship to strangers, and therefore, in spite of their
decay:
long wars, no lack of population was experienced by
t hem ; indeed, at one time S parta is said to have numbered
not less than ro,coo citizens. vVhether this statement is
t rue or not, it would certainly have been better to have
main tained their numbers by th e equalization of property. Again, the law which relates to the procreation ,s
of children is adverse to the correction of this inequali ty.
F or the legislator, wanting to have as many Spartans as he1270 b.
could, encouraged th e citizens to have large families; and
there is a law at Sparta that the father of three sons shall
be exempt from military service, and he who has four
from all the burdens of the state. Y et it is obvious t hat, 19
if there were many children, the land bei ng distributed
as it is, many of them must necessarily fall into poverty.
(4) The
The Lacedaemonian constitution is defective in another
;i;'~:;'from poin t ; I mean the E phoralty. T his magistracy has
~~';i'~%~e authority in the highest matters, but the Ephors are all
corrupt :
chosen from the people, and so the office is apt to fall
they have
.
too much into the hands of very poor men, who, being badly off,
power.
ve, the
are open to bribes. T here have bee n many examples at 20
Sparta of this evil in former times; and quite recently,
together.
in the matter of the Andrians, certain of the Ephors who
were bribed did their best to ruin the state. And so
great and tyrannical is their power, that even the kings
have been compelled to court th em ; through their influence the constitution has deterio rated, and from being
an aristocracy has turned into a democracy. The 21
Ephoralty certain ly does keep the state together; for
the people are contented when they have a share in
the highest office, and the result, whether due to the
legislator or to chance, has been advantageous. For if a u
constitution is to be permanent, all the parts of the state

~~c:,;:rs
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must wish that it should exist and be maintained•. This II. 9.
is the case at Sparta, where the kings desire permanence
because they have due honour in their own persons; the
nobles are represented in the council of elders (for the
office of elder is a reward of virtue); and the people in
: 3 the Ephoralty, f~ all are eligible to it. The election of Child ish
Ephors out of the whole people is perfectly right, but ought ::!~Tn~f
not to be carried on in the present fashion, which is too them.
childish. Again, they have the decision of great causes,
although they are quite ordinary men, and therefore
they should not determine them merely on th ei r own
judgment, but according to written rules, and to the laws.
>4 Their way of life, too, is not in accordance with the spirit They are
hey l1avc a d ca l too mucl1 )1cence;
.
a bove the
.
of t he const1.tut10n-t
laws.
whereas, in the case of the other citizens, the excess of
strictness is so intolerable that they run away from the.
law into the secret indulgence of sensual pleasures.
Again, t he council of elders is not free from defects. (sl Councit
of elders.
· h
•5 I t may be said t at the elders are good men and well
trained in manly virtue; and that, therefore, there is an
advantage to the state in having them. But that judges Life tenure
of import.ant causes should hold office for life is not a ~~~~dgcs
12'71a.good thing, for the mind grows old as well as the body.
And when men have been educated in such a manner
that even the legislator himself cannot trust them, there
26 is real danger. Many of the elders are well 'known to The elders
have taken bribes and to have been guilty of partiality i'~;'rr!c~~/
in public affairs. And therefore they ought not to be controlled.
irresponsible; yet at Sparta they are so. But (it may
be replied), ' All magistracies a re accountable to the
Ephors.' Yes, but this prerogative is too great for them,
and we maintain that the control should be exercised in
27 some other manner.
Further, the mode in which the Childish
Spartans elect their elders ls childish ; and it is im- ;~fn~f
proper that b the person to be elected should canvass the.n.
• Cp. iv. 9. §

10 ;

v. 9. § ;.

· b Reading ToavTo•, not To•,
a misprint.

as Bekker, 2nd edit., apparently by
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I I, 9·· for the office; th e worthiest should be appointed, whether
he chooses or not. And here the legislator clearly in- 28
dicates t he same intention which appears in other parts
of his constitution ; he would have his citizens ambitious,
and he has reckoned upon this quality in the election of
the elders; for no one would ask to be elected if he were
not. Yet ambition and avarice, almost more than any
other passions, are the motives of crime.
(6) Mis.trust
Whether ki ngs are or are not an advantage to states, 29
ofthekings. I w1·11 cons,'d er at anot h er time•;
.
t I1ey sh ouId at any rate
b e chosen, not as th ey are now, b ut with regard t o their
T hey
personal life and conduct. The legislator h imself obvi- .~o
should be
:ippointed ously did not suppose that he could make them really
by merh.
good men ; at least he shows a great distrust of their
virtue. For this reason the Spartans used to join
enemies in the same embassy, and the quarrels between
the kings were held to be conservative of the state.
(7) The
Neither did the first introducer of the common meals,
comm-on
meals ill
called 'phiditia,' regulate them well. The entertainment 3 ,
arranged.
ought to have been provided at the public cost, as in
. Crete b ; but among the Lacedaemonians eve ry one is expected to contribute, and some of them are too poor to
afford the expense ; thus the intention of the legislator is
frustrated. The common meals were meant to be a 32
popular institution, but the existi ng manner of regulating
them is the reverse of popular. For the very poor can
scarcely take part in them ; and, according to a ncient
custom, those who cannot contribute are not allowed to
retain their rights of citizenship.
(8) The
T he law about the Spartan admirals has often been 33
admiral
censured, and with justice ; it is a source of dissension,
another
king.
for the kings are perpetual generals •, and this office of
admiral is but the setting up of anothe r king.
C9)/he end
The charge which Plato brings, in the Lawsd, against 1271 b.
r:giil:~":: the int ention of the legislator, is likewise j ustified ; the 3i
apartof
.ution
. 11as rcgard to one part o f virtue
"
virtue only. w II
10 e consttt
on Iy,
" Cp. iii. 14 foll.

b Cp. c.
d

10.

H 7, 8.

Laws, i . 630.

• Readi n'l': dI3ioir.
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-the virtue of the soldier, wh ich g ives victory in war. II. 9.
And so long as they were at war, their power was preserved, but when they had attained empi re they fella, for
of the arts of peace they knew nothing, and had never
35 engaged in any employment higher than war. There is
another error, equally great, into which they have fallen.
Although they truly thi nk that the goods for which they
contend are to be acquired by virtue rather than by vice,
they err in supposing that these goods are to be preferred to the virtue which gains them.
36
Once more: the revenues of the state are ill-managed; /ro)Finance;
lmpat1enoe
there is no money in the treasu ry, although t hey are of taxes and·
laxity in
obl 1.ged to carry on great wars, and t hey are unw1·11·mg to collecting
pay taxes. The greater part of the land being in the them.
hands of the Spartans, they do not look closely into one
37 another's contributions. T he result which the legislator
has produced is the reverse of beneficial ; for he has
made his city poor, and his citizens greedy.
Enough respecting the Spartan constitution, of which
these are the principal defects.
T he Cretan constitution nearly resembles the Spartan, IO.
and in some few points is quite as good; but for the Cretan.
.
.
mstttuttons
most part less perfect 111 form. The older constitut10ns older than
S p-:Yt..-1.n
are genera lly less elaborate than the later, and the L ace- ' ·
daemonian is said to be, and probably is, in a very g reat
• measure, a copy of the Cretan. According to tradition,
Lycurgus, when he ceased to be the guardian of King
Charilaus, went abroad and spent a long t ime in Crete.
For the two countries are nearly connected ; the Lyctians
are a colony of the Lacedaemonians, and the colonists,
when they came to Crete, adopt ed the constitution which
3 they fou nd existing among the inhabitants.
Even to
this day the Perioeci, or subj ect population of Crete, are
governed by the original laws which Minos enacted.
The island seems to be intended by natu re for dominion
in Hellas, and to be well situated ; it extends right across
• Cp. Vil.
.. 14. ,y
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th e sea, arou nd which nearly all the Hellenes are settled;
and while one end is not fa r from the Peloponnese,
the other almost reaches to the region of Asia about
Triopium and Rhodes. H ence Minos acquired the 4
empire of the sea, subduing some of the islands and
colonizing others; at last he invaded Sicily, where he
d ied near Camicus.
CrcL"IJ\ and
The Cretan institutions resemble the Lacedaemonian.
~~~r.~~tions T he Helots are the husbandmen of the one, the Perioeci 5
compared. of the other, and both Cretans and Lacedaemon ians havel27h.
common meals, which were anciently called by the Lacedaemonians not ' phidi tia' but 'and ria;' and the Cretans
have the same word, the use of which proves that the
com mon meals [or syssitia] originally came from Crete.
Further, th e two constitutions are similar [in many par- 6
ticulars] ; for the office of the Ephors is the same as that
of the Cretan Cosmi, the only difference bei ng that
whereas the Ephors are five, the Cosmi are ten in
number. The elders, too, answer to the elders in Crete,
who are termed by the Cretans the cou ncil. And the
k ingly office once existed in Crete, but was abolished,
and the Cosmi have now the duty of leading them in
war. All classes share in the ecclesia, but it can only 7
ratify the dec rees of the elders and the Cosmi.
The Cretan
The common meals of Crete are certainly better
managed than the Lacedaemonian ; for in Lacedaemon
~!~'R;;;-1 every one pays so much per head, or, if he fails, the law,
Spartan.
as I have already explained, forbids h im to ex ercise the
rights of citizenship. But in Crete they are of a more s
popular character. There, of all the fru its of the earth,
of cattle, of the public revenues, and of the tribute which
is paid by the Perioeci, one portion is assigned to the
gods and to the service of the state, and another to the
common meals, so that men, women, and children are all
supported out of a common stock•. T he legislator has 9
many ingenious ways of secu ring moderation in eating
wh ich he conceives to be a gain ; he likewise encourages
10.

~;:~:Her

a

Cp. Vil.
..

~
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the separation of men from women, lest they should have II. 10.
too many chi ld ren, and the companionship of men with
one another-whether this is a good or bad thing I shall
have an opportunity of consideri ng at another time•.
But that the Cretan common meals are better ordered
than the Lacedaemonian there can be no doubt.
On the other hand, the Cosm·i are even a worse insti- But the
10 tution than the Ephors, of which they have all the evils ~ : i;sti.
than
without
t J1e good . L"1J(e t h e E p h ors, t h ey are any ch ance tution
the Ephors.
persons, but in Crete this is not counte rbalanced by a
corresponding political advantage. At Sparta every one
is eligible, and the body of the people, having a sha re in
the highest office, want the state to be permanent b. But
in Crete the Cosmi are elected out of certain families,
and not out of the whole people, and the elders out of
those who have been Cosmi.
11
The same criticism may be made about the Cretan, The elders.
which has been already made about the Lacedaemonian.
elders. Their irresponsibility and life tenure is too great
a privilege, and thei r arbitrary power of acting upon their
own j udgment, and dispensing with written Jaw, is dan12 gerous.
It is no proof of the goodness of the institution
that the people are not discontented at being excluded
from it. For there is no profit to be made out of the
12i2b. office ; and, unlike the Ephors, the Cosmi, being in an
island, are removed from temptation.
13
The remedy by which they correct the evil of this in- Injudicious
stitution is an ext raordi nary one, suit ed rather to a close ~1;~1/t~al
oligarchy than to a constitutional state. For th e Cosmi evils.
are often expelled by a conspiracy of their own colleagues, or of private individuals ; and they are allowed
also to resign before their t erm of office has expired.
Surely all matters of this kind are better regulated by
law than by the will of man, which is a very unsafe rule.
1
~ \.Vorst of all is the suspension of the office of Cosmi, a
device to which the nobles often have recourse when they
will not submit to j ustice. This shows that the Cretan
• vii. 16 (?).

• Cp. supra, c. 9. §

21.
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II. 10. government, although possessing some of the characteristics of a constitut ional state, is really a dose oligarchy.
The Cretans have a habit, too, of setting up a chief;
they get together a party among the common people
and gather their friends and then quarrel and fight with
one another. \Vhat is this but the temporary d·e struction 15
of the state and dissolution of society? A city is in a
dangerous condition when those who are willing are also
Crete saved able to attack her. But, as I have already said, the
from revo· 1an d o f C rcte 1s
· saved b y 11er s1tuat10n;
.
.
d.1stance h as
Jution
by
1s
~~iti;~~ar the same effect as the Lacedaemonian prohibition of
strangers; and the Cretans have no foreign dominions. 16
This is the reason why th e Perioeci are contented in
Crete, whereas the Helots are perpetually revolting.
But when lately foreign invaders found their wa.y into
the island, the weaknes.s of the Cretan constitution was
revealed. Enough of the government of Crete.
The Carthaginians are also considered to have an exI I.
Merits of cellent form of government, which differs from that of any
Cartha· 1s
· 111
· some very
ginian in- oth er state .111 severaI respects, t h oug11 1t
stitutions : like the Lacedaemonian. Indeed, all three states-the
Lacedaemonian, the Cretan, and the Carthaginian-nearly
resemble one another, and are very d ifferent from any
others. Many of the Carthaginian institutions are excellent. The superiority of their constitution is proved by 2
the fact that, a lthough containing an element of democracy, it has been lasting ; the Carthaginians have never
had any rebellion worth speaking of, and have_ never
been under the rule of a tyrant.
Among the points in which t he Carthaginian constitu- 3
wherein
they resemble the tion resembles the Lacedaemonian are the following:Spartan.
The common tables of the clubs answer to the S partan phiditia, and their magistracy of the 104 to the Ephors; but,
whereas the Ephors are any chance persons, the magistr3;tes of the Carthaginians are elected according to merit
- this is an improvement. They have also their kings
and their gerusia, or council of elders, who correspond to
the kings and ciders of Sparta. Their kings, unlike the 4
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Spartan, are not always of the same family, whatever II. n.
that may happen to be, but if there is some distinguished
family they are selected out of it and not appointed by
seniority - this is far better. Such officers have great
power, ,md therefore, if they are persons of little worth,
12i3a.do a great deal of harm, and they have already done
harm at Lacedaemon.
5
Most of the defects or deviations from the perfect state, The consututJon
for which the Carthaginian constitution would be cen- has{,)
some
sured, apply equally to all the forms of government democmwhich we have mentioned. But of the deflections from tical,
aristocracy and constitutional governmet1t, some incline
more to democracy and some to oligarchy. The kings and
elders, if unanimous, may determine whether they will
or will not bring a matter before the people, but when
they are not unanimous, the people may decide whether
6 or not the matter shall be brought forward. And whatever the kings and elders bring before the people is not
only heard but also determined by them, and any one
who likes may oppose it ; now this is not permitted in
7 Spar.ta and Crete. That the magistracies of five who (2) some
.
oligarchi..
have under them many important matt ers should be co- cal features.
opted, that they should choose the supreme council of
100, and should hold office longer than other magistrates
(for they are virtually rulers both before and after they
hold office)-these are oligarchical features; their being
without salary and not elected by lot, and any similar
points, such as the practice of having all suits tried by
the magistratesa, and not some by one class of judges or
jurors and some by another, as at Lacedaemon, are cha8 racteristic of aristocracy. The Carthaginian constitution
deviates from aristocracy and inclines to oligarchy, chiefly
on a point where popular opinion is on their side. For
men in general think that magistrates should be chosen
not only for their merit, but for their wealth: a man,
they say, who is poor cannot rule well,-he has not the
9 leisure. If, then, election of magistrates for their wealth
• Cp. iii.

1.
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CARTHAGE A PLUTOCRACY:

be characteristic of oligarchy, and election for merit of
aristocracy, there will be a third form under which the
constitution of Carthage is comprehended; for the Carthaginians choose their magistrates, and particularly the
highest of them- their kings and generals-with an eye
both to merit and to wealth.
N~ of
But we must acknowledge that, in thus deviating from 10
Je1sureand
.
h l .
l
· d
N otherefore of anstocracy, t e eg1s1a tor 1as comm1tte an error.
w
callh
in . t h mg
'
· more a b soI ute Jy necessary t han to prov1'd e t ha t
the
official
1s
class ;
the highest class, not only when in office, but when out
of office, should have leisure and not demean themselves
in any way ; and to this his attention should be first
directed. Even if you must have regard to wealth, in
order to secure leisure, yet it is surely a bad thing that
the greatest offices, such as those of kings and generals,
should be bought. The law which allows this abuse u
but the sale makes wealth of more account than virtue, and the
of
offices a wh o Ie state b ecomes avanc1ous.
. .
F'or, wI1enever t I1e ch'1e,s
r
grossabus.,
~~i..;.'p~;d of the state deem anything honourable, the other citizens
are sure to follow their example ; and, where virtue has
not the first place, there aristocracy cannot be firmly 1273b.
established. Those who bave been at the expense of 12
purchasing thei r places will be in the habit of repaying
themselves; and it is absurd to suppose that a poor and
honest man will be wanting to make gains, and that a
lower stamp of man who has incurred a great expense
will not. \Vherefore they should rule who are able to
rule best [apturnpxti'v]. And even if the legislator does
not care to protect the gocd from poverty, he should at
any rate secure leisure for those in office•.
Pluralism
It would seem also to be a bad principle that the same 13
a mong the
carthaperson shou ld h oId many offi ces, w)1ich is a favourite
ginians.
practice among the Carthaginians, for one business is
better done by one man h. The legislator should see to
tliis and should not appoint the same person to be a
flute-player and a shcemakcr. Hence, where the state , ~
11.

• Cp. c. 9. ;
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PRESERVED BY ACCIDENT.

is large, it is more in accordance both with constitutional I I. II.
and with democratic principles that the offices of state
should be distributed among many persons. For, as I
was saying, this arrangement is more popular, and any
action familiarised by repetition is better and sooner
performed. We have a proof in military and naval
matters; the duties of command and of obedience in
both these services extend to all.
15
The government of the Carthaginians is oligarchical, Era.igratioo
but they successfully escape the evils of oligarchy by !/J;;:tcea
their wealth, which enables them from time to t ime to revolution.
send out some portion of the people• to their colonies.
This is their panacea and the means by which they give
stability to the state. Accident favours them, but the
legislator should be able to provide against revolution
16 without trusting to accidents.
As things are, if any
misfortune occurred, and the people revolted from their
rulers, there would be no way of restoring peace by
legal methods.
Such is the character of the Lacedaemonian, Cr.etan,
and Carthaginian constitutions, which are justly celebrated.
Of those who have treated of governments, some
I 2.
have never taken any part at all in public affairs but Political
'
wnters and
have passed their lives in a private station; about most Jaw-givers.
of them, what was worth telling has been already told.
Others have been lawgivers, either in their owR or in
foreign cities, whose affairs they have administered ;
and of these some have only made laws, others have
framed constitutions ; for example, Lycurgus and Solon
• did both. Of the Lacedaemonian constitution I have
already spoken. As to Solon, he is thought by some to Solon
. l
h prmsed by
h ave b een a good legis
ator, who put an end to t e some
exclusiveness of the oligarchy, emancipated the people, ~~~t~~~vh"
the Oli-

a Or, removing the comma after m\ov.-,,v, and adding one after garchy,
p.i1,or, 'by enriching one portion of the people after another whom
they send to their colonies.' Cp. vi. ;. § 9, which tends to confirm
this way of taking the words.

64 SOLON AND THE ATHENIAN CONSTI TUTION.

I I. 12. established the ancient Athenian democracy, and harmonized the different elements of the state. According
to their view, the council of Areopagus was an oligarchical
element, the elected magistracy, aristocratical, and the
blamed
courts of law, democratical. T he truth seems to be that1274a. f
~~
I 3
because he the council and the elected magistracy existed before t 1e
0
~ t~~~.~~~ time of Solon, and were retained by him, b ut that he
in reality
formed the courts of law out of all the citizens, thus
h
established creating the democracy, wh ich is the very reason why he
l'
the law
courtS.
is sometimes blamed. For in giving the supreme power
to the law courts, wh ich are elected by lot, he is thought
to have destroyed the non-democratic element. \.Vhen 4
the law courts grew powerful, to please the people, who
were now playing the tyrant, the old constitution was
changed into the existing democracy. Ephialtes and
Things
Pericles curtailed the power of the Areopagus; they
a.fterv.·ards
grew worse also instituted the payment of the juries, and thus every
~:f
demagogue in t urn increased the power of the demonot his
cracy until it became what we now see. All t his is true ; s
rau1c.
· seems h owever to b e t h e resu 1t of circumstances,
.
1t
and
not to have been intended by Solon. For the people
having been instrumental in gaining the empire of the
sea in the Persian War•, began to get a notion of itself,
and followed worthless demagogues, whom the bett er
class opposed. Solon, himself, appears to have given
.t he Athenians only that power of electing to offices and
,calling to account the magistrates, which was absolutely
necessary b ; for with out it they would have been in a
state of slavery and enmity to the government. A ll the 6
magistrates he appointed from the notables and the men
of wealth, t hat is to say, from the pentacosio-medimni,
or from the class called zeugitae (because they kept a
yoke of oxen), or from a third class of so-called knights
or cavalry. The fou rth class were labourers who had
n o share in any magistracy.
Mere legislators were Zaleucus, who gave laws to the

!

·~

!

.~?;:.;.

a Cp. v. 4. § 8;

viii. 6. §

II.

b Cp.

iii.
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E pizephyrian Locrians, and Charondas, who legislated II. xz.
for his own city of Catana, and for th e other Chalcidian Charondas.
7 cities in Italy and Sicily. Some persons attempt • t o
make .ou t that Onomacritus was the first person who Onomacri·
had any special skill in legislation•, and that he, although ,us.
a Locrian by b irth, was trained in Crete, where he lived
in the exercise of hi.s prophetic art; that Thales was his
companion, and that Lycurg us and Zaleucus were dis8 ciples of Thales, as Charondas was of ZaJeucus. But their
account is q uite inconsistent with chronology.
There was a lso a Theban legislator, whose nam e was Philolaus,
. h',an. Th'1s Ph.I
1 oIaus was one of t h e aianConnth·
who
Pl11·1 oIaus, t h e Cormt
family of the Bacchiadae, and a lover of Diodes, the¥~~;.;/'
Olympic victo r, who left Corinth in horror of the incest- gave laws
lO the
uous passion which his mother Halcyone had conceived Thebans.
for hi m, and retired t o T hebes, where t he two friends
9 together ended their days. The inhabitants still point out
their tombs, which are in full view of one another, but
one looks towards Corinth, the other not. Tradit ion
says that the two friends arranged them in this way,
D iodes out of horror at his misfortunes, so tha t the land
of Corinth might not be v.isible from his t omb ; Philolaus
1274b.that it might. This is the reason why they settled at
10
T hebes, and so Phil olaus legislated for the Thebans,
and, besides some other enactments, gave them laws
about the p rocreation of children, which they call the
' Laws of Adoption.' These laws were peculiar to him,
and were intended to preserve the number of the lots.
11
In the legislation of Charondas there is nothing re- Charondas.
markable, except t he Jaws about false witnesses. H e is
the first who instituted actions for perj ury. H is laws
are more exact and more precisely expressed than even
those of our modern legislators.
12
Characteristic of Phaleas is the equalization of pro- Strap e·
perty; of Plato, the community of women, children, and '.;t~!:ks
property, the co mmon meals of women, and th e law

;:J1P:!w.

• Or (with Bernays), 'to make out an unbroken series of great
legislators, Onomacritus being considered the first!
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II. u. about drinking, that the sober shall be masters of the

DTaco.

Pittacus.

Andro--

damas.

feast•; also the training of soldiers to acquire by practice
equal skill with both hands, so that one should be as
useful as the otherb.
Draco has left laws, but he adapted them to a consti- 13
tution which already existed, and there is no peculiarity
in them which is worth mentioning, except the greatness
and severity of the punishments.
Pittacus, too, was only a lawgiver, and not the author
of a constitution; he has a Jaw which is peculiar to him,
that, if a drunken man strike another, he shall be more
heavily punished than if he were sober 0 ; he looked
not to the excuse which might be offered for the
drunkard, but only to expediency, for drunken more
often than sober people commit acts of violence.
Androdamas of Rhegium gave laws to the Chalci- 1 4
dians of Thrace. Some of them relate to homicide, and
t o hei resses; but there is nothing remarkable in them.
'And here let us conclude our enquiry into the various
const itutions which either actually exist, or have been
devised by theorists.
• Cp. Laws, ii. 671 D-672 A.
b Cp. Laws, vii. 794 D.
c Cp. N. Eth. iii. 5. § 8.

B OOK III.
H E who would enquire into the nature and various III. I.
kinds of government must first of all determine ' What is What is a
a state?' At present this is a disputed question. Some state?
say that the state has done a certain act; others, no, not
the state\ but the oligarchy or the tyrant. And the legislator or statesman is concerned entirely with the state;
a constitution or government being an arrangement of the
2 inhabitants of a state.
But a state is composite, and,
l ike any other whole, made up of many parts ;-these
are the citizens, who compose it. It is evident, t herefore, A gue.stion
· b y ask"mg, \ •v
Hh o IS
· t h e c1t1zen,
··
leads
1275 a. t h at we must b egm
and wluch
to another,
what is the meaning of t he term? F or here again -there ~~eit
may be a difference of opinion. He who is a citizen in a
democracy will often not be a citizen in an oligarchy.
3 Leaving out of consideration those who have been made
citizens, or who have obtained the name of citizen in any
other accidental manner, we may say, first, that a citizen Neither
4 is not a citizen because he Jives in a certain place,~';;'!:;:,\
for resident al iens and slaves share in the !)lace; nor is are
legal 'rights
su •
he a citizen who has no legal right except t hat of suing ficien~ to
.
. h t may b e enJoye
.
d un d er consutute
an d b emg
sued ; ,.,or t h"1s ng
perfect
the provisions of a treaty. Even resident aliens in many citize.nship.
places possess such rights, although in an imperfect
5 form; for they are obliged t o have a patron.
Hence
they do but imperfectly participate in citizenship, and
we call them citizens only in a qualified sense, as we
might apply the t erm to children who are too young to
be on the register, or to old men who have been relieved
from state duties. Of these we do not say simply that
they are citizens, b ut add in the one case that they are
a

Cp.

C,
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THE DEFINITION OF CITIZENSHIP,

III. r. not of age, and in the other, that they are past the age,
or somethi ng of that sort ; the precise expression is
immaterial, for our meaning is clear. Similar difficulties
t o those which I have mentioned may be raised and
answered about deprived citizens and about exiles. But
The citizen t he citizen, whom we are seeking to defi ne, is a citizen in
is he who
the strictest sense, against whom no such exception can
shares in
' indefinite
be taken, and his special characteristic is that he shares
office.'
in the administration of justice, and in offices. Now of 6
offices some have a limit of time, and t he same p ersons
are not allowed to hold the m twice, or can only hold
them after a fixed interval; others have no limit of t ime,
-for example, the office of dicast or ecclesiast•. It may, 7
indeed, be a rgued that these a re not magistrat es at all,
and that their functions give them no share in the
government. But su rely it is rid iculous to say that those
who have t he supreme power do not govern. Not to
dwell further upon this, which is a pu rely verbal question,
what we want is a common t erm including both dicast
and ecclcsiast. Let us, for the sake of d ist inction, call it
'indefinite office,' and we will assume that those who share
in such office are cit izens. This is the most comprehen- 8
sive definition of a citizen, an d best suits all t hose who
arc generally so called.
But we must not forget that th ings of which the underlying not ions differ in kind, one of t hem b eing first,
another second, another third, have, when regarded in
th is relation, noth ing, or hardly a nything, worth mentioning in common. Now we see t hat governments 9
d iffer in kind, and t hat some of them are prior and that
ot.hers are posterior ; those which are faulty or perverted 1275b.
are necessarily posterior to those which are perfect.
(What we mea n by perversion will be hereafter exT his defini- plained b.) The citizen then of necessity differs under
tion.
r
··
· b est 10
~,ken.strictly
suits eacI1 ,orm
o f g ov ernment ; an d our d efi mhon
1s
onl ~ demo- adapted to the citizen of a democracy · but not nccescrauc
,
$tates.

• 'Di cast' ~ juryman and judge in one : 'ecclesiast ' = member of
t he ecclesia or assembly of the citizens.
b Cp. c. 6. § 1 1.
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sarily to other states. For in some states the people are III. 1.
not acknowledged, nor have t hey any regular assembly, and must
.
d
.
d. .b d be modified
b ut onIy extraord mary ones ; an stuts are 1stn ute ,,hen exin turn among the magistrates. A t Lacedaemon, for in- ~~~~~1 10
stance, the Ephors determine suits about contracts,
which they distribute a mong themselves, while the elders
are judges of homicide, and other causes are decided
11 by other magistrates.
A similar principle prevails at
Carthage "; there certain magistrates dec ide all causes.
V•le may, indeed, modify ou r definition of the citizen so
as to include these states. [But strictly taken it only
applies in democracies.] In other states it is the holder
of a definite, not of an indefinite office, who legislates
and judges, and to some or all such holders of definite
offices is reserved the right of d eliberati ng or judging
1 2 about so me thi ngs or about all things.
The conception
of the citizen now begins to clear up.
He who has t he power to take part in the deliberative
or judicial admi nistrat ion of any state is said by us to be
a citizen of that state ; and speaking generally, a state is
a body of citizens sufficing for t he purposes of life.
Rut in practice a citizen is defined to be one of whom
2.
both the parents are citizens; ot hers insist on going Prac1ica11r
llzen 1s
f urth er back ; say to t wo or three or more grandparents. t11ec1
the son of"
This is a short and practical definition ; but there are citi"'" ·
some who raise the further question : How this third or
2 fourth ancestor came to be a citizen?
Gorg ias of L eon - But how
.. part I y b· ecause I1e was .m a d.ffi
I
aboutthe
t Ill!,
, cu ty, part Iy .m .irony, firs
t citizen ?
said - 'Mortars are made by the morta r- makers, and
the citizens of Larissa are also a manufactured article,
made, like the kettles which bear their name [Aapurafo,],
3 by the magistrates h_' Yet the question is really simple,
for, if according to the definition j ust g iven they shared
in the government •, t hey were citizens. [This is a better
definition than the other.] F or the words, 'born of a
a

Cp. ii.

1 1. ~

7.

b An untranslateablc play upon the wor d a11uot•py"/, which means
either' a magistrale >or' an artisan .,
o Cp. c. t. ~ 12.
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III. z. father or mother, who is a citi;ien,' cannot possibly apply
to the first inhabitants or founders of a state.
There is a greater difficulty in the case of t hose who
ls the
citi1.en de
fact, also have been made citizens after a revolution, as by
citizen
Cleisthenes at Athens after the expulsion of the tyrants,
dcjurcf
for he enrolled in tribes a number of strangers and slaves
and • resident aliens. T he doubt in these cases is, not 4
who is, but whether he, who is, ought to be a citizen;
and t here will still be a further doubt, whether he who l276a.
ought not to be a cit izen, is one in fact, for what ought
not to be is what is false and is not. Now, there are 5
some who hold office, and yet ought not to hold office,
whom we call rulers, although they rule unjustly. And
the citizen was defined by the fact of his holding some
kind of rule or office,-he who holds a judicial or legislative
office fultils our defin ition of a citizen. I t is evident,
t herefore, that the citizens about whom the doubt has
arisen must be called citizens; whether they ought to b e
so or not is a quest ion wh ich is bou nd up with the previous enquiryb.
3·
A parallel question is raised respecting th e state
When is an whether a certain act is or is not an act of the state;
act the act
.
of the state ? for example, m the transition from an oliga rchy or a
tyra nny to a democracy. In such cases persons refuse •
to fulfil their contracts or any other obligations, on the
ground t hat t he tyrant, and not the state, cont racted
them; they argue t hat so me const itutions arc established
by force, a nd not for the sake of the common good. But
this would apply equally to democracies, for they too
may be fou nd ed on violence, and then t he acts of the
democracy will be neither more nor less legitimate t ha n
those of an oligarchy or of a tyranny. This question runs 3
up into another : -when shall we say that t he state is the
a Inserting •ai before µrToi•oi•r wi th Bekker in his second ed ition. If <ni is omitted, as in all the MSS, we must translate- ' he
enrolled in t ribes many metics, both strangers and slaves : ' or
. .
'
' he enrolled m tnbes many strangers, and metics who had been
sla,•es.'
b Cp. c. 1. § l ,
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same, and when different? It would be a very superficial III. 3.
view which considered only the place and the inhabitants; '11,eidcntity
for the soil and the population may be separated, and
some of the inhabitants may live in one place and some
T his, however, is not a very serious diffi4 in another.
culty; we need only remark that the word 'state ' is
ambiguous, meaning both state and city.
It is ru:ther asked : When are men, living in the same and the
. Je c1ty-w
.
hat .is t h e J"1m1t?
• unity
of a
place, to be regard ed as a smg
state des Certainly not the wall of the city, for you might surround
so
all Peloponnesus with a wall. But a city, having such place,
vast circuit, would contain a nation rather than a state,
like Babylon•, which, as they say, had been taken for
three days before some part of the inhabitants became
6 aware of the fact. This difficulty may, however, with
advantage be deferred b to another occasion; the statesman has to consider the size of the state, and whether it
should consist of more than one nation or not.
Again, shall we say that while the race of inhabitants, nor yet on
as well as their place of abo.de, remain the same, the city race.
is also the same, although the citizens are always dying
and being born, as we call rivers and fountains the same,
although the water is always flowing away and coming
again? Or shall we say that the generations of men, like
1276b. the rivers, are the same, but that the state changes? For,
7
since the state is a community and a community is made
up of citizens, when the form of the government changes
and becomes different, then it may be supposed that the
state is no longer the same, j ust as a tragic differs from
a comic chorus, although the members of both may be
8 identical. And in this manner we speak of every union
or composition of elements, when the form of their composition alters ; for example, harmony of the same sounds
is said to be different, accordingly as the Dorian or the
9 Phrygian mode is employed. And if this is true it is but mainly
.
ev,"d ent t Iiat t he sameness of t he state consists
ch"1efl y .m onthesameness of ,he
the sameness of the constitution, and may be called or ~i~~'.titu-

~:!h':,0;

• Cp. ii . 6. ~ 6.

b

Cp. vii . c. 4 and c. 5.
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HI. 3. not called by the same name, whether the inhabitants
are the same or entirely different. It is quite another
question, whether a state ought or ought not to fulfil
engagements when the form of govern ment changes.
4.
There is a poi nt nearly allied to t he preceding :
Is the virtue Whethe r the virtue of a good man and a good citizen
of the good
.
.
man the
is the same or not•. But, before entering on this discussame as
1
•
f J
that of the sion, we must first obtain some genera notion o t 1e
f~~n 1 virtue of t he citizen. L ike the sailor, the citizen is a
member of a community. Now, sailors have different 2
functions, for one of them is a rower, another a pilot, and
a third a look-out-man, a fourth is described by some
similar term; and while the precise definition of each
individual's virtue applies exclusively to him, there is, at
t he same time, a common defi nition applicable to them
all. F or they have all of them a common object, which
The ,inuc is safety in navigation. Similarly, one citizen differs from 3
of the
citi1.en
another, but the salvation of the community is the
~:~;~!~~ common business of them all. This commu ni ty is the
sta tes. and state ; t he virtue of the citize.n must therefore be relative
therefore
cannot aJ. to t he constitution of which he is a member.
If, th en,
w a v s b<e the J
r
f
·
·
"d
J
s:une as tha, t 1ere arc many ,orms o government, 1t 1s ev1 ent t 1at
~..~'.• good the virtue of t he good citizen cannot be t he one perfect
virtue. But we say that the good man is he who has
perfect virtue. H ence it is evident that the good citize n 4
need not of necessity possess the virtue which makes a
good man.
The same question may also be approached by another
Even in the road, from a consideration of the p erfect state.
If the 5
pcrfoct
b
.
f
sta te.
state cannot e ent irely composed o good men, and each
11
~~tJI!~ citizen is expected to do his own business well, and must
citizens.
therefore have virtue, inasmuch as all the citizens cannot
thev n.re
not' neces· be alike, th e virtue of the citizen and of the good man can-1277a.
good not coincide. All must have the virtue of the good citizen
-thus, and thus only, can the state be perfect ; but they
will not have the virtue of a good man, unless we assume
that in t he good state all th e citizens must be good.

::~~Y

• Cp. N. Et h. v.

2.

§
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6

Agai n, the state may be compared to t he living being: II I. 4.
as the first elements into wh ich the living being is The citiwns
.
differ
resolved are soul and body, as the soul 1s made up of among
•
r
'Iyo f h usban d an d w1'fe, pro- and
themselves
reason anoJ appetite,
t h e ,am,
there- '
cannot
crty of master and slave, so out of all these, as well as ro
a11re1lave
P
other dissimilar elements, the state is composed ; and, ,he same
therefore, the virtue of all the citizens can not possibly be virtue.
the same, any more tha n the excellence of the leader of
a chorus is the same as that of the performer who stands
7 by his side. I have said enough to show why the two kinds
of virtue cannot be abso lutely and always the same.
But will there t hen be no case in which the virtue of
the good citizen a nd the virtue of the good man coincide? T o this we answer (not that the good citizen, The good
.
d
d .
d ruler is the
b ut ] t h at t I1e good ru ler 1s a goo an wise man, an good man.
that he who would be a statesman must be a wise man.
·
B And some persons say that even the education of the
ru ler should be of a special ki nd; for are not the children
of ki ngs instructed in riding and military exercises? As
Eu ripides says :
' No subtle arts for me, but what t he state requires.' a

As though there were a special education needed by
a ruler. If then the virtue of a good ruler is the sa me as
that of a good man, and we assume furt her that the subject is a citizen as well as the ruler, the virtue of the
good citizen and the virtue of the good man cannot be
always the same, although in some cases [i.e. in t he perfect state] they may; for the virtue of a ruler differs
from that of a citizen. It was the sense of this difference
wh ich made Jason say that 'he felt hungry when he was
not a tyrant,' meaning that he could not endure to live
10 in a private station.
But, on the other hand, it may be But ~re
.
r
k nowmg
.
b ot I1 h ow to ci1iwns
not all tho
argued t h at men are praised
,or
rule and how to obey, and he is said to be a citizen of;~~~'~in
approved virtue who is able to do both. Now if we sup·
pose the virtue of a good man to be that which rules,
9

• Fragmen t from the Aeolus, quoted in Stobaeus, 45. 13.
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III. 4. and the virtue of the citizen to include ruling and obeying,
it cannot be said that they arc equally worthy of praise.
Ye5; bv
Seeing, then, that according to common opinion the ruler 11
obedierice
they learn and the ruled must at some time or other learn the duties
to rule.
of both, but that what they learn is differen t, and that
the citizen must know and share in them both ; the in. ference is obvious•. There is, indeed, the rule of a
master which is concerned with menial offices \ -th e
The o becli- master need not know how to perform these, but may ·
encc 1s not
.
such as that employ others in the execution of them : anyth ing else
of slaves or
·
'
mechanics, would be degradmg;
and by anyth mg
else I mean t h e 12
menial duties which vary much in character and are
ex ecuted by various classes of slaves, such, for example,
as handicraftsmen, who, as their name signifies, live by
the labour of th eir hands :-under these the mechanic is 1277b.
included. H ence in ancient times, and among some
nations, the working classes had no share in the government- a privilege wh ich t hey only acquired under the
extreme democracy. Certainly the good man and the 13
statesman and the good citizen ought not to learn the
crafts of inferio rs except for t heir own occasional use• ;
if they habituall y practise them, there will cease to be a
distinction between master and slave.
but the
This is not the ru le of which we are speaking; but 14
obt.'d.ience
of freemen there is a ru le of another kind, wh ich is exercised over
:~tfo~~rsti- freemen and equals by birth- a constitutional rule, which
state.
the ruler must learn by obeying, as he would learn
the d uties of a general of cavalry by being under the
orde rs of a general of cavalry, or the duties of a general
of infantry by being un der ·t he orders of a general of
infantry, or by having had the com ma nd of a company
or brigade. It has been well said that ' he who has never
learned to obey cannot be a good commander.' The 15
t wo a re not the same, but the good citizen ought to be
capable of both ; he should know how to govern like a
• Viz. that some kind of previous subjection is an advantage to
the ruler. Cp. infra, § 14.
b Cp. i. 7. §§ 2- 5.
• Cp. viii. 2 . ~ 5.
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freeman, and how to obey like a freeman-these are the III. 4.
,6 virtues of a citizen. A nd, although the temperance and
justice of a ruler are distinct from those of a subj ect, the
virtue ·of a good man will include both ; for the good
man, who is free and also a subject, will not have one virtue
only, say justice,- but he will have distinct ki nds of virtue,
the one qualifying him to rule, the other to obey, and d iffering as the temperance and courage of men and women
17 differ... For a man would be thought a coward if he had
no more courage than a courageous woman, and a woman
would b e thought loquacious if she imposed no more
restraint on her conversation than the good man ; and
indeed thei r part in the management of the househoid
is different, for the d uty of the one is to acquire, and of th e
. other to preserve. Pract ical wisdom only is cha racteristic P(actical.
.
.
wisdom 1s
of the ru ler b : 1t would seem that all other virtues must the virtue of
18 equally belong to ruler and subject. The virtu e of the the ruler.
subject is certainly not wisdom, but only true opinion;
he may be compared to t he maker of the flute, while his
master is like the flut e-player or user of the flute•.
From these considerations may be gathered the answer
to the question, whether the virtue of the good man is
the same as that of the good citizen, or different, and
how far t he same, and how far differenttl.
There still remains one more question about the
5.
citizen : Is he only a true citizen who has a share of
office, or is th e mechan ic to be included? If they who Is the
· ·
. .
mechanic a
ho Id no offi ce are to b e d eemed citizens,
not every c1t1zen citizen?
can have this virtue of ruling and obeying • which makes
a citizen •. A nd if none of t he lower class are citizens,
in which part of the state a re they to be placed? For
they are not resident aliens, and they are not foreigners.
• Cp. i. 13. § 9.
b Cp. Rep. iv. 428.
• Cp. Rep. x. 6o1 o, E.
d Cp. c. 5. § 10 ; c. 18. § I; iv. 7 . § 2; v ii. 14. § 8.
• Or, 'for this man (i. e. the meaner sort of man) is a citizen
and does not exercise ruJe >(see below, § 3, ,l JU Kat o~ror r.oXirqr).
According to the way of taking the passage which is followed in
tbe text, otTot ei O lx(i)v T'l)v TotaV'T']11 ,iptTt}v: according to the second
way, it refers to i3avauuor.

ARE 1JfECHANICS CITIZENS?

III. 5. T o this objection may we not reply, that there is no 1278a.
more absurdity in excluding th em than in excluding •
slaves and freedmen from any of the above-mentioned
classes? It must be admitted that we cannot consider all
those to be citizens who are necessary to the existence
H e is ne<:es- of the state; for example, children a re not citizens
Sary to the
II
.h
h
..
b I I
exi,tence of equa y Wit grown up men, W O are Citizens a SO Ut e y,
"not
staate.part
but but children, not beinoo grown up , are only citizens in a
of it, and qualified sense. Doubtless in a ncient t imes, and among 3
some nations, the artisan class were slaves or foreigners,
and therefore the majority of them are so now. The
therefore in best form of state will not admit them to citize nship ;
:~;t~ ~t a but if they are admit ted, t hen ou r definition of the
~;izen at
virtue of a . citizen will apply t o some cit izens and freemen only, and not to those who work for t heir living.
The latter class, to whom toil is a necessity, a re either 4
slaves who minister to the wants of individuals, or
mechanics and labourers who are the servants of the
community. These reflections carried a little further
will explain their position; and indeed what has been
said alread y is of itself ex planation enough.
Since there are many forms of government there must 5
be many varieties of citizens, and especially of citizens
Chizenship who arc subjects; so that under so me governments the
relative, to
the consti- mechanic and the labou rer will be citizens, but not in
tution.
others, as, for example, in aristocracy or the so-called
government of the ·best (if there be such an one), in
wh ich honours arc given according to virtue and merit ;
for no man can practise virtue who is living the life of a
mechanic or labourer. In oligarchies the qualification 6
for office is high, and therefore no labourer can ever be
a citizen ; but a mechanic may, for many of them are
rich. At Thebes• there was a law that no man could 7
hold office who had not retired from busi ness for ten
years. In many states the law goes to the length of
admitting aliens; for in some democracies a man is a
citizen though his mother only be a citizen [and his
• Cp. vi . 7. § 4.
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father an al ien J; and a similar principle is applied to III. 5.
s illegitimate children; the law is relaxed when there is a
dearth of population. But when the number of citizens
increases, first the child ren of a male or a female slave are
excluded ; then those whose mothers only are citizens ;
and at last the right of citize nship is confined to those
whose fathers and mothers are both citizens.
9
Hence, as is evident, there are different k inds of The true
citizens ; and he is a citizen in the highest sense who~~~~~~ in
shares in the honours of the stat e. In the poems of ,he
honours
of state.
Homer [ Achilles complains of Agamemnon treating
him] 'like some dishonoured stranger b ;' for he who is
excluded from the honours of the state i.s no better than
an alien. But when this exclusion is concealed, then the
object is to deceive the inhabitants.
1278 b. As to the question whether the virtue of the good man Final
JO
t
. ti1e same as t hat of t I1e good c1.t1zen,
.
.
answer o
1s
t he cons1"d eratJons
thcque$tion
already add uced prove that in some states the two are
the same, and in others different. When they are the citizen is
.
the good
same 1t is not the virtue of every citizen which is the man:
same as that of the good man, but only the virtue of the
statesman and of those who have or may have, alone or
in conjunction wit h others, the conduct of public affairs.
Having determined these questions, we have next to 6 .
consider whether there is only one form of government
or many, and if many, what they are, and how many,
and what are the differences between them.
A constitution is the arrangement of magistracies in a Constitustate0, especially of the highest of all. The government '.~f;1
,".1t~"Y
is everywhere sovereign in t he state, and the constitution ~::,".,~~fd
• is in fact the government. Fo r example in democracies in relation
'
to the end.
the people are supreme, but in oligarchies, the few ; and,
therefore, we say t hat these tv.ro forms of government
are different : and so in other cases.
First, let us consider what is the purpose of a state, What is the
r
end of the
and I10w many ,orms
of government there are by wh 1"ch state?
3 human society is regulated. We have already said, in

;;;b;:;.;:r

• Cp. v. 4. § 16.

C
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III. 6. the former part of this treatise•, when drawing a dist inction between household-management and the rule
of a master, that man is by nature a political animal.
And therefore, men, even when they do not require one
another's help, desire to live together all the same, and
are in fact brought together by their common interests
in proportion as they severally attain to any measure of
well-being. This is certainly the chief end, both of 4
individuals and of states. And also for the sake of mere
life (in which there is possibly some noble element)
mankind meet together and maintain the political community, so long as the evils of existence do not greatly
overbalance the good b , And we all see that men cling 5
to life even in the midst of misfortune, seeming to find
in it a natural sweetness and happiness.
There is no difficulty in distinguishing the various
The various
kinds of
kinds
of authority; they have been often defined a lready
rule.
in popular works•. The rule of a master, although 6
.the slave by nature and . the master by nature have in
reality the same interests, is nevertheless exercised
primarily with a view to the interest of the master, but
accidentally considers t he slave, since, if the slave perish,
the rule of the master perishes with him. On the other 7
hand, the government of a wife and children and of a
household, which we have called household-management,
Rule is
is exercised in the first instance for the good of the
fn~;;':,~':,;{ governed or for the common good of both parties, but
ror 1he r h essentially for the good of the governed, as we see to
go00 o t e
governed, be the case in medicine, gymnastic, and the arts inl2i9,.
general, which are only accidentally concerned with the
good of the artists
themselves d. (For there is no reason
,
why the trainer may not sometimes practise gymnastics, and the pilot is always one of the crew.) The s
trainer or the pilot considers the good of those committed to his care. But, when he is one of the persons
taken care of, he accidentally participates in the ad• Cp. i. 2. §§ 9, 10.
c Or, 'in our popular works.'

b
d

Cp. Plato Polit. 302

Cp. Pl. Rep. i.

A.
341 D.
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vantage, for the pilot is also a sailor, and the t rai ner III. 6.
becomes one of those in training. And so in politics:
9
when the state is framed upon the principle of equality
and likeness, the citizens thi nk that they ought to hold
office by turns. In the order of nature every one would
take his turn of service; and then again, somebody else
would look after his interest , just as he, while in office,
had looked afte r theirs 3 • (That was originally the
ro way.) But now-a-days, for the sake of the advantage
which is to be gained from the public revenues and from
office, men want to be always in office. One might
imagine that the ru lers, being sickly, were only kept in
health while t hey continued in office; in that case we
may be sure that they would be hunting after places.
1, T he conclusion is evident : that governments, which and is perdverted
.
h ave a regard t o t h e common .interest, are constitute
when exer·
in accordance with strict principles of justice, and are f~~~~,t~1
therefore true forms; but those which regard only the the rule r.
interest of the ru lers are all defective and perverte.d
forms, for t hey are despotic, whereas a state is a community of freemen.
Having det ermined these points, we have next to con7.
sider how many forms of government there are, and Forms of
what they are; and in the first place what are the true m
govern·
ent, true
forms, for when they are determined the perversions of and per'JI at once b e apparent . · T he word s constitution
, . verted.
2 th em w1
and government have t he same meaning, and the government, which is the supreme authority in states, must he
in the hands of one, or of a few, or of many. The t rue
forms of government, therefore, are those in which the
one, or the. few, or the many, govern with a view to the
common interest; but govern ments which rule with a
view to the private interest, whether of the one, or of the
few, or of the many, are perversions b. F or citizens, if (a) The true
they are truly citizens, ought to participate in the ad- forms.
vantages of a state. Of forms of government in which one(,) Royalty,
or the rule
,
.
3 ru Ies, we call that which regards the common mterests, or one.
• Cp. ii. 2. §§ 6, 7.

b

Cp. Eth. viii.
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III. 7. kingship or royalty; that in which more than one, but ·
(~) Aristo- not many, ru le, aristocracy (the rule of t he oest] ; and
r:::.cr of a it is so called, either b ecause the rulers· are the best men,
or because they have at heart the best interests of t he
state and of the citizens. But when the citizens at large
admi nister the state for the common interest, the government is called by the generic nacne,-a constitution
(3) • Polity' [1ro>..,nla). And there is a reason for this use of language.
ot
the
. 0
. ue; b ut o f virtue
.
citizens a t
ne man or a few may excel .111. virt
4
large.
t here are many kinds: and as the number increases it
(But all for becomes more difficult for t hem to attain perfection in 1279b.
j~~;kc every kin d, though t hey may in military virtue, for t his
governed.) is fou nd in t he· masses.
Hence, in a constitutional_
government t he fighting-men have the supreme power,
a nd t hose who· p ossess arms are the citizens.
(h) The per·
Of the above-mentioned forms, the perversions are as s
ver.sions.
f
II
f royaIty, tyranny; o f aristocracy,
.
<•J tyranny, o ows
o1·1garc hy;.
<• oli'gor- of constitutwnal government, democracy. For tyra nn y
(3) Je'~·o- is a kind of monarchy which has in view t he interest of
cracy. the monarch only; oligarchy has in view the interest of
t he wealthy; democracy, of the needy : none of them the
common good of all.
8.
But the re are difficult ies about these forms of governThe divi- ment, and it will therefore be necessary to state a little
sion however must more at length the nature of each of them. For he
0
who would make a philosophical st udy of the various
merely _on sciences, and does not regard practice only, ought not to
n prmcJp1e
.
.
o f nuniber overlook or omit anytlung, but to set forth the t ruth in
(quantuy). every particular. T yranny, as I was saying, is monarchy 2
exercising the rule of a master over political society;
oligarchy is when men of property have the government
in their hands; democracy, the opposite, when the ind igent , and not the men of property, are the rulers.
And here arises the first of our difficulties, and it relates 3
t o the definition just given. For democracy is said to
be the government of t he many. But what if the many
are men of property and have the power in their ha nds?
I n like manner oligarchy is said to be the government

:-:-°.
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of the few ; but what if the poor are fewer than the rich, III. 8.
and have the power in their hands because they are
stronger? I n these cases the d istin<;tion which we have
drawn. between these different forms of government
would no longer hold good.
Suppose, once more, that we add wealth to the few w e,1th
4
and pove rty to the many, and name the governments (;,;~~i~;)ty
accordin!lly-an oligarchy is said to be that in wh ich bemust
also
conthe few and the wealthy, and a democracy that in which sidered.
t he many and the poor are th e ru lers-there will still be
" a difficulty. For, if the only forms of government a re
the ones already mentioned, how shall we describe those
other governments also just mentioned by us, in which
the rich · are the more numerous and the poor are the
fewer, anu both govern in their respective states?
6
The argument seems to show that, whether in oli- Th.• q ~ali. or .in d emocracies,
. t l1e num
. b er of t I1e governing
. es.sential
tauve ,s 1he
garc111es
body, whether the greater number, as in a democracy, ~~~nt~·;~, ive
or the smaller number, as in an oligarchy,
is an accide11t dthe
a cci...
cnta1
due to the fact that the rich everywhere are few, and uifforence,
h
.
.
I
though in
t he poor numerous. But .f
I so, t ere 1s a m1sappre 1en- fact they
7 sion of the causes of the d ifference between· them. For
the real difference between democracy and oligarchy is
1280a. poverty and wealth. Wherever men rule by reason of
their wealth, whether they be few or many, that is an
oligarchy, and where the poor rule, that is a democracy.
But as a fact t he rich are few and the poor many : for
few are well-to-do, whereas freedom is enjoyed by all,
and wealth and freedom are the grounds on which the
oiigarchical and democratical parties respectively claim
power in the state.
Let us begin by considering the common definitions
9.
of oligarchy and democracy, and what is justice oligarchical and democratical. For all men cling to justice
of some kind, but their conceptions a re imperfect and
they do not express the whole idea. For example, Justice is
·
·
.
.
.
equality to
Justice 1s thought by them to be, and is, equality, not, equals,
• however, for all, but only for equals. And inequality is
oJ

f~r::i~t

\ 'OL. 1.
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III. 9. t hought to be, and is, justice; neither is this for all, but
inequality only for unequals. \ ¥ hen the perso ns are omitted, t hen
to unequals, _but men judge erro neously. The reason is that t hey a re
people m
.
.
passing Judgment on themselves, and most people are
general
leave ou
· dges Ill
· t h e1r
· own ca.se. ' A n d w h ereas Justice
· · 3
sight
thet of b a d JU

r,;1°:~·

\
\

.

'

implies a relation to persons as well as t o things, and
,elatFve
a just dist ribution, as I have already said in t he Ethics•,
mtheplace
.
}"
h
k
Jd
of absolu te embraces ali ke persons and t 11ngs, t ey ac now e ge
j ustice.
the equality of the thi ngs, b ut dispute about the merit
of the persons, chiefly for the reason which I have just
given, -because they are bad judges in their own affai rs ;
and secondly, because both the parties to th e argument
are speaking of a limited and partial justice, but imagine
themselves to be speak ing of absol ute justice. F or tho~c 4
who are unequal in one respect, for ei:cample we,lith,
consider themselves to be unequal in all ; and any who
are equal in one respect, for example freedom, consider
themselves to be equal in all. But they leave out t he
The state capital point . For if men met and associated out of 5
exists
· s hare m
· t J1e state wou)d b e
for thenot
sake regard to wea It h on Jy, t h e1r
of wealth or proportioned to their property and the oligarchi cal
securi ty or
'
society,
doctrine would then seem to carry the day. It would
-b~
.
.
.
sake ofa not be JUSt that he who paid one mma should have the
good life. same share of a h undred minae, bwhether of the principal
or of t he profits\ as he who paid the remaining ninet ynine. But a state exists for the ~ake of a good life, and 6
not for t he sake of life only : if life only were the object,
slaves and brute a nimals might form a state, b ut they
cannot, for they have no share in happiness or in a life
of free choice. Nor does a state exist for the sake of
alliance and security from injustice 0 , nor yet for t he
sake of exchange and mutual intercourse ; for t hen the
T yrrhenians and the Carth~ginians, and all who have
commercial t reaties with one another, would be the
citizens of one state. True, they have agreements about 7

·/;"'

• Nicom. Ethics, v. 3. § 4.
b Or, wit h Bernays, 'either in t he case of the original contributors or their successors.'
c Cp. c. r. § 4.
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imports, and engagements that they will do no wrong III. 9.
to one another, and written articles of alliance. But
12sob. there are no magistracies common to the contracting
parties who will enforce their engagements ; different
states have each their own magistracies. Nor does one
state take care that the citizens of the other are such
as they ought to be, nor see that those who come under
the terms of the t reaty do no wrong or wickedness at
all, but only that they do no injustice to one another.
s Whereas, those who care for good government take into
consideration [the larger question of] virtue and vice in
states. \:Vhence it may be further inferred that avirtue
must be the serious care of a state which truly deserves
the name• : for [without this ethical end] the com- It is more
· b ecomes a mere a JI"1ance wI11c
· I1 d'""
Lhan a mere
mumty
1uers on Iy ·m alliance
deplace from alliances of which the members live apart;
::.
0
and law is only a conventfon, 'a surety to one another of tion of life
, . ,
h" L
I and proJUStlce, as the sop 1st ycophron says, and has no rea pcrty.
power to make the citizens good and just.
9
This is obvious ; for suppose distinct places, such as
Corinth and Megara, to be united by a wall, still they
10 would not be one city, not even if the citizens had the
right to intermarry, which is one of the rights peculiarly It implies
. . o f states. A gam,
.
·r
d we It at a interno, only
charac t enstic
1 men
distance from one another, but not so far off as to have mtercourse>
marriag~.
no intercourse, and there were laws among them that exchange.
they should not wrong each oth er in their exchanges,
neither would this be a state. · L et us suppose that one
man is a carpenter, another a husbandman, another a
shoemaker, and so on, and that their number is ten
thousand : nevertheless, if they have nothing in common
but exch;rnge, alliance, and the like, that would not
11 constitute a state.
Why is this? Sur ely not because
they are at a distance from one another : for even sup- a common
posing that such a community were to meet in one place, localily,
and that each man had a house of his own, which was

~~f;~

a Or, 'virtue must be the care of a state which is truly so called,
and not merely in name.'
C .l
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III. 9. in a manner his state, and that they made alliance with
one another, but only against evil-doers; still an accurate
thinker would not deem this to be a state, if their intercourse with one another was of the same character after
as before th eir union. It is clear then that a state is not "
a mere society, having a common place, established for
the prevention of crime and for the sake of exchange.
but much These are conditions without which a state cannot exist;
more
·
these, tha
viz.n a b ut a JI o f t I1em toget her d o not constitute
a state., wh'tCf1
~1~~tity is a community of well-being in families and aggregabeing.
tions of families, for the sake of a perfect and selfsufficing life. Such a community can only be established 13
among those who live in the same place and intermarry.
Hence arise in cities family connexions, brothi:;rhoods,
common sacrifices, amusements which draw men together.
They are created by friendship, for friendship is the
motive of society. The end is the good life, and th ese
are the means towards it. And the state is the union 14
of families and villages having for an end a perfect and 12s1c..
self-sufficing life, by which we mean a happy and honourable life•.
Our conclusion, then, is that political society exists
for the sake of noble actions, and not of mere comThose who panionship. And they who contribute most to such 15
contribute
·
h ave a greater share m
· 1t
· t l1an t h ose wh o have
most to
a society
such a h
the same or a greater freedom or nobility of birth but
society ave
the. greatest are inferior to them in political virtue; or than those
claim
.
power.to
wh o exceed them .m wea It h b ut are surpasse d by t h em m
virtue.
From what has been said it will be clearly seen that
all the partisans of different forms of government speak
of a part of justice on!y.
10.
There is also a doubt as to what is to be the
Who are
supreme power in the state :-Is it the multitude? Or
the wealthy ? Or the good? Or the one best man?
power?
Or a tyrant? Any of these alternatives seems to involve
disagreeable consequences. If the poor, for example,

;~;!:e

• Cp. i . 2. § 8; N. Eth. i. 7. § 6.
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because they are more in number, divide among them- III. 10.
selves the property of the rich,-is not this unjust? No,
by heaven (will be the reply), for the lawful authority
2 (i. e. the people) willed it. But if this ·is not injustice, pray
what is? Again, when [in the first divisionJ all has been Difficulties:
. . d"1v1
"d e anew t I1e p roperty of t I1e any
class
tak en, an d t h e maJonty
having the
minority, is it not evid ent, if this goes on, that they will rc.'~~~-may
ruin the state ? Yet surely, virtue is not the ruin of those justly
.• is_
its authonty
who possess her, nor is justice destructive of a state•; to be
and therefore this law of confiscation clearly cannot be·t~~?ed
., just. If it were, all the acts of a tyrant must of necessity be just; for he only coerces other men by superior
power, just as the multitude coerce the rich. But is it
just th en that the few and the wealt hy should be the
rulers? And what if they, in like ma nner, rob and
plunder the people,-is this just? If so, the other case
[i. e. the case of the majority plundering the minority]
4 will likewise b e just.
But there can be no doubt that all
these things are wrong a nd unjust .
Then ought the good to rule and have supreme The m le o f
power ? But in that case everybody else, bei ng excluded
from power, will be dishonoured. F or the offices of a ~~~~~de the
state are posts of honour; and if one set of men always citizens.
s hold them, the rest must be deprived of them. Then
will it be well that the one best man should rule? Nay,
that is still more oligarchical, for the number of those
who are dishonoured is thereby increased. Some one
may say that it is bad for a man, subject as he is to all
the accidents of human passion, to have the supreme
power, rather than the law. But what if the law itself Even the
. J Or O1·1garc11·lea l, h OW WI"lJ t h at he Ip US rule
of the
b e d emocrat1ca
law may
ou t of our difficulties b? Not at all ; the same conse- ~:~; !eprequences will follow.
party.
Most of these questions may be reserved for another
I I.
occasion. The principle that the multitude ought to be
supreme rather than the few best is capable of a satis-

~~ng:i

• Cp. Plato Rep. i. 351, 352.

b

Cp. c.

I I.
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factory explanation, and, though not free from difficulty,
yet seems to contain an element of truth. For the 2
:~~1d have many, of whom each individual is b ut an ordinary person, 1281b.
power.
when they meet together may very likely be better than
T hey a re
wiser than the few good, if regarded not individually but collecany one
t ively, j ust as a feast to which many contribute is better
man,
than a dinner provided out of a sing!~ purse. F or
each ind ividua l among the many has a share of virtue
and prudence, and when they meet together they become in a manner one man, who has many feet, and
hands, and senses; that is a figure of their mind and
disposition. Hence the many are better judges than a 3
single man of music and poetry; for some understand
one part, and some another, and a mong them, they un derstand the whole. There is a similar combination of 4
qu;ilities in good men, who d iffer from any individual of
the many, as the beautiful a re said to differ from those
who are not beautiful, and works of art from realities,
because in them the scattered elements are combined,
although, if taken separately, the eye of one person or
some other feature in another person would be fairer
than in the picture. vVhether this principle can apply to s
every democracy, and to all b odies of men, is not clear.
Or rather, by heaven, in some cases it is impossible of
application ; for the argu ment would equally hold about
brutes ; and wherein, it will be asked, do some men differ
in many
from brutes? But there may be bodies of men abo ut
cases,
And if so, t he 6
though not whom our statement is nevertheless true.
always.
di fficulty which has been already raised, and also another
which is akin to it- viz. what power should be assigned
to the mass of freemen and citizens, who are not rich and
have no personal merit-are both solved. There is still ;
a da nger in allowing them to share the great offices
of state, for their folly will lead them into error, and
t heir dishonesty into crime. But there is a danger also
in not letting them share, for a state in which many poor
men are excluded from office will necessarily be full of
~nem ies. The only way of escape is to assign to them s
II.

Why the
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so me deliberative and judicial functions. For this reason III. 1 1.
Solon• and certain other legislators give them the power
of electing to offices, and of calling the magistrates to
account, but they do not allow them to hold office
\:Vhen they meet together their perceptions Their
9 si ngly.
·
wisdom
a re q u1te good enough , an d com b'med w1·t I1 t he b etter collective.
class they are useful to the state (just as impu re food
when mixed with what is pure sometimes makes the
entire mass more wholesome than a small quantity of
the pu re would be), but each individual, left to himself,
10 forms a n imperfect judgment.
On the other hand, the But should
r
f
.
. d'ffi
. expert
not the
popu Iar ,orm o government mvo lves certam
1 cu Ities.
be
In the first place, it might be objected that he who ca n i~,g~;~{. 1
j udge of the healing of a sick man would be one who
co uld himself heal his disease, and make him whole1282a. that is, in ot her words, the physician ; and so in all professions and arts. As, then, the physician ought to be
called to account by physicians, so ought men in general
" to be called to account by their peers. But physicians
are of three kinds :-there is the apothecary, and there is
the physician of the higher class, and thirdly the int elligent
man who has studied the art : in a ll arts there is such a
class ; a nd we attribute the power of j udging to them
12 quite as much as to professors of the art . N ow, does not
the same principle apply to elections ? For a right election can only be made by those who have knowledge; a
geometrician, for example, will choose rightly in matters
of geometry, or a pilot in matters of steeri ng ; and, even
if t here be some occupations and arts with which private persons are fam iliar, they certainly cannot judge
13 better than those who know. So that, accordi ng to this
argument, neither the election of magistrates, nor the
14 calling of them to accoun t, should be intrusted to the
many. Yet possibly these objections are to a great extent Answer:
.
the people
met by our old answer, t hat 1f the people a re not utterly may be l\blc
degraded, although individually they may be worse to judge
• Cp . ..
u.. 12. ,, 5.
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III. II . judges than those who have special k nowledge-as a
though they body they are as good or better. Moreover, t here are
~00
•
.
•
spe,:ial
some art ists whose works are Judged of solely, or in the
knowledge. best manner, not by themselves, but by those who do
not possess the art; for exa mple, the knowledge of the
house is not limited to the builder only; the user, or, in
other words, the master, of th e house will even be a
better j udge than the builder, just as the pilot wi ll j udge
better of a rudder than t he carpe nter, and the guest wi ll
judge better of a feast than the cook.
This difficulty seems now to be sufficiently answered, , ;
but there is another akin to it. Tha t inferior persons
should have authority in greater matters than the good
would appear to be a strange thing, yet the election and
calling to account of the magist rates is the greatest of
all. And these, as I was saying, are functions wh ich in
some states are assigned to the people, for the assembly
Sovereignty is supreme in all such matters. Yet persons of any age, 16
of
t he
.
b ut a sma11 property q ua 1·n
. 111
. t I1e
people
an d havmg
I ca t·.1011, sit
assembly and deliberate and j udge, although for the
tousl but
g reat officers of state, such as controllers and generals,
VO <
mit
rtntrale.
a high qualification is required. T his difficulty may be
solved in the same manner as the preceding, and the
present practice of democracies may be really defensible. 17
For the power does not reside in the dicast, or senator,
or ecclesiast, but in the court and the senate, and the
assembly, of which ind ividual senators, or ecclesiasts,
or d icasts, are only parts or members. And for this ,s ·
reason the many may claim to have a higher authority than the few ; for the people, and the senate, and
th e co urts consist of many persons, and their property
collectively is greater th an the property of one or of a few
ind ivid uals holding great offices. B ut enough of this.
1
The Jaws
The discussion of the first question a shows nothing so1i52b.
when good
clearly as that laws, when good, should be supreme; and
supreme.
But what that t he magistrate or magistra tes should regulate those
are good
laws?
matter~ only on wh ich t he laws are unable to speak with

':.1:::/Jet

•. Cp. c.
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precision owing to the difficulty of any general pri nciple III. 1 t.
, 0 embracing all particulars•.
But what are good laws has
not yet been clearly explained ; the old difficulty remains ~'. The goodness or badness, justice or injustice, of
laws is of necessity relative to the constitutions of states.
2 1 Rut if so, true forms of government will of necessity
have just laws, and perverted forms of government will
have unjust laws.
In all sciences and arts the end is a good, and especially
12.
and above all in the highest of all 0 - this is the political
science of which the good is justice, in other words, the
common interest. All men think justice to be a sort of Justi':" is
.
d h
. h equality.
equality; and to a certatn extent t ey agree m t e
philosophical distinctions which have been laid down by
us about Ethics•. For they admit that j ustice is a th ing
having relation to persons, and that equals ought to
2 have equality.
But there still remains a question ; But .
equality or inequality of what? here is a difficulty f~';~i?
which the political philosopher has to resolve. For
very likely some persons wil l say that offices of state
ought to be unequally distributed according to superior
excellence, in whatever respect, of the citizen, although
there is no other difference between him and the rest of
the comm unity; for that those who differ in any one
3 respect have d ifferent rights and claims. But, surely, if Not in any. true, t l1e comp lex1on
.
. h t of a man, or any ev.ry,hing.
thing and
t h .ts 1s
or h etg
other advantage, will be a reason for his obtaining a
4 greater share of political rights.
The error here lies
upon the surface, and may be illustrated from the other
arts and sciences. When a number of flute-players are
equal in their art, there is no reason why those of them
who are better born should have better flutes given to
them; for they will not play any better on the flute, and
the superior instrument should be reserved for him who
is the superior artist. If what I am saying is still obscure,
5 it will be made clearer as we proceed. For if there were
a Cp. N . Eth. v. 10. § 4.
c Cp. i.1. § lj N. E th. i. t. § t.

d

" Cp. c. to.§ S·
Cp. C. 9. § 1. • Cp. N.Eth. v. 3 .
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I II. I z. a s upe rior flu te-player who was far inferior in b irth and
beauty, al though either of t hese may be a greater good
than the art of flute-playing, and persons gifted with these
qualities may excel the flute-player in a greater ratio
than he excels them in h is art, still he ought to have the
b est flutes given to him, unless the advantages of wealth 128Sa.
and b irth cont ribute to excellence in flute-playing, which
Differences they do not.
Moreover upon this principle a ny good 6
f,~~;~~'Y may be compa red with any other. For if a given height,
common
then height in general may be measured either against
measure.
height or against freedom. Thus if A excels in height
more than B in virtue, and height in general is more
excellent than virtue, all thi ngs will be commensurable
( which is absurd] ; for if a certain magnitude is great er
than some other, it is clear t hat some other will b e equal.
What kinds But since no such co mparison can be made, it is evident 7
o f super,I
h
.
d reason w h y m
. po1·1t1cs
. men d o not
ority give a t 1at t ere 1s goo
~;':;C:,~ g round their claim to office on every sort of inequality
power?
any more than in the arts. F or if some be slow, and
others swift, that is no reason why the one should have
little and the others much ; it is in gymnastic contests
t hat such excellence is rewarded. vVhereas the rival s
claims of candidates for office can o nly be based on the
possession of elements which enter into the composition
of a stat e, [such as wealth, virtue, etc.] And therefore
the noble, or free-born, or rich, may with good reason
claim office; for holders of offices must be freemen and
tax-payers : a state can be no more composed enti rely of
poor men than ent irely of slaves. But if wealth and 9
freedom are necessa ry elements, justice and valour are
equally so•; for without the former a state cannot exist
at all, without the latter not well.
1 3.
If the existence of the state is alone to be considered,
then it would seem t hat a)I, or some at least, of these
claims are just ; but, if we take into account a good
life, as I have a lready said b, education and virtue have
• Cp. iv. 4. §§ 12- 16.

b

Cp. c. 9. §§

14,

15.
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superior claims. As, however, those who are equal in III. 13.
one thing ought not to be equal in all, nor those who
are unequal in one thing to be unequal in all, it is
certain that all forms of government which rest on either
• of the~e principles are perversions. All men have a claim The cla ims
in a certain sense, as I have already admitted, but they of wealth,
have not an absolute claim. The rich claim because they
have a greater share in th e land, and land is the common
element of the state; also they are generally more
trustworthy in contracts. The free claim under the same of birth,
title as the noble ; for they a re nearly akin. And the
noble are citizens in a truer sense than the ignoble,
since good birth is always valued in a man's own home
3 and country 3 • Another reason is, that those who are
sprung from better ancestors are likely to be better
men, for nobility is excellence of race. Virtue, too, may or virtue,
be truly said to have a claim, for j ustice has been acknowledged by us to be a socialh virtu e, and it implies
4 all others•.
Again, the many may urge thei r claim of numbers.
against the few; for, when taken collecti1rely, and com·
pared with the few, they are stronger and richer and
1283b. better.
But , what if the good, the rich, the noble, Concurrent
claims.
and the other classes who make up a state, are all
living together in the same city, will there, or will there
5 not, be any doubt who shall rule? - No doubt at all
in determining who ought to rule in each of the abovementioned forms of government. For states a re characterized by differences in their governing bodies- one
of them has a government of the rich, another of the
virtuous, and so on. But a difficulty arises when all these
6 elements coexist.
H ow are we to decide? Suppose the
virtuous to be very few in number: may we consider
their numbers in relation t o their duties, and ask whether
they are enough to administer the state, or must they be
so many as wi ll make up a state? Objections may be
7 urged against all the aspirants to political power. F or
those who found their claims on wealth or family have
• Cp. i. 6. § 7.

b

Cp. i.

2. §

16.

C

Cp. N. E th. v. I. § 15.
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III. 13. no basis of justice; on this principle, if any one person
were richer than all the rest, it is dear that he ought to
b e t he ruler of them. In like manner he who is very
distinguished by his birth ought to have the superiority
over all those who claim on the ground that they are
freeborn. In an aristocracy, or government of the best, a 8
like difficulty occ urs about virtue; for if one citizen be
better than the other members of the government, however good they may be, he too, upon the same principle
of justice, should ru le over the m. And if the people are
to be supreme because they a re stronge1· than the few,
then if one man, or more than one, but not a majority, is
stronger than the many, they ought to rule, and not the
many.
None of
All these considerations appear t o show that none of 9
theseclaintS
h
. . Ies on W h 'IC h men CJaim
•
to power
t e, prmc1p
to ru le, an d h O ld a 11
s t rictly just. other men in subjecti on to them, are strictly right.
To 10
those who claim to be masters of the state on the ground
The many of their virtue or their wealth, t he many might fairly
may he
answer that they themselves are often better and richer
better or
richer lhan
than the few-I do not say individually, but collectively.
the few.
A nd another ingenious objection which is sometimes put 11
forward may b e met in a similar manner. Some persons
doubt whether the legislator who desires to make the
justest laws ought to legislate with a view to t he good of
the higher classes or of the many, when the case which
we have mentioned occurs (i.e. when all the elements
coexist•].
Now what is just or right is to be inter- 12
The equal p reted in the sense of 'what is equal ; ' and that which is
i:; limited
right in the sense of being equal is to be considered with
by tb.e
common
reference to the advantage of the state, and th e common
good.
good of the citizens. And a citizen is one who shares in
governing and being governed. He differs under different 1284a.
forms of government, but in the best state he is one
who is able and willing to be governed and to govern
with a view t o the life of virtue.
4

Cp. § 4.
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If, however, there be some one person, or more than III. 13.
one, although not enough to make up the full com- The true
.
.
kmg or
plement o f a state, w hose virtue 1s so preeminent hero an
.
· l power o f a II t I1e rest anomalous
that the virtues
or t h e po1·1t1ca
person who
adm it · of no comparison with his or theirs, he or they ~r ~0 :J;t
can be no longer regarded as part of a state; for justice
will not be done t o the superior, if he is reckoned only
as the equal of those who are so far inferior to him in
virtue an d in poli tical power. Such an one may truly
1 4 be deemed a God among men.
H ence we see that
legislation is necessarily concerned only with those who
are equal in bi rth and in power; and that for men
of p reeminent virtue there is no law - they are themselves a law. Any one would be ridiculous who
attempted to make laws for them : they would proba bly reto rt what, in t he fable of Antisthenes, the lions
said to the hares [' where are your claws ?'], when in the
council of the beasts the latter began harang uing and
15 claiming eoua lity for all. A nd for this reason democratic such
. .
d
.
.
.
persons are
states l1ave• 111st1tute
ostracism,;
equa11ty
1s
a b ove a II ostracised
t hi ngs their aim, and therefore they ostracise and banish
from the city for a time those who seem to p redominate too tyranmes,
which._like
much through their wealth, or t he number of their friends, act on the
. . l 111
. fl uence. M yt I10logy te IIs aPeriander
dvice of
16 or t 11roug h any ot her poI1t1ca
us that the Argonauts left Heracles behind for a similar ~~~~;;:
reason ; the ship A rgo would not take him because she
feared that he would have been too much for the rest of
the crew. \Vhcrcforc those who denounce tyranny and
blame the counsel which Periander gave to Thrasybulus
17 cannot be held altogether j ust in t heir censure. T he
story is that Periand er, when the herald was sent to ask
counsel of him, ·said nothing, but only cut off the tallest
ears of corn till he had brough t the field to a level. The
herald did not know th e meaning of the action, but came
and reported what he had seen to Thrasybulus, who
understood that he was to cut off the principal men in
18 the state•; and this is a policy not only expedient for
13

~~~r:o-

• Cp. v .

10.

§

13 .
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II I. 13. tyrants or in practice confined to them, but equally
necessary in oligarch ies and democracies. Ostracism• is
a measure of the same kind, which acts by disabling and
Imperial
banishing the most prominent citizens. Great powers 19
statesostra- d
h
h l ..
d
.
h Ath emans
.
cise depcn- o t e same tow o e c1t1es an nations, as t e
dentstates
·
Cl·
11ans, an d L esb'1ans; no sooner h a d
·
· d 1'd to t h e S am,ans,
they obtained a firm grasp of the empire, than they
humbled their allies contrary to treaty; and the Persianl284b.
king has repeatedly crushed the Medes, Babylonians, and
other nations, when their spirit has been stirred by the
recollection of their former greatness.
The problem is a universal one, and equally concerns 20
all forms of government, true as well as false ; for,
although perverted forms with a view to their own --~
interests may adopt this policy, those which seek the
Illustration common interest do so likewise. The same thing may 21
be observed in the arts and sciences b ; for the paint er will
not allow the figure to have a foot which, however beautiful, is not in proportion, nor will the ship-builder allow
the stern or any other part of the vessel to be unduly
large, any more than the chorus-master will allow any
one who sings louder or better than all the rest to sing
in the choir. 0 Monarchs, too, may practise compulsion 22
and still live in harmony with their cities, if their governOs tracism ment is for the interest of the state•. Hence where there
when applied a sad is an acknowledged superiority the argument in favour
necessity, of ostracism is based upon a kind of political justice.
l)ut it
should
I t wou ld certainly be better that the legislator should 23
t)Ol be
necessary. from t he first so order his state as i:o have no need of
such a remedy. But if the need arises, the next best
thing is that he should endeavour to correct the evil by
this or some similar measure. T he principle, however,
has not been fairly applied in states ; for, instead of
looking to the public good, they have used ostracism for

~~~·:,{;om

• Cp. v. 3. § 3.
b Cp.v.3.§6; 9.§7; vii. 4. 10; Rep.iv.420.
c Or,' Monarchies do not differ in this respect (i.e. the employment
of compulsion) from free states, but t heir government must be,' etc.
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factious purposes. It is true that under perverted forms III 13.
of government, and from their special point of view, such Can we
a measure is just and expedient, but it is also clear that %~!·
it is not absolutely just. In the perfect state there would best man 1
be great doubts about the use of it, not when applied to
excess in strength, wealth, popularity, or the like, but
when used against some one who is preeminent in
2s virtue,-what is to be done with him ? Mankind will
not say that such an one is to be expelled and exiled ;
on the other hand, he ought not to be a subject-that
would be aas if in the division of the empire of the Gods
the other Gods• should claim to rule over Zeus. The No: Then
only alternative is that all should joyfully obey such at~;"" be
ruler, according to what seems to be the order of nature,
and that men like him should be kings in their state
for !ife.
The preceding discussion, by a natural transition, leads
14.
to the consideration of royalty, which we adm it to be Royahy,
one of the true forms of government b. Let us see
whether in order to be well governed a state or country
should be under the rule of a king or under some other
form of government ; and whether monarchy, although
• good for some, may not be bad for others. But first we kinds or.
must determine whether there is one species of royalty or
l285a.many. I t is easy to see that there are many, and that the
manner of government is not the same in all of them.
3 Of royalties according to law, the Lacedaemonian is~ The
thought to answer best to the true pattern; but there the ma~~.,..
royal power is not absolute, except when the kings go sovereigns.
king,; Mt
ol\n an expedition, and then they take the command. t~'f;~;erals
'latters of religion are likewise committed to thein.
4 The kingly office is in truth a kind of generalship, irresponsible and perpetual. The king has not the power
of life and death, except• when upon a campaign and in
24

• Or,' as if in the division of offices among the citizens, mankind,'
etc. Or, with Bernays, 'as if in accordance with the principle of
rotation in succession to offices, mankind,' etc.
b ii. 9. § 29.
~ Omitting lv .,..., {3nu,">..,iq., which is bracketted by Bekker in
his 2nd ed it.
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III. 14. the field ; after the manner of the ancients which is
described in Homer. For Agamemnon is patient when
he is attacked in the assembly, but when the army goes
out to battle he has the power even of life and death.
Does he not say?s
'\~ hen I find a man skulking apart from the battle, nothing
shall save h im from the dogs and vultures, for in my hands is
death•.'

This, then, is one form of royalty - a generalship
for life : and of such royalties some are heredita ry
and others elective.
(•) 13.- ,.
(2) There is another sort of monarchy not uncommon 6
baria.n
kings ha\'e among the barbarians, which nearly resemb les tyranny.
d espotic
For barbarians,
power, but But even this is legal and hereditary.
a re legal
b~ing more servile in character t han Hellenes, and
and hereditary.
Asiatics than Europeans, do not rebel against a despotic
government. Such royalties have the nature of tyran- 7
nies because the people are by nature slaves b; but there
is no danger of thei r being overthrown, fo r they are hereditary and legal. \:Vherefore also t heir g uards are such
as a king and not such as a tyrant would employ, that is
to say, they are composed of citizens, whereas the guards
of tyrants are mercena ri es•. Fo r kings rule according to
law over voluntary subjects, but tyrants over involuntary;
and the one are gua rded by t heir fellow-citizens, the
others a re guarded against them.
(3) Aesym·
These are two forms of monarchy, and there was a &
~f;:',;\i;.. third (3) which existed in ancient H ellas, called an
Aesymnetia or dictatorship. This may be defined
generally as an elective tyranny, which, like the barbarian
monarchy, is legal, but differs from it in not being hereditary. Sometimes the office is held for life, sometimes 9
for a term of years, or until certain duties have been performed. F or example, the Mitylenaeans elected Pittacus
leader against the exiles, who were headed by Antimenides and Alcaeus the poet. And Alcaeus himself says 10
b

• IL ii. 391- 393. The last clause is not found in our Homer.
Cp. i. 2. § 4.
c Cp. v. 10. § 10.
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in one of his • irregular songs •, ' They chose Pittacus III. 14.
tyrant,' and he reproaches his fellow-citizens for
' having made the low-bom Pittacus tyrant of the spiritless and
1286 b. ill-fated.city, with one voice shouting his praises.'

,,

These forms of government have always · had the
character of despotism, because they possess tyrannical
power; but inasmuch as they are elective and acquiesced
in by their subjects, they are kingly.
(4) There is a fourth species of kingly rule-that of (4) The
the heroic times-which was hereditary and legal; and ~r::i~~:;
u was exercised over willing subjects. For the first chiefs
were benefactors of the people b in arts or arms ; they
either gathered them into a community, or procured
land for them; and thus they became kings of voluntary
subjects, and their power was inherited by their descend ants. They took the command in war and presided
over the sacrifices, except those which required a priest.
They also decided causes either with or without an
oath ; and when they swore, the form of the oath was
13 the stretching out of their sceptre. In ancient times The king's
their power extended to all things wha tsoever, in city :.:i<;;ally
and country, as well as in foreign parts; but at a later ~~'~'t:i~~
date they relinquished several of these privileges, and of pries,
or genera1
others the people took from them, until in some states atone_re.
mrun111g
not l1111g
was ]e ft to them but t h e sacn"fi ces ; and wh ere 10
him.
they retained more of the reality they had only the right
of leadership in war beyond the border.
14
These, then, are the four kinds of royalty. First the Re~numc-rh"
. d
nuon of the
.
mo narc h y of t I1e hero1c ages ; t 1s was exercise over kinds of
voluntary subjects, but limited to certain functions; the royalty.
To the
.
.
k mg was a general and a Judge, and had the control of fourabovereligion. The second is that of the barbarians, which is mentioned
an hereditary despotic government in accordance with
law. A third is the power of the so-called Aesymnete
or Dictator ; this is an elective tyranny. The fourth
is the Lacedaemonian, which is in fact a generalship,

;;gJ;f.,.

• Or, 'banquet-odes,' u•o~10.
VOL. I.
H

b

Cp. v. c. to. § 3.

IS MONARCHY A GOOD?

III. 14. hereditary and perpetual. T hese four forms differ from , 5
one another in the manner which I have described.
is added
There is a fifth form of kingly rule in which one has
(5) absolute
royalty.
the disposal of all, just as each tribe or each state has the
disposal of the public property; this form corresponds
t o the control of a household. F or as household management is the kingly rule of a house, so kingly rule is the
household management of a city, or of a nation, or of
many nations.
I 5Of these forms we need only consider two, the L acedaemonian and th e absolute royalty; for most of the
forms need others lie in a region between them, having less power
be considered.
than the . last, and more than the first. Thus the en- ,
q uiry is reduced to t wo points : first, is it advantageous
to the state that there should be a perpetual general,
and if so, should the office be confined t o one family, or
open to the citizens in turn ? Secondly, is it well that a 1286,.
single man should have the supreme power in all things?
The Lace- The first question falls under the head of laws rather
dacmonian
royalty is than of constitutions; for perpetual generalship might
an office,
n ot a con- equally exist under any form of government , so that 3
siitution ; this matter may be dismissed for the present
The
the abs.olute
·
royalty
other kind of royalty is a sort of const itution; this we
raises many
.
.
.
questions. have now to consider, and briefly to run over the d1fficulShhould
ties involved in it. We will begin by enquiring whether
t e best
laws or the it is more advantageous to be ruled by the best man or
bestma n
b y t h e b est laws •.
rule?
Laws are
The advocates of royalty maintain that the laws "
general,
· generaI t erms, and cannot provide
· ,or
r
speak onIy m
circu mstances ; and that for any science to abide by written
r ules is absurd. Even in E gypt the physician is allowed
to alter his treatment after the fourth day, but if sooner,
but they.
he takes the risk. Hence it is argued that a governare passion,
.
d.
.
I
.
less, and
ment actmg accor mg to written aws 1s plainly not the
:: :;:~-:i best. Yet surely the ruler cannot dispense with the 5
have ll'ene- general principle which exists in law ·, and he is a better
ral pnn..

~~~:t:me

dples.

" Cp. Plato Polit. pp. 293-295.
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ruler who is free from passion than he who is passionate. III. 15.
Whereas the law is passionless, passion must ever sway
the heart of man.
6 Yes; some one will answer, but then OJl the other Bu, how
hand an individual will be better able to advise in par- ~~~;'.',:;,.
ticular cases. (To whom we in turn make reply:) A
king must legislate, and laws must be passed, but these termined
· wh en t h ey miss
· the mark, by Jaw 1
laws w1"JI have no authonty
though in all other cases retaining their authority. (Yet
a further question remains behind:) \,Vhen the law can- Should th\
not determine a point at all, or not well, should the one :;::;n1::'::he
7best man or should all decide? According to our present ;;!~~ih~;;; 1
practice assemblies meet, sit in judgment, deliberate and
decide, and their judgments all relate to individual cases.
Now any member of the assembly, taken separately, is
certainly inferior to the wise man. But the state is
made up of many individuals. And as a feast to which The
all the guests contribute is better than a banquet fur- :ti~tfv:iy
nished by a single man•, so a multitude is a better judge wiser,
of many things than any individual.
8 Again, the many are more incorruptible than the few; Jess cor·
. of water wh"1ch 1s
. 1ess rupllble,
t l1ey are lI'ke t I1e greater quantity
easily corrupted than a little. T he individual is liable to
be overcome by anger or by some other passion, and then
his judgment is necessarily perverted ; but it is hardly freer. from
to be supposed that a great number of persons would all pass,on,
get into a passion and go wrong at th e same moment.
9 Let us assu1ne that they are freemen, never acting in
violation of the law, but filling up the gaps which the
law is obliged to leave. Or, if such virtue is scarcely
attainable by the multitude, we need only suppose th at
the majority are good men and good citizens, and ask
which will be the more incorruptible, the one good ruler,
l2S6b.or the many who are all good? Will not the many? and not
But, you will say, there may be parties among them, :'{~0sub10 whereas the one man is not divided against himself.
To faction.

:tit"t.~·

• Cp. supra, c.
H2

11. ~ 2.
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I II. 15. which we may answer that their character is as good as
his. If we call the rule of many men, who are all of
·, .•
them good, aristoc racy, and the rule of one man royalty,
then aristocracy will be better for states than. royalty,
whether the government is supported by force or not•,
provided only that a number of men equal in virtue can
be found.
Ancient.
T he first governments were kingships, probably for 11
monarchies t h"1s reason, b ecause o f o Id, w hen cities
. . were smaJI, men
of eminent virtue were few. They were made kings
because they were benefactors 1>, and benefits can only
vassed
be bestowed by good men. But when many persons
into aristc,cracies,
equal in merit arose, no longer enduring the pre-emith_ese int_o nence of one, they desired to have a commonwealth, and 12
.
oligarchies;
.
.
Tl1e ru mg
]
d
.
d
set up a const1tut1on.
•
1 c ass soon eten orate
and eru·iched themselves out of the public treasu ry ;
riches became the path to honour, and so oligarchies
then come naturally grew up.
These passed into tyrannies and
tyrannies.
tyrannies into democracies; for love of gain in the ruling
classes was always tending to diminish their number,
and so to strengthen the masses, who in the end set
lastly, de- upon their masters and established democracies. Since
mocracies.
cities have increased in size, no other form of govern- 13
ment appears to be any longer possible 0 •
Should
Even supposing the principle to be maintained that
monarchy
kingly power is the best thing for states, how about the
be hereditary?
family of the king? Are his children to succeed him?
If they are no bet ter than anybody else, that will be
mischievous. But [says the lover of royalty] the king, 14
though he might, will not hand on his power to his child ren. That , however, is hardly to be expected, and is
Should the too much to ask of human nature. There is also a diffimonarch
culty about the force which he is to employ; should a
have a
military
king have guards about him by whose aid he may be
force?
able to coerce the refractory ? but if not, how will he 15
administer his kingdom? Even if he be the lawfu l
a

Cp. infra, § 15.
c

Cp. iv.

6.

§ 5;

13.

b Cp. c.
& to.

14 .

§

12.

•
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sovereign who does nothing arbitrarily or cont rary to I II. 15.
\jl
law, still he must have some force wherewith to main<( ,6 tain the law. In the case of a limited monarchy there Yes; but
> is not much d.ffi
1 .
.
h.
.
h he must
_,,
I cu ty in answering t 1s question ; t e no, be 10 0
l.J.ki ng must have such force as will be more than a match powerful.
o) for one or more individuals, but not so great as that of
the people. The ancients observed this principle when
they gave the guards to any one whom they appointed
<f) dictator or tyrant. Thus, when Dionysius asked the
Syracusans to allow him guards, somebody advised that
they should give him only a certain number.
1287a.
A t this p lace in the discussion naturally follows the
16.
enqui ry respecting the king who acts solely according to
his own will; he has now to be considered. The so-called The royalty
limited monarchy, or kingship accord ing to law, as I have r[!fi~
already remarked •, is not a distinct form
of govern- life
general·
ship, wh1ch
ment, for under all governments, as, for example, in a :n•ydbe
,oun m
democracy or aristocracy, there may be a general hold- any kind
·mg office ,,or 1·r
d
.
f
d
ofstate.
I e, an one person 1s o ten ma e supreme
over the administration of a state. A magistracy of this
kind exists at Epidamnus b, and also at Opus, but in the
• latt er city has a more limited power. Now, absolute Butabso.
.
mono rmonarc hy, or t he arb 1trary
ru Ie o f a sovereign
over a\I lute
chy is ofwn
the cit izens, in a city which consists of equals, is thought ~~0~:f.~,~.:;'y
by some to be quite contrary to nature; it is argued that 10 n.ature.
those who are by nature equals must have the same
natural right and worth, and t hat for unequals to have
an equal share, or for equals to have an unequal share, in
the offices of state, is as bad as for different bodily constitutions to have the same food and clothing or the
3 same d ifferent. \.Vherefore it is thought to be just that Equals
~
~o~d ~
among equa1s every one be ruled as well as ru le, and tnat under the
all should have their turn · We thus arrive at law ·' for rule
impersonal
oflaw.
an order of succession implies law. And t he rule of the
4 law is preferable to t hat of any individual. On the sa me
principle, even if it be bet ter for certain individuals to
govern , they should be made only guardians and mi nisters

,n

aJ

• Cp. c. 15. §2.

b Cp.

V.

L §§ 10,

II;

4. § 7.

•
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LAW THE TRUE R ULER.

III. 16. of the law. For magistrates there must be, - this is
admitted ; but then men say that to g ive authority to
any one man when all are equal is unjust. There may indeed be cases which the law seems unable to determine,
but in such cases can a man? Nay, it will be replied, s
the law trains officers for this express purpose, and
appoints them to determine matters which are left undecided by it to the best of their judgment. Further it permits them to make any amendment of the
existing laws which experience suggests. [But still
Law is
they are only the ministers of the law.] He who bids
passionless
Reason.
the law rule, may be deemed to bid God and Reason
alone rule, but he who bids man rule adds an element of
the beast; for desire is a wild beast, and passion perverts the minds of rulers, even when th ey are the best of
The anmen. T he law is reason unaffected by desire. vVe are 6
alogy of
medicine
told that a patient should call in a physician ; h e wi II
not get better if he is doctored out of a book. But the 7
of persona l parallel of the arts is clearly not in point ; for the phygovem·
men,, but sician does nothing contrary to reason from motives of
the cases
are no,
friendship; he only cures a patient and takes a fee; whereas
parallel.
magistrates do many things from spite and part iality.
And, indeed, if a man suspected the physician of being
in league with his enemies to destroy him for a bribe, he
would rather have recourse to the book. Even phy- s
sicians when they are sick, call in other physicians, and 1287b.
training-masters when they are in training, other trainingmasters, as if they could not judge truly about their own
case and might be influenced by their feelings. Hence
it is evident that in seeking for justice men seek for the
mean or neutral•, and the law is the mean. Again, cus- 9
tomary laws have more weight, and relate to more important matters, than written laws, and a man may be a
safer ruler than the written law, but not safer than the
customary law.
Again, it is by no means easy for one man to super-

)~~~!;~f

• Cp. N. Eth. v. 4. § 7.
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intend many things; he will have to appoint a number of III. 16.
subordinates, and what difference does it make whether The
one
mustaJways
these subordinates always existed or were appointed by have the
.
assista nce
If, as I satd before•, the or many:
10 him because he needed them?
. b ett er, t h en then
is it
. ht to ru 1e b ecause h e 1s
good man h as a ng
not better
two good men are better than one: this is the old that
the
many
saying,should rule
from the
' two going together b ; '
first 1
and the prayer of Agamemnon,' would that I had ten such counsellors c

!'

And at this day there are some magistrates, for example
judgesd, who have authority to decide matters which the
law is unable t o determine, since no one doubts that the
law would command and decide in the best manner what,, ever it could. But some things can, and other things
cannot, be comprehended under the law, and this is the
origin of the vexed question whether the best law or the
best man should rule. For matters of detail about which
men deliberate cannot be included in legislation. Nor
does any one deny that the decision of such matters must
be left to man, but it is argued that there should be many
, , judges, and not one only. For every ruler O who has been
trained by the law judges well ; and it would surely seem
strange that a person should see better with two eyes, or
hear better with two ears, or act better with two hands
or feet, than many with many ; indeed, it is already the
practice of kings to make to themselves many eyes and
ears and hands and feet. For they make colleagues of
those who are the friends of themselves and their govern13 ments.
They must be friends of the monarch and of his
government; if not his friends, they will not do what he
wants; but friendship implies likeness and equality ;
and, therefore, if he thinks that friends ought to rule,
he must think that those who are equal to himself and

•cp. C. 13.,, 25.

b l( . x. 224.

e 11. ··
11. 372.

• Cp. for similar arguments c. 1 5. § 9.

d
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YET THERE ;l,fA Y BE AN EXCEPTION.

III. 16. like himself ought t o rule. These a re the pri nci pal controversies relating to monarchy.
I 7.
But may not all this be t rue in some cases and not in
But mon- othe1·s? •for there is a natural J·ustice an d expediency in
archy
may he
the relation of a master to his servants, or, again, of a
preferable,
when in
king to his subjects, as also in the re lation of free citizens
accordance
· no sueh Justice
· · or exwith the
to one anot I1er; wh ereas t h ere 1s
character
pediency in a tyranny• or in any other perverted form
ofa people.
'
of government, wh ich comes into being contrary to nature .
Now, from what has been said, it is manifest that, where 12SSa.
2
men are alike and equal, it is neither expedient nor just
that one man should be lord of all, whether there are
laws, or whether there are no laws, but he himself is in
the place of law. Neither should a good man be lord
over good men, or a bad man over bad ; nor, even if he
excels in virtue, should he have a right to rule, unless
in a particular case, which I have a lready mentioned,
Natura l
a nd to which I will once more recur b. But first of all, I 3
fitness of
must determine what natures are suited for royalties,
constitutions.
and what for an aristocracy, and what for a constitutional
government.
A people who are by nature capable of producing a 4
race superior in virtue and political talent are fitted for
k ingly government; and a people•· submitting to be ru led
•
as freemen by men whose virtue renders them capable of
political command are adapted for an aristocracy : while
the people who are sui ted for constitutional freedom,
a re those among whom there naturally existsd a warlike
multit ude • able to rule and to obey in turn by a law
which gives office to the well-to-do according to thei r
• Or: 'for there are men who are by nature fitted to be ruled
by a master, others to be ruled by a king, others to live under a
constitutional government, and for whom these several relations
are just and expedient ; but there are no men n·aturally fitted
to be ruled by a tyrant,' etc.
b C. 13. § 25, and§ 5, infra .
c Omitting the words rrA ijllor a rd<J>v~, <j,ipnv, which appear to
be a repetition from the previous clause.
d Omitting Ka,
Cp. c. 7. § 4.

,v.
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desert. But when a whole family, or some individual, III. 17.
happens to be so pre-eminent in virtue as to surpass all When one
. . .
.
m:in 1s preothers, then 1t 1s JUSt that they should be the royal family eminent in
he
. one c1t1
. .zen sl1ou Id be ,,,tue
and su preme over a II , or t hat t h 1s
ought to
6 king of the whole nation. For, as I said before•, to give n,le.
them authority is not only agreeable to that g round of
right wh ich the founders of all states, whether aristocratical, or oligarchical, or again democratical, are accustomed to put forward ; (for these all recognize the
clai m of excellence, although not t he same excellence),
7 bbut accords with the principle al ready laid down b. For
it would not be right to kill, or ostracise, or exile such a
person, or require tha t he should take his turn in beinggoverned. The whole is natural ly superior to the part,
and he who has this pre-eminence is in the relation of a
8 whole to a part. But if so, the only alternative is that he
should have the supreme power, and that mankind should
obey him, not in tu rn, but always. These arc the conclusions at which we arrive respecting royalty and its
various forms, and this is the answer to the question,
whether it is or is not advantageous to states, and to
whom, and how.
\ Ve main ta in that the true forms of govern ment are
18.
three, and that t he best must be that which is ad- The best
0
ministered by the best, and ·in which there is one man, ~ ;n",'~;ay
' ·1y, or many persons, exce11·1ng ·Ill virtue,
·
tie either
0 r a w I10 Ie 1an11
the rule or
and
both rulers and subjects are fitted, the one to ru le, othret,o)enc,many
or
~
the others to be ruled •, in such a manner as to attain the vinuous.
most eligible life. Vve showed at the commencement of
our enq uiryd that the virtue of the good man is necessarily State and
the same as the virtue of the citizen of t he perfect state.
Clearly then in the same man ner, and by the same means come
.
virtuous m
through which a man becomes truly good, he will frame the same
a state (which will be truly good) whether aristocratical, manner.
5

~~~~;g:_al

Cp. c. 9. ~ 15.
Or : ' but d iffering in the manner already laid d own.'
. c Omitting ,ca( tipxn,,, which is inserted, without ~·[S. authority,
in Bekker's 2nd edit.
rt Cp. c. 4.
a

b
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THE PERFECT STATE.

I II. 18. or under kingly rule, and the same education and the 12ss1,
same habits will be found to make a good man and a
good statesman and king.
Having arrived at these conclusions, we must proceed ,
to speak of the perfect state, and describe .how it comes
into being and is established. He who would proceed
with the enquiry in due manner .. . . . •
• Retaining the words of the MSS, 'Avay<') a;, Tov µi'/\'Aovra rr,p,
-rrJJ, r.pacr~Kouuav uK/f,11, which are omitted by
Bekker in his 2nd edit.
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